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Abstract

This PhD thesis examines a phenomenon known as Monosyllabic Circumflexion (MC, hereafter) from a historical linguistics / phonological point of view. MC denotes a Lithuanian or Balto-Slavic phenomenon according to which long vowels and diphthongs in monosyllabic words exhibit a circumflex tone instead of the expected acute tone. It is observed in the following four categories:

I. 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic stems:
   šōks – šókti ‘to jump;’ vūs – vūti ‘to drive,’ etc.

II. reflexes of PIE root nouns:
   Latv. gūovs ‘cow’ (< *gʷōus ← acc.sg. *gʷōm); šuō ‘dog’ (< *kʷuō), etc.

III. prepositions/adverbs:
   nuō ‘from’ ~ nūotaka ‘bride;’ vēl ‘again’ ~ Latv. vēl ‘still, yet’
   < PB *vēli[t]ē (permissive particle) < *teh1; cf. Gk. τῆ ‘there,’ etc.

IV. pronominal forms:
   tuō (< *toh1 m. sg. instr. ~ gerúoju ‘the good (m. sg. instr.)’),
   tiē (< *toi pl.nom. ~ gerieji ‘id. (pl.nom)’), tuōs (< *tōns pl. acc. ~ gerúosius ‘id. (pl.acc.)’), etc.

The unexpected circumflex tone in these categories is problematic and important for the solution of a Balto-Slavic accentological question on the etymological background of acute and non-acute tones. The aim of this thesis is to partially contribute to the solution of this problem by establishing the existence of MC and its relative chronology.

The first category, the 3rd person future forms, provides a substantial number of examples and counterexamples. The examination of them has revealed the fact that the counterexamples constitute a morpho-semantic group of verbs whose future stems underwent considerable
morphological changes in the prehistory, hence not exhibiting MC. This shows that the regular tonal reflex of the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute stem must be circumflex, allowing for the establishment of MC as a regular phonological process, although this category does not provide much information on the relative chronology of MC. The second category, the reflexes of Proto-Indo-European root nouns, gives an important clue as to where MC is located in the relative chronology of Balto-Slavic sound changes. Next, there is a discussion of whether the results of the examinations of the first two categories can be maintained for the data of the third and fourth categories, which show an irregular distribution of the acute and circumflex tones in monosyllabic forms. It is shown that various morphological factors, such as homonymic clashes within the paradigms for pronouns, can explain why some monosyllabic forms have acute tone. Also, the linguistic feature of West Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian that tend to preserve the results of MC is revealed. These dialects are known to have played an important role in the formation of standard Lithuanian.

In this way, the monosyllabic forms with unexpected circumflex tone in Lithuanian are explained as a combination of MC in the Proto-Balto-Slavic time and the dialectal tendency of West Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian.

**Keywords:** historical linguistics, comparative linguistics, Monosyllabic Circumflexion, Lithuanian, Lithuanian 3rd person future forms, root noun, preposition, adverb, pronoun, Baltio-Slavic accentology.
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Purpose

There has been a long-lasting discussion as to whether the Proto-Indo-European long vowels are reflected with the acute or circumflex tone in the Balto-Slavic languages. Among the first studies focusing on the direct comparison of Greek and Lithuanian accents was the work contributed by de Saussure (1894: 492ff.). He showed a highly systematic correspondence between the long vowels in old Indo-European languages, such as Greek, Sanskrit, and Gothic, and the acute tone of the equivalent vowels in Lithuanian; e.g. Skt. vīrā- ∼ Lith. výras ‘man,’ Skt. gūrta- / Lat. grātus ∼ Lith. girtas ‘praised.’ This method, i.e., comparing the length with the tone of long vowels in equivalent or nearly equivalent words in regard of their formations, is generally accepted, although opinions vary as to what sort of long vowels yielded the acute tone in Balto-Slavic, since the development of laryngeal theory has revealed that many Proto-Indo-European long vowels are actually tautosyllabic sequences of a short vowel and a laryngeal.

At present, it is agreed that the Proto Indo-European sequence which included a laryngeal in the coda positions (i.e., *VH]σ and *VRH]σ) and the long vowels resulting from Winter’s Law produced acute syllables in Balto-Slavic. Nonetheless, there seem to be two main streams for the opinions as to whether the lengthened-grade long vowels yielded

---

1 Balto-Slavic languages distinguish tones on bimoraic nuclei (long vowels and diphthongs) and, in some cases, on short vowels as well. In the Lithuanian case, two kinds of tones are distinguished on bimoraic syllable nuclei: a falling tone (called “acute” accent) and a rising tone (called “circumflex” accent). This will be presented in more detail in chapter 2.

2 *doh3 - ‘give’ → Lith. dúoti ‘to give,’ Latv. duōt/duōt ‘id.,’ SCr. dāti ‘id.;’

3 Winter’s Law denotes the lengthening of a vowel before a non-aspirated voiced stop (V > V / __ D; Winter 1978). See §2.3.5
the acute or non-acute quality of the syllable nucleus.

One opinion maintains the view that the Proto-Indo-European long vowels should be represented with “acute” intonation, which has different phonetic realizations in each Balto-Slavic daughter language. De Saussure (1984: 492ff.) demonstrated that the Lithuanian long vowels that correspond to long vowels in other Indo-European languages usually have an acute accent, while long vowels of loan words from Slavic and Germanic languages, as well as normal diphthongs, are usually circumflex, e.g. Lith. girti ‘praise,’ girtas ‘praised’ ∼ Skt. gūrtás ‘pleasant,’ Lat. grātus ‘beloved.’ This view has been adopted by a number of researchers with slight theoretical modifications, such as Kuryłowicz (1948), Stang (1957), Illich-Svitych (1979), Jasanoff (2004a), and Olander (2009), and thus has become the traditional view.

On the other hand, Frederik Kortlandt maintains a different view, according to which only what he calls a “glottalic feature” could have produced the acute tone in Balto-Slavic. There are mainly two sources for the glottalic feature according to him: the Proto-Indo-European laryngeal as mentioned above, and the “glottalized consonants,” which are traditionally reconstructed as unaspirated voiced stops (cf. Kortlandt 1977; 1985 among others). Thus, he maintains that the Proto-Indo-European lengthened-grade, which did not involve any laryngeals or glottalic consonants yielded the circumflex tone instead of the acute.

While a few examples, e.g., žvēris (3) ‘wild animal’ (acc.sg. žvērį) < PIE *gʰe-r, várna (1) ‘crow’ (< *yörneh₂), Latv. pruojām ‘away’ (see p. 148), undoubtedly indicate the traditional view, the nominative singular ending of consonantal stems (-uõ, -ē) and many monosyllabic forms speak for Kortlandt’s view.

Nevertheless, some monosyllabic forms pose a problem from either point of view. For example, a pronominal form tuõ (m.sg.instr.;

4 Also the reflexes of long syllabic sonants and long diphthongs; Kuryłowicz 1948: 11ff.

5 Traditionally unaspirated voiced stops (D), unaspirated voiceless stops (T), and aspirated voiced stops (Dʰ) are reconstructed for the Proto-Indo-European consonant system. The poor occurrence of the voiced stops especially in the bilabial position (*b) and the lack of the evidence for the root structure *DeD-, etc. led some researchers to consider that the unaspirated voiced series of consonant could have been glottalic consonants, which Kortlandt advocates.
< *-oh₁) exhibits the circumflex tone, although an acute tone is expected because the final laryngeal of the instrumental singular ending must have yielded the acute tone according to either hypothesis. The expected acute tone is found in the definite adjectival form gerúoju ‘the good ∼.’ This sort of circumflex tone requires further explanation. Indeed, it has been known, since Hanssen (1885) pointed it out, that the monosyllabic words exhibit the unexpected circumflex tone instead of the acute tone, e.g., tiē (pl. nom. m. pronoun), as opposed to gerieji ‘the good ∼’ (def. masc. pl. nom.). This phenomenon is called “Monosyllabic Circumflexion” (introduced below in Chapter 3).

Since Monosyllabic Circumflexion was first mentioned in Hanssen (1885: 166), various remarks and interpretations have been made by Pedersen (1933), Stang (1966), Senn (1966), Kortlandt (1985, 2014), Zinkevičius (1998), Rasmussen (1999; 2007), Petit (2002), Olander (2009), and Villanueva Svensson (2011). Despite these remarks, the opinions diverge on the relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion and on whether to recognize the existence of the phenomenon at all. Although even its existence is not unanimously agreed upon by all researchers, the study of Monosyllabic Circumflexion was recently taken up by theoretical phonologists (Blevins 1993). This also motivates me to maintain that the accentuation of monosyllabic forms in Lithuanian needs to be examined in a historical context in more detail, especially as related to the relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion with other sound/accentual laws in Balto-Slavic, i.e., Winter’s Law, Osthoff’s Law, i-apocope, Leskien’s Law. It also deserves some mention that a possible impact of monosyllabic words with the

6 Lithuanian has definite forms for adjectives. The definite forms are based on the inflectional form of adjectives followed by the “long ending,” which originated from the declensional form of the 3rd person pronoun jis, ji. Therefore, the adjective ending is not in the final syllable of the definite form, protected by the long ending. As a result, the original form of the adjective ending, which is not affected by Leskien’s Law, can be observed in definite forms. Additionally, the nom.pl. ending of o-stem adjectives has been replaced by the pronominal ending *-oi, and therefore, the endings in tiē and gerieji are etymologically identical to each other.

7 It is also called “Monosyllabic Metatony” in Villanueva Svensson (2011). But in this thesis, “Monosyllabic Circumflexion” is employed, since this term more explicitly indicates the resulting tone.
unexpected circumflex tone on the tonal system of Lithuanian. The Lithuanian monosyllables certainly form a prosodically specific group in that they do not follow the normal development in regard to tones, yielding an unexpected circumflex tone. The possibility cannot be overlooked that the unexpected tone of monosyllables could be one of the sources of the irregularity in the tonal system of Lithuanian.

Thus, the monosyllabic words constitute a distinctive group for their peculiar accentual behavior. The purpose of this thesis therefore is to examine the development of this phenomenon and its phonological facts, since the category of the monosyllabic words is one of the categories that speak for the second hypothesis of the Proto-Balto-Slavic tonogenesis, but has not been fully examined by the advocates of the first hypothesis.

The structure of this thesis is as follows: first, preliminary notions and topics are presented in CHAPTER 2. In CHAPTER 3, relevant data and a summary of the history of the research of this topic will be presented. CHAPTER 4 will be devoted to the analysis of the data. Furthermore, I will examine the possibility of the circumflex tone of monosyllables resulting from Monosyllabic Circumflexion to have influenced the tone of polysyllabic forms. CHAPTER 5 is the conclusion.

1.2 Specific Issues Handled in this Thesis

The first aim of this thesis is to establish the phenomenon of Monosyllabic Circumflexion and to provide examples, primarily in Lithuanian and in other Baltic languages, when necessary. Slavic data will be introduced into the discussion at appropriate points as supplementary data. There have been a few doubts to the existence of Monosyllabic Circumflexion. Pedersen (1933) assumed that monosyllabic forms with unexpected circumflex tone could be the result of analogy, and Senn (1966) assumed that Leskien’s Law did not operate on monosyllabic forms, which caused the circumflex monosyllables. I will first argue against such views represented by Pedersen. The relation of Leskien’s Law and Monosyllabic Circumflexion as also discussed in Petit (2002) is an important issue as well. This will be discussed in depth in CHAPTER 3.

Secondly, the relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion needs to be established. There are some monosyllabic forms resulting
from recent syncope (in 16th ∼ 17th C; e.g. jóg < jógi, kíek < kíekas). The acute tone of such forms could merely indicate that Monosyllabic Circumflexion was not active anymore around that time, and must have been prior to that time. Rasmussen presumes that Monosyllabic Circumflexion took place in PBS times based on pronominal forms and the reflexes of PIE root nouns. Villanueva Svensson (2011) agrees with him on the basic estimation of the chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion, although disagreeing on some data. Alternatively, Kortlandt (1985, 2014) assumes two chronological layers of the circumflex tone of monosyllables in PBS and after Leskien’s law in Lithuanian. But the more detailed relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion with other sound laws, such as Winter’s Law and Osthoff’s law, should be established by analyzing the tones of the categories which underwent morphological changes, i.e., root nouns. This thesis will aim to provide both direct and indirect evidence for the relative chronology from the Baltic data. In fact, the preservation of the tonal distinction in mobile paradigms in the Baltic languages is expected to provide substantial data for the analysis. Kortlandt’s hypothesis will also be examined especially based on the accentuation of some monosyllabic particles (e.g., laĩ, vêl, see §4.3).

For these purposes, the following discussions will be arranged in accordance to the categories where the examples of Monosyllabic Circumflexion have been found so far in the preceding works. The categories handled in this thesis will be as follows:

I. 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic stems: 
   šōks – šókti ‘to jump;’ vŷs – výti ‘to drive,’ etc.

II. reflexes of PIE root nouns:
   Latv. guovs ‘cow’ (< *gʷóus ← acc.sg. *gʷóm); šuō ‘dog’ (< *kúó), etc.

III. prepositions/adverbs:

IV. pronominal forms:
   tuō (< *toh₁ m. sg. instr. ∼ gerúoju ‘the good (m. sg. instr.)’),
tiē (< *toi pl.nom. ~ gerēji ‘id. (pl.nom)’), tuōs (< *tōns pl. acc. ~ gerūosius ‘id. (pl.acc.)’), etc.

These are discussed in Chapter 4, starting with the category (I), which is decisive in the approximation of when Monosyllabic Circumflexion took place. It will be followed by the category (II), which is informative for the investigation of the relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion and other sound laws, since they were monosyllabic before joining the i-stem (e.g. PIE ĕhüër → Lith. žvērįs (3) ‘wild animal’). In addition, the exceptions of Monosyllabic Circumflexion will be discussed in the relevant sections. They are found in the following categories:

(i) pronouns, numerals, as in Lith. tà ‘that’ (demonstrative pronoun in f. nom. sg.; < PB *tá ← PIE *seh₂), dù (m.)/dvì (f.) ‘two’ (< PB *duō/*duē < PIE *duoh₁/*dueh₂i₁), etc., as opposed to tiē, tuō;

(ii) 3rd person future forms with monosyllabic acute roots, as in būs ‘will be’ (< *būst), lis‘will rain’ (< *īst), etc, as opposed to duōs ‘will give,’ šōk ‘will dance.’

1.3 Materials

Quite a few Lithuanian monosyllabic forms have been mentioned in the works since Hanssen (1886). In addition to the forms mentioned in Biiga (1923–24), Senn (1966), Stang (1966b), Petit (2002), Rasmussen (1999), Zinkevičius (1998), some more data have been collected via the etymological dictionaries, as in Fraenkel (1962–65), Derksen (2008), Dunkel (2014), and ALEW.

The accentuation of Lithuanian data is based on LKŽ. For Prussian Lithuanian forms, I refer to Kurschat (1883). The first Lithuanian publication is Mažvydas Catechism (1547), which unfortunately does not include accentual information. Its data were adopted from Ford (1971). The oldest accented text is Daukšos Postilė in 1599. Its data

8 The underline below long vowels denotes the “acuteness” as a quality of syllable nuclei that will be introduced in §2.3.7 below.
were adopted from Skardžius (1935) and Kudzinowski (1977). The dia-
lectal forms were taken from Zinkevičius (1966, 1978) and Rosinas

Latvian accentuation is based on Mīlenbachs and Endzelīns’ (1923–
1932) dictionary and Endzelīns’ (1923) grammar.

Old Prussian attested forms and their information is taken from
Mažiulis’s (1988–1997) etymological dictionary of the Old Prussian
language (PEŽ).

The Slavic data are also discussed for the purpose of comparing it
with the Baltic data. They were taken from an etymological dictionary
ĒSSJa, as well as from relevant preceding works, e.g., Vaillant (1958),
2. Preliminaries: Long Vowels and Tones

Balto-Slavic Accentology has a relatively long history of research, the origins of which date back to the middle of the 19th century. The studies conducted in the very early phase mostly focused on the direct comparison between Greek and Lithuanian accentuations (e.g., Hanssen 1885). A turning point toward a better understanding of the matter was brought about by de Saussure (1894), who focused on a highly systematic correspondence between Lithuanian acute accent and long vowels in other Indo-European languages, i.e., Greek, Sanskrit, and Germanic languages. Since this demonstration, the acute intonation as the descendant of Proto-Indo-European long vowels (including lengthened grade vowels) has been the dominant view as anticipated in §1.1.

In this chapter, I will sketch the accentual system of the relevant Balto-Slavic languages and their historical background, with remarks on the history of the research.

2.1 Lithuanian Accent System

2.1.1 Tones

Lithuanian is a language with a free-accent system. It is not predictable but lexically determined whether a given word is immobile (root-accented) or mobile (end-accented), and what kind of tone it bears. Any word can bear one accent on one of its syllables. When a monomoraic syllable nucleus bears the accent, it receives a grave accent that is not recognized as a tonal contour. Usually, short vowels followed by obstruents serve as monomoraic syllable nuclei. Lithuanian has historically four short
vowels that can bear a grave accent: ⟨a⟩ [a], ⟨e⟩ [æ], ⟨i⟩ [i], ⟨u⟩ [u].

Bimoraic syllable nuclei, on the other hand, can bear two kinds of tones, i.e., acute tone (a falling tone in Lithuanian) and circumflex tone (a rising tone in Lithuanian). What can be counted as bimoraic syllable nuclei are six long vowels, six diphthongs, and sixteen “mixed” diphthongs, as follows.

- long vowels: ⟨a⟩ [a:], ⟨e⟩ [æ:], ⟨i⟩ [i:], ⟨o⟩ [o:], ⟨u, ū⟩ [u:]
- diphthongs: ⟨ai, au, ei, ie, uo, ui⟩

1 PIE *o and *a merged to PB *a, as shown by Lith. akis, OCS oči, Gk. ἀκίς, Skt. aksi-/aśan- ‘eye’ < PIE *h₃okʷ/*h₃ekʷ-. Therefore, Lithuanian does not have a short vowel o except in loan words such as òpera ‘opera.’

2 Short vowels a and e are phonetically lengthened in accented open syllables, receiving a circumflex tone (ã, ˜e). Thus, rãtas ‘wheal’ < PB *råtas (< PIE *roth₂-o-), médis ‘tree’ < PB *mēdjo- (< PIE *medjo-). This lengthening is supposed to have taken place in a relatively late stage after the change of long vowels a > o and ė > ě (see below), which ā and ē have not undergone.

3 Old Lithuanian texts testify the sound change: OLith. ā > o, e.g., OLith. bralis > ModLith. brólis ‘brother.’ The other sound change, *ē > ě, took place earlier, as ě is sometimes spelled with ⟨ie⟩ in Mažvydas Catechism, e.g., milieia (3312, mil˙eja ‘loved [3p. pret.]’), Tiewai (3511, t˙evai ‘fathers’), cf. Zinkevičius (1984–95: II, 156), Stang (1929: 50).

These two letters, o and ě, always denote long vowels in Modern Lithuanian orthography, which the notation of Lithuanian forms in this thesis follows unless otherwise noted.

4 Lithuanian experienced a development by which a tauto-syllabic sequence of a vowel and a nasal turned to a nasalized vowel before sibilants and in word final position. They eventually merged to long vowels: */aN, *eN, *iN, *uN/ > */ā, ė, ı, ū/ > /a:, e:, i:, u:/ . Those vowels are now denoted with vocalic signs with a small subscript hook as ⟨ā, ė, ı, ū⟩ . The merger must have taken place later than the sound change a > o, since ā has not merged to o together with ā: e.g., acc. sg. ending of feminine ā-stem -ā < *-an.

5 The diphthongs uo and ie are often distinguished from other diphthongs, often called non-homogeneous monophthongs, in that they behave in a way similar to long vowels and the first element of the diphthongs is narrower than the second. Other diphthongs, ai, au, ei, have broader vowels as the first member than the second. As we will see later, they can be shortened through the process called Leskien’s Law, just as regular long vowels shortened in the same
• mixed diphthongs: ⟨an, am, ar, al, en, em, er, el, in, im, ir, il, un, um, ur, ul⟩

The tauto-syllabic sequence of a vowel and a resonant is analyzed as a type of diphthong, because they can bear tonal accents that can be born only to bimoraic nuclei.

The acute tone is denoted with an acute sign (´V), and circumflex tone with a tilde (˜V), as follows:

(1) a. výras ‘man’ (falling tone on ý)
   b. výnas ‘wine’ (rising tone on ý)

Several ways have been suggested to synchronically describe the tones of Lithuanian. In one of the standard handbooks (Stang 1966b: 131ff.), the Lithuanian tonal system is analyzed in terms of ictus (Germ. *Iktus*, ˘V) and the ictus-bearing morae. Ictus there means a stress accent or a prominence falling on a mora. Stang analyzed that the tonal contour results from an ictus falling on one of the morae of a bimoraic syllable nucleus. Thus, /˘aa/ surfaces with a falling contour, and /a˘a/ with a rising contour.

Halle and Jean-Roger Vergnaud (1987: 190ff.) describes the Lithuanian tones in autosegmental method and metrical stress theory. On the other hand, Blevins (1993) assumes that the tone-bearing unit in Lithuanian is a mora rather than a syllable nucleus, and a mora can be associated with a high tone. Thus, the stress/syllable-based representations in Halle and Vergnaud (1987) are updated as below by Blevins (1993).

• stress accent on monomoraic vowels:
  (i) grave (˘V) = /˘V/

way. Moreover, *uo* and *ie* have developed from Proto-East-Baltic long vowels ˘o and ˘e as follows:

- PIE *oi > PBS *ai > PEB *e > Lith. ie, as in PIE *snoigo- → PEB *snėgas > Lith. snėgas ‘snow;’ PIE *ei > PEB ˘e > Lith. ie, as in PIE *deių > PEB *déva > Lith. diėvas, Latv. dieds ‘god.’
- PIE *o > Lith. uo as in dúotí, Gk. δῶσωμυ ← PIE *deh₃- ‘to give.’
two tonal accents on a long vowel, a diphthong, or a mixed diphthong (a tautosyllabic sequence of a vowel and resonant):

(ii) acute (falling) \( \acute{\text{V}} \) = /\acute{\text{V}}\acute{\text{V}}/  
(iii) circumflex (rising) \( \grave{\text{V}} \) = /\text{V}\grave{\text{V}}/

Blevins’s moraic interpretation is, in my opinion, more favorable in that this fits the fact that when an accented vowel is lost, then, its tone is associated with the immediately preceding mora: e.g., *galvonà* > *galvõn* ‘into a head.’ The assumption in Halle and Vergnaud (1987: 192) that the function of a diacritic accent would be shifted to the head of the nucleus would predict an illative form *galvóna*, while the tonal analysis allows one to assume that the H tone associated to the lost mora is set afloat, then, associated to the immediately preceding mora.

This moraic analysis will be taken as the basis of the discussion in this thesis.

2.1.2 Accentual Paradigms

Lithuanian nominal paradigms of monosyllabic roots are classified into four types according to their patterns of accent shift throughout the paradigms and the type of accent on the root (acute/non-acute). For example, the masculine o-stem nouns have four types of accent-shift patterns, as the following paradigms show.

The first to be mentioned is *výras* ‘man,’ which has an acute tone on the root throughout the paradigm. The paradigm characterized by the static acute accent on the root is traditionally called Accentual Paradigm 1 (AP1). The word *rãtas* also used to have the accent fixed on the non-acute root, but some mobility has been introduced as the result of a shift of the ictus (or High tone) from a non-acute root to the following acute ending in sg. instr. and pl. acc. by Saussure’s Law. This
Table 2.1: Four accentual paradigms of o-stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg.nom.</th>
<th>‘man’</th>
<th>‘wheel’</th>
<th>‘window’</th>
<th>‘god’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>výro</td>
<td>rāto</td>
<td>lángo</td>
<td>diēvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>výrui</td>
<td>rātui</td>
<td>lángui</td>
<td>diēvu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>výrą</td>
<td>rātą</td>
<td>lángą</td>
<td>diēvą</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>výru</td>
<td>ratū</td>
<td>lángu</td>
<td>dievù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>výre</td>
<td>ratè</td>
<td>langè</td>
<td>dievè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voc.</td>
<td>výre</td>
<td>rāte</td>
<td>lānge</td>
<td>diēve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pl.nom./voc.</th>
<th>výrai</th>
<th>rātai</th>
<th>langai</th>
<th>dievai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>výru</td>
<td>rātu</td>
<td>langu</td>
<td>dievù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>výrams</td>
<td>rātams</td>
<td>langams</td>
<td>dieváms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>výrus</td>
<td>ratūs</td>
<td>lángus</td>
<td>dievùs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>výrais</td>
<td>rātais</td>
<td>langais</td>
<td>dievaïs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>výruose</td>
<td>rātuose</td>
<td>languose</td>
<td>dievuose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| type of paradigm, characterized by non-acute root and mobility that was introduced by Saussure’s Law, is called Accentual Paradigm 2 (AP2). In addition, we have two types of mobile paradigms: one with acute roots and the other with non-acute roots. As the paradigm of lángas shows, the accent is on the ending in loc. sg., nom. pl./voc. pl., gen. pl., dat. pl., instr. pl., and loc. pl., exhibiting the mobility of the accent in the paradigm. This type of paradigm with acute roots is known as Accentual Paradigm 3 (AP3), whereas the same type of paradigm with non-acute roots and with additional mobility introduced by Saussure’s Law is classified as Accentual Paradigm 4 (AP4), as the paradigm of diēvas exemplifies. The APs will be provided with Lithuanian nouns in the following parts of this thesis, mainly for the purpose of identifying the acute or non-acute feature of the root syllable: AP1 and 3 for acute roots, whereas AP2 and 4 for non-acute.

6 A detailed discussion on the phonological and morphological development of the accentuation of the nominal paradigms in all sorts of stems in Balto-Slavic is found in Olander (2009).
2.1.3 The Accent Laws of Lithuanian

In this section, two important historical accent changes anticipated in the previous sections will be introduced: Saussure’s Law and Leskien’s Law. Both of them affected the final syllables with an acute tone, indicating a special treatment of the feature of acute syllables.

2.1.3.1 Saussure’s Law

De Saussure (1896: 157ff.) proposed an accent shift from non-acute syllable to the following acute syllable, as seen in accusative plural forms dievùs, ponùs of diēvas (4) ‘god,’ pōnas (2) ‘mister,’ in contrast to the accusative forms kēlmus, výrus from kēlmas (3) ‘stump,’ výras (1) ‘man.’ The accusative plural ending is acute, as can be seen in gerúosius, and, only when the preceding syllable is non-acute (AP2 and 4 in the examples above), the prominence is retracted to the ending, while when the preceding syllable is acute, the retraction does not take place. This is observed also with other acute endings, e.g., instr. sg. dievù, ponù; f. ā-stem nom. sg./instr. sg. rankà (2) ‘hand,’ dienù (4) ‘day,’ vedù ‘I lead,’ vedì ‘you lead’ (∼ vēda ‘s/he leads, they lead’). In addition to the mobility which produced the mobile paradigm (Saussure 1894; Olander 2009), further mobility was introduced by this rule. This resulted in the split of paradigmatic patterns: AP2 split out of the pattern of AP1, AP4 out of that of AP3.

2.1.3.2 Leskien’s Law

Leskien (1881) noticed the following alternation in the short and long adjective endings, or the 1sg./pl. endings in non-reflexive and reflexive verbal finite forms. He assumed that these alternations are evidence of an old sound change by which the acute long vowels in the word-final position were shortened.

(2) a. m. pl. nom. gerì ‘good’ ∼ geríé-ji

b. m. pl. acc. gerù ∼ gerúo-ju

c. m. du. nom./acc. gerù ∼ gerú-ju

d. f. sg. nom. gerà ∼ geró-ji
e. 1sg. pres. sukû ‘I turn’ (non-reflexive) \~ sukûo-s(i) (reflexive)

f. 1pl. pres. sûkame ‘we turn’ \~ sûkamé-s (< sûkamé-si)

g. m. i-stem du. nom./acc. akì ‘a pair of eyes’ \~ OCS očì (< PBS *-i < *-ih₂)

(Leskien 1881: 189 [some of the spellings are changed by the current author according to Modern Lithuanian orthography]; Stang 1966: 115–116)

The etymologically acute diphthongs (except for ie and uo, which originated from older monophthongs) in word-final position turned to circumflex, not being shortened. Contrastively, the original acute accentuation on the ending seems to be still preserved in the dialectal forms from Žemaitian dialects.

(3) a. sukûa˜u ‘I turned’ (1sg. pret.), sukâĩ (2sg. pret.) \~ sukâu-si, sukâí-si (refl.); Žem. sôkâu, sôkâ

b. sakûa˜u ‘I say,’ sakâĩ ‘you (sg.) say’ \~ Žem. sakâu, sakâ

Petit (2002) considers this to be a part of the process Leskien’s Law. From this viewpoint, this may suggest that Leskien’s Law did not take place in Žemaitian dialects, as pointed out by Stang (1966b: 116–117, 127–128). Stang (1966b: 127–128) in fact also adduces a distinction maintained in Žemaitian dialects between -e, -o (from short *-i, *-u) and -i, -u (from long *-i, *-u) as support for his assumption. For this matter, alternatively, Olander (2009: 113) assumes that this indicates that the short vowels resulting from Leskien’s Law did not merge to the etymologically short vowels in all the dialects of Lithuanian.

In fact, acute diphthongs in word-final position are problematic. Some do not trigger Saussure’s Law, e.g., dat. sg. rãtuĩ, nom. pl. rãtai (rãtas (2) ‘wheel’), while others do, e.g., in 1sg. and 2sg. of ā-present

7 The acute tone in Žemaitian dialects is more like a broken tone, rather than a falling tone. Therefore it is denoted with a sign ^, which is also utilized to denote the Latvian broken tone.
sakaũ ‘I say,’ sakaĩ ‘you say.’ In his lecture in Vilnius in 2015, Jay Jasanoff proposed that the acute diphthongs were de-acutized in word-final position already prior to Saussure’s Law. The exceptional personal endings of ă-present (and ĕ-preterit) in 1/2sg. that alone triggered Saussure’s Law have the secondary introduced acuteness, according to him. The Baltic ă-presents without -ę (e.g., Lith. sakaũ [sako-], stataũ ‘I build’ [stato- < *sth₂téh₂-]) are cognate with the Hittite factitive presents of the type newah₂ ‘make new’ (∼ newa- ‘new,’ < *neu₂eh₂-), which inflect according to the hi-conjugation descending PIE h₂e-conjugation (Jasanoff 2003: 139–141; Rau 2009: 185–186). PIE h₂e-conjugation is shown to be thematized in the remaining IE languages, and therefore, the endings of Baltic ă-present should be traced back to 1sg. *-eh₂oh₂, 2sg. *-eh₂esi (→ *-eh₂ei). He continued that such endings should have given rise to non-acute 1sg. *-ă or *-o and 2sg. *-ai (cf. ā-stem dat. sg. -ai < *-eh₂ei), and the attested endings should be from the reconstituted structure, 1sg. *-ăo and 2sg. *-ăe, with the stem *-ā- plus productive endings 1sg. *-ă and 2sg. *-ę. Jasanoff also suggested that the new diphthongs resulting from this process kept their acuteness until today in Žemaitian dialects, or at least until Saussure’s Law elsewhere. According to this view, the acute diphthongs were usually de-acutized even before Saussure’s Law, and can be understood as a phenomenon independent from Leskien’s Law.

2.2 Notes on Accent Systems of Other Balto-Slavic Languages

2.2.1 Baltic

2.2.1.1 Latvian

Latvian distinguishes between three kinds of tones: sustained tone (Germ. Dehnton) Ķ; falling tone (Germ. fallende Ton) Ů; broken tone (Germ. Stoßton) Ū.

Just as in Lithuanian, all long vowels, all diphthongs, and all the

---

tautosyllabic sequences of a short vowel and the immediately following resonant (r, l, m, n) can bear intonation. Endzelīns (1922a: 3ff.) describes those tones as follows:

(4) a. **SUSTAINED TONE** is expiratory weak rising or even. In diphthongs and mixed diphthongs, the second component is longer than the first component. This intonation is indicated with a winding circumflex sign, e.g. māte ‘mother,’ bārt (with a long vowel) ‘to scold.’

b. **FALLING TONE** starts with a stronger tone and falls towards the end. Therefore a diphthong with a falling tone consists of accented syllabic and unaccented non-syllabic parts. This intonation is indicated with a grave sign, e.g. drāugs ‘friend.’

c. **BROKEN TONE** is decomposed into two parts. After the very intense start of the syllable, a glottal catch occurs (this is often replaced with merely a weakness of the voice), after which the second part is ejected. The intonation is indicated with an angular circumflex sign, e.g., rīts ‘morning.’ In the case of diphthongs and mixed diphthongs, the sign is placed on the second component as in raūt ‘to rip,’ iēt ‘to go,’ ārt ‘to plow’ (beside dialectal ārt with a long vowel).

To mention briefly the synchronic phonological behavior of these Latvian tones, an analysis in the doctoral dissertation of Karinš (1996) is introduced below. In this work (Karinš 1996: 142ff), the following analysis is proposed, in which the bold face H denotes a phrasal/metrical high tone that is not lexical:

(i) sustained tone \( \left\langle \hat{V} \right\rangle = HH \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[\mu\mu]_\sigma \\
H
\end{array}
\]

(ii) broken tone \( \left\langle \hat{V} \right\rangle = H^?LH \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[\mu\mu]_\sigma \\
\hat{\sigma}
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
[\mu\mu]_\sigma \\
H \quad \sigma
\end{array}
\]

(iii) falling tone \( \left\langle \tilde{V} \right\rangle = HL \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
[\mu\mu]_\sigma \\
H \quad L
\end{array}
\]

The sustained tone is considered to have no lexically marked tone in Karinš (1996: 142ff.) because its prefixed form neliēla ‘not large,
small’ (cf. liēla ‘large’) loses its high tone to the prefix as described in the following representation:

(5) tonal representation of neliēla adopted from Karinš (1996:144)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
n & e & i \; e \; l & a \\
H & L
\end{array}
\]

Therefore, he assumes that the high tone recognized in the beginning of the sustained tone is not the ‘underlying marked tone’ but a ‘metrically determined phrasal tone.’

Apart from the phonetic realization of the tone, another important feature of Latvian accentuation is that the prominence is always fixed on the word-initial syllable. We do not find mobile accent paradigms, but some remnants of these are found, according to Endzelīns. Endzelīns (1899: 263ff.) observed a correspondence between Lithuanian accentual paradigms and Latvian intonation patterns in word-initial syllables. The correspondence is as follows:

Lith. acute (AP1) \(\sim\) Latv. even tone (\(\tilde{V}\))

- e.g. Lith. výras ‘man’ \(\sim\) Latv. vīrs ‘id.,’ Lith. dúona ‘bread’ \(\sim\) Latv. duōna ‘id.,’

Lith. circumflex (AP2) \(\sim\) Latv. falling tone (\(\check{V}\))

- e.g. Lith. rankà (raņkâ [sg.acc.]) ‘arm’ \(\sim\) Latv. rūoka ‘id.,’ Lith. iēšmas ‘spit’ \(\sim\) Latv. ĕesms ‘id.’

Lith. acute (AP3) \(\sim\) Latv. broken tone (\(\hat{V}\))

- e.g. Lith. núogas ‘naked’ \(\sim\) Latv. nuōgs ‘id.,’ Lith. širdis ‘heart’ \(\sim\) Lattv. siŗds ‘id.’

Lith. circumflex (AP4) \(\sim\) Latv. falling tone (\(\check{V}\))

- e.g. Lith. balīsas ‘voice’ ‘id.,’ \(\sim\) Latv. bālss, Lith. draūgas ‘friend’ \(\sim\) Latv. drāugs ‘id.’

Thus, Latvian even tone corresponds to Lithuanian acute tone in words that have immobile paradigms, and Latvian broken tone to Lithuanian acute tone of mobile nouns. Latvian falling tone corresponds to
Lithuanian circumflex tone of either AP2 or 4. This means that Lithuanian and Latvian have almost opposite phonetic realizations, assuming that they have developed from the same ‘proto tones.’ This is the case with the Slavic tones in comparison to the Lithuanian tones that will be mentioned in the following parts of the chapters, where Slavic tones also have the opposite phonetic realizations of Lithuanian tones.

The initial stress in Latvian is the result of the accent retraction that took place in the prehistory of Latvian. According to Illich-Svytych (1979 [1963]: 51–52):

“The process of accent retraction to the initial syllable in Latvian took place at an early date: it is a proto-Latvian process, (...) the tone contrast of ~ and ^ in initial syllables in Latvian reflects an older distribution of nominals by accent class than does modern Lithuanian (...)

Thus, Latvian accentuation is often found with an older state of affair compared to Lithuanian accentuation, which can be a result of métatonie: for instance, Lith. saldūs (4; saldı [acc. sg. m.]) ‘sweet’ has a non-acute root in Modern Lithuanian, while saldūs (3; săldų [acc. sg. m.]) is attested with an acute-root in an Old Lithuanian text Daušos Postilė. This means that the Lithuanian word for sweet has undergone a process of métatonie douce, while the original accentuation is still preserved in Latv. salds.

2.2.1.2 Old Prussian

Old Prussian is attested in a few documents, i.e., Elbing Vocabulary (EV), Grunau Vocabulary (Gr), three Lutheran Catechisms, and some fragmentary texts. The information of accentuation is only available in the 3rd Catechism, where some vocalic graphemes are marked with a macron. As the translator of the 3rd Catechism, Abel Will himself noted in the preface that long vowels are basically denoted with a macron. Nonetheless, the macron is usually considered to indirectly mark the accent, under the assumption of the correlation of stress and length of vowels.

Thus, it has been commonly assumed that Old Prussian had a free-accent system like Lithuanian, based on the correspondence between

9 An overview of all the attested texts is available in Dini (2014: 329ff.).
the place of macron in Old Prussian and that of Lithuanian or Rus-

sian forms, e.g., OPru. mūti ~ Lith. môtë ‘mother,’ OPru. antrā ~

Lith. antrà ‘second,’ OPru. twaiä ~ Ru. tvojá ‘yours,’ OPru. dessīmts

~ Lith. dešīmts ‘10,’ etc. (Endzelīns 1944: 25ff.; Stang 1966: 125,

143ff.).

But for the phonetic reality which the macron on one of two graph-

eses of a diphthong could have expressed, it is not easy to identify be-

cause the language became extinct at the end of the 17th century, leav-

ing only a limited number of documents. Despite this, there have been

several arguments on the topic, mainly concerning whether a macron
denotes the tones or just the place of stress. The representative view
that the Old Prussian macron denotes different tones is found in Maži-

ulis (2004: 13ff.), illustrated by the following data set.

circumflex:

OPru. ėisei ‘you(sg.) go’ ~ Lith. eini (eiti),

OPru. gēide ‘he waits’ ~ Lith. geidžia, Latv. gāidīt,

OPru. rānika ~ Lith. raņka (acc.), Latv. ruoka ‘hand’

acute:

OPru. aĩnan ‘one’ ~ Lith. vienas, Latv. viêns

OPru. kaũlins ‘bones’ ~ káulis, Latv. kaũlus

OPru. steĩmans ‘to them’ ~ Lith. tiêms, Latv. tiêm

Thus, the placing of the macron is considered to denote not only the
place of accent, but also indirectly the tones. Circumflex tone is realized
as a falling tone, and the acute as a rising tone in Old Prussian, which is
the opposite tonal realization to that of Lithuanian (also, Levin 1976: 7).
The tone distinction is not marked on the long monophthongs spelled
with just one letter, e.g., turīt (Lith. turēti) ‘to have,’ mūti (Lith. móțë)
‘mother,’ dūsin (Lith. dušiã) ‘soul (acc. sg. f.)’ antrā (Lith. antrà) ‘the
second,’ dūtwei (Lith. dúoti) ‘to give.’

On the other hand, Rysiewicz (1956) assumes that the macron only
denoted the place of stress, based on his statistical analysis of the data
attested with or without macrons. This view was later critically examined by Rinkevičius (2009: 63ff., 83ff.). He observed the usage of the macron in more detail, pointing out that the Old Prussian diphthongs corresponding to Lithuanian circumflex diphthongs never receives a macron on the second component, while that of the acute can receive a macron both on the first and second component of diphthongs. Out of this observation, he draws a conclusion that Abel Will was able to distinguish the tones as the length of the components of diphthongs (first component lengthened under the circumflex tone, the second under the acute tone), but he could not hear the lengthened sonants in the case of the acute mixed diphthongs, as the inconsistent use of the macron in the case of mixed diphthongs corresponding to Lithuanian acute indicates. Therefore, the identification of the tones on the Old Prussian mixed diphthongs requires a careful examination of the tones of Lithuanian and Latvian cognates.

2.2.2 Slavic

Slavic is a large language family, consisting of East Slavic (Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, etc.), South Slavic (Old Church Slavic, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian), and West Slavic (Czech, Upper/Lower Sorbian, Polish, Silesian, Kashubian, Slovak). Among them, only two languages (Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian) retain tone as a phonological feature. In this thesis, the forms from these two languages are occasionally referred to for the purpose of linguistic comparison.

Serbo-Croatian exhibits the following accentual system:

- long vowel: rising (ˇV; gláva ‘head’) falling (ˇV; grád ‘city’)
- short vowel: rising (ˇV; ˇórđa ‘walnut’) falling (ˇV; vüna ‘wool’)

Likewise, Slovenian also has two types of tones on the long syllables: the rising tone (ˇV) and the falling tone (ˇV). It is well known that Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian tones correspond to each other systematically: SCr. short falling tone to Sln. long rising tone (SCR. bitti ∼ Sln. bitti ∼ Lith. būti ‘to be;’ SCr. kipje ∼ Sln. kipja ∼ kürpē (1) ‘shoe;’); SCr. long falling tone and Slovenian long falling tone (SCR. zūb ∼ Sln. zōb ‘tooth’ ∼ Lith. žańbas (4) ‘sharp edge’). They are also known to show a systematic correspondence with East Slavic languages where the tonal contrast is lost except in the TORT/TERN formula (Townsend
Serbo-Croatian short falling tone and Slovenian long rising tone are traditionally/conventionally called the acute tone, and the long falling tone in both languages is called the circumflex tone in the study of Balto-Slavic accentology. The syllable that does not occur with the acute tone is often labeled with the cover term "non-acute." The acute and circumflex tones in the Slavic languages are proven to correspond to the Baltic acute and circumflex tones in immobile paradigms (see §2.3.3 below).

Antoine Meillet observed a deviation of tonal correspondence between Baltic and Slavic (Meillet 1924: 141, 148). Lithuanian and Latvian distinguishes the acute roots from non-acute roots also in mobile paradigms (i.e., AP3 and 4 in Lithuanian, and broken tone and falling tone in the initial syllable in Latvian), but in Slavic, the mobile paradigms have only the non-acute roots. Thus, we observe Lith. galvà (3; acc. sg. gálvà) corresponding to Ru. golová, acc.sg. gólovu, SCr. gláva, acc.sg. glávu ‘head;’ Lith. sūnūs (3; acc. sg. sūny) corresponding to SCr. sîn ‘son.’ Thus, the described loss of contrast between acute and non-acute roots of mobile paradigms in Slavic is called “Meillet’s Law.” This will recur occasionally in this thesis.

2.3 A sketch of the History of Research on Accentuation

2.3.1 Ferdinand de Saussure

Contrary to his predecessors, de Saussure (1894: 492ff.) compared the Lithuanian tones to the length of the vowels in the cognates of the corresponding formation in other Indo-European languages, instead of Lithuanian tones to the Greek tones. By doing so, he showed that the Lithuanian long vowels corresponding to the long vowels in other Indo-European languages basically bear an acute tone, as in the following examples.

10The Slovenian cognates were added by the current author.
(6) a. Lith. nósis ‘nose’ ∼ Skt. násā ‘(a pair of) nostrils’; Lith. stóti ‘to stand’ ∼ Skt. sthā- ‘id.’; Lith. ménuo ‘month, moon’ ∼ Goth. mēna ‘moon’

b. Lith. įrīti, past pass. part. įrītas ∼ Skt. gūrtā- ‘pleasant,’ Lat. grātus ‘beloved’ (< PIE *gītos [*gītōs])

Contrastively, when diphthongs correspond to short diphthongs in the cognates of other Indo-European languages or a PIE short syllabic sonant, they mostly appear with a circumflex tone.

(7) a. Lith. dantis ‘tooth’ (dañtį acc.sg.) ∼ Skt. dant- ‘tooth’ (< PIE *dɒnt- [*h₁d-ont-])

b. Lith. vīlkas ‘wolf’ ∼ Skt. vrkas (< PIE *u”lkos ‘wolf’)

Also, long vowels found in loan words are usually found with a circumflex tone, as follows:

(8) a. Lith. výnas ‘wine’ (cf. Slav. vyno)

b. Lith. blōgas ‘bad’ (cf. Slav. blazb )

He left out of his discussion the acute intonation of long diphthongs and their Proto-Indo-European origin, probably because the origin of many long diphthongs involves the Proto-Indo-European laryngeals, which had not been accepted before the discovery of Hittite in the 20th century. This issue was later pursued by Kuryłowicz.

Despite this general principle established by de Saussure, there are quite a few cases that do not adhere to it. For such forms, he introduced the notion of métatonie, which denotes changes in tones caused either by a morphological process or through a historical shift. There are two types of métatonie, i.e., métatonie douce and métatonie rude, depending on the resulting tone. If a circumflex tone changes to an acute tone, it is called métatonie rude, whereas a change of an acute tone to a circumflex tone is called métatonie douce.

The cases under (9) are the metatonomies caused by morphological processes, i.e., adding a suffix, prefix, or both.

(9) a. métatonie douce:

dýgti ‘to spring, shoot’ → dýgis ‘prick, stab’; šókti ‘to jump’ → šōkis ‘jump’
b. kója ‘leg’ → pakøjui ‘in step;’ véjas ‘wind’ → pavējis ‘lee, leeward’

c. métatonie rude:

sveikas ‘healthy’ → svēkinti ‘to greet’

(de Saussure 1894: 495)

A good example of métatonie caused by a historical shift may be the case of u-stem adjectives, as exemplified by saldūs ‘sweet.’

(10) saldūs (3; sáldų [acc.sg.]) → saldūs (4; saldų [acc.sg.]), cf. Latv. salūds

(Métatonie was investigated in greater detail by later scholars including Būga (1923/24), Stang (1966a, 1966b), Derksen (1996), Larsson (2004, 2010b), and Villanueva Svensson (2014).

2.3.2 Jerzy Kuryłowicz

As mentioned in the previous section, de Saussure left long diphthongs and the Lithuanian accentuation of those segments out of his discussion. With the discovery of the Hittite language and the identification of the Hittite segment h and the so-called laryngeals in the early 20th century, Kuryłowicz (1948: 1ff.) treated the Proto-Indo-European long diphthongs and their origin as related to the laryngeals.

He elucidated that long diphthongs, as well as long syllabic sonants, received the acute accent when they were shortened in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. He proposed that those long diphthongs and long syllabic sonants are generated as the result of compensatory lengthening caused by laryngeal loss: *RH, *VRH > *Ṛ, *ṾR > Lith. iR, ṾR. Indeed, we have the following cases:

(11) a. Lith. vīlna, Skt. īrnā- < PIE *uH-neh₂ ‘wool’; Lith. gīrti, past pass. part. gīrtas, Skt. gūrt- ‘pleasant,’ Lat. grātus ‘beloved’ (< *gītos) < PIE *grētōs

b. gērti ‘to drink’ < PIE *gsworth3- vs. penkī, f. peńkios, Skt. pāṇca, Gk. πέντε ‘five’ < PIE *penkw*e-.

Thus, he showed that quite a few cases of long sonants and long diphthongs can be traced back to a syllable with a laryngeal coda.
2.3.3 Christian Stang

Christian Stang (1957) made a further contribution to show the systematic correspondence of Slavic and Baltic tones and accentual paradigms. Although previous researchers had recognized the Baltic and Slavic acute/non-acute tones related to PIE quantity (e.g., Trautmann’s (1923) dictionary) and the identity of Baltic and Slavic mobile nominal paradigms (e.g., Sedláček, Meillet, as discussed by Dybo [1977: 594]), Stang’s achievement was to demonstrate these correspondences with rich data, including that of early accented texts in the Cyrillic tradition (cf. Vermeer 1998: 249).

Stang reconstructed three Accentual Paradigms for Proto-Slavic (Stang 1957: 56ff.):

- (a) constant root stress (SCr. děm) ∼ Lith. dūmai (1), Latv. dūmi ‘smoke’
- (b) constant end stress (SCr. krāt ‘once, time’ Čak. ženā, ORu. žená ‘woman’)
- (c) mobile stress (SCr. gláva, glăvu (acc.sg.) ‘head,’ SCr. drūg ‘friend’) ∼ Lith. gālvą (3; acc. sg.), Latv. gālva ‘head;’ Lith. draugas (4), Latv. drāugs ‘friend’

He points out the correlation between Slavic APa and Lithuanian immobile paradigms (AP1, 2), and Slavic APc and Lithuanian mobile paradigms (AP3, 4), although the correlations between Lithuanian AP1 and Slavic APa, and between Lithuanian AP2 and Slavic APb remain unclear. For Slavic APb, although its corresponding Lithuanian AP remains unclear in his work, Stang formulated a stress shift that is now known as Stang’s Law. Slavic APb has the stress on the medial vowel (or on the first syllable of the ending in the case of a disyllabic ending), and the stress was retracted to the preceding vowel if it had been on a circumflex vowel, thus CS nom. sg. *dvŏrъ (gen. sg. dvorà) ‘court’ > SCr dvôr, Sln. dvôr ‘door’; CS gen. pl. ženъ (nom. sg. *ženà) ‘woman’ > ORu. ženъ, Čak. žén; loc. pl. dvôrěvъ ‘court’ > ORu. na dvôrěxъ (Stang: 1957: 168–170). The syllable with the new ictus received a secondary rising tone called “neo-acute.”

Agreeing with Kuryłowicz (1931: 75ff.) on his rejection of Saussure’s Law in Slavic, Stang also demonstrated that Saussure’s Law did
not take place in Slavic (p.15ff.), giving examples where the Slavic and Baltic data exhibit discrepancy regarding Saussure’s Law. For example, in loc. sg., where Saussure’s Law operates in Lithuanian, polysyllabic forms also have the end-stressed forms in Slavic. e.g., Ru. *na os-trobú ‘on the island,’ na ploščadí ‘on the square.’ However, Saussure’s Law does not operate over medial syllables in Lithuanian, e.g., āsilas (1), instr. sg./nom.-acc. du. āsilu, etc. He attributes the end-stressed forms in those Slavic forms to a mobile paradigmatic pattern that has arisen in Slavic. Also, Saussure’s Law does not operate on ā-stems in gen. sg. (e.g., rañkos ‘hand’) since the ending is not acute, but Slavic ā-stems do have the end-accented forms in gen. sg. (e.g., *ròkų ‘hand’). The Slavic accent shift is not conditioned by the acuteness of the final syllable contrastively to Lithuanian.

As for the correspondence between Slavic acute/non-acute and Baltic acute/non-acute (p. 5ff.), Lithuanian phonetic realizations of “acute” and “circumflex” tones are opposite to those in the other Balto-Slavic languages. This means that Lithuanian experienced a shift of ictus in its prehistory (Kuryłowicz 1958: 168f.; Zinkevičius 1998), which was mentioned in §2.2.1.1. This systematic correspondence proved that the distinction of acute and circumflex tone both in Baltic and Slavic was inherited from their common ancestor, i.e., Proto-Balto-Slavic, and that allowed us to interpret that the acute syllables in Baltic and Slavic must have been assigned with some kind of feature as “acute” in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. The phonetic realization of such a feature of acuteness in Proto-Balto-Slavic could be equated to a glottalic feature or present-day Danish stød, as suggested in Vaillant (1936: 114–115), Stang (1966b: 137), and Jasanoff (2004a: 251). This new interpretation resulted in an updated definition of Leskien’s Law, which will be discussed in a section below.

Stang’s progress on the correspondence between Baltic and Slavic mobile and immobile Accentual Paradigms, however, has left a few questions unresolved: how has the Slavic APb arisen and how has the stress been fixed on the first syllable of the ending in this paradigm, and what is the exact correlation of APa and APb with the Baltic Accentual Paradigms. Shortly afterwards, these problems were treated by the Moscow researchers Dybo and Illich-Svitych.
2.3.4 Moscow Researchers: Vladislav Illich-Svitych and Vladimir Dybo

Illich-Svitych and Dybo were inspired by Stang’s (1957) monograph to work on the correlation between Slavic and Baltic Accentual Paradigms in more depth, taking Stang’s reconstruction of Slavic Accentual Paradigms as the starting point. In the review of Stang’s (1957) Slavonic accentuation, Dybo (1962: 224–225) suggested that Slavic APb corresponds to Lithuanian AP2, and this issue is later pursued in a great detail by himself and his colleague Illich-Svitych (e.g., Illich-Svitych:1979, Dybo: 1981). The monograph (Illich-Svitych 1979) treats the Baltic and Slavic nominal reflexes of PIE nouns, organized in accordance with the length of the root and the place of accent (baryton/oxyton) in the PIE stage. Examining the correspondence between PIE long roots and Baltic immobile/mobile nominals, (Illich-Svitych 1979: 61ff.) proposed a modification of Hirt’s Law. The law was proposed by Hirt (cf. Hirt 1895: 94, 165–166), formulating a leftward accent shift in Balto-Slavic to explain the different accent placement in the Balto-Slavic and other Indo-European words, e.g., Lith. dūmai, SCR. dīm ~ Skt. dhūmā-, Gk. ḍūμος ‘smoke.’ Illich-Svitych finds out that the accent retraction in Balto-Slavic is sensitive to the set root structure (*CVH-), therefore no retraction in a form like PB *pēdā(n) ‘foot,’ or PBS *jūngó(n) ‘yoke.’ Now this modified version of Hirt’s Law is accepted in general, and the current thesis is not an exception.

Illich-Svitych’s extensive examination of Baltic and Slavic nouns with respect to the length of the root and accent placement in the PIE stage has elucidated that Slavic APa and APb were originally in complementary distribution. It was a Slavic process that the nominals with short (or non-acute) roots were transformed from the columnar barytone to an oxytone paradigm (pp. 80–81, 140ff.), which is parallel to Dybo’s (1960) conclusion on the verbal paradigms.

- (a) constant root stress (SCR. dīm ‘smoke,’ vūna ‘wool’) ~ Baltic immobile paradigm with acute root, e.g., Lith. dūmai (1), Latv. dūmi ‘smoke,’ Lith. vilna (1), Latv. vilņa ‘wool’
- (b) constant end stress (SCR. krāt ‘once, time’ snēg, snēgā ‘snow’) ~ Baltic immobile paradigm with non-acute root, e.g., Lith. kaštas (2) ‘once, time,’ sniēgas (2 > 4), Latv. sniegs ‘snow’
Illich-Svitych (1979: 143–4) proposed an accent shift law that transformed the APb from a single barytone paradigm of the nominals with circumflex roots in Proto-Slavic, which is a nominal version of the same law proposed by Dybo (1962) for verbs. According to the law, a non-acute root lost its falling tone to the following syllable in a barytone paradigm, e.g., PS acc. sg. *lōkǫ > *lǫkǫ ‘water-meadow,’ gen. sg. *lōka > lǫkà, etc. This rightward accent shift created the oxytone paradigm and fed the environment for Stang’s Law (see above). This law is called Illich-Svitych’s Law or Dybo’s Law in recognition of the two scholars’ findings.

2.3.5 Werner Winter

Werner Winter discovered that a Proto-Indo-European short vowel before an unaspirated voiced stop is reflected as a long acute vowel in the Balto-Slavic languages, while a short vowel before an aspirated voiced stop remains short (Winter 1978). This sound law can be formulated as: Ź > Ź / __ D. For example:

(12) a. PIE *h₂ebe- > Lith. obelis (3a), Latv. âbele ‘apple tree,’ Lith. źōbuolas (3a), Latv. âbuols ‘apple,’ Russ. jabloko ‘apple,’ cf. OHG afrul ‘apple’

b. PIE *h₁ed- ‘to eat’ > Lith. ésti, Latv. ėst ‘to eat,’ OCS jasti ‘to eat’

c. PIE *sed- ‘to sit’ > Lith. sėsti, Latv. sēst, SCr. sjēsti ‘to sit’

d. PIE *bʰegw- ‘to run, flee’ > Lith. bėgti, Latv. bēgt, OCS běžati ‘to flee’

e. PIE *nogw-ös > Lith. nūogas (3) ‘naked,’ Latv. nuōgs

This sound change probably originated from a phonetic lengthening before voiced stops, which is observed in many languages, including English. In this respect, I consider it to be more plausible to maintain the traditional reconstruction rather than a glottalic interpretation that will be introduced in the next section. Investigations on more detailed condition of this sound law have been conducted. Among them is

11 A detailed overview of the topic is found in Sukač (2013: 159ff.).
Shintani (1985: 278), who hypothesized that the lengthening took place on unstressed vowels before unaspirated voiced stops. Olander (2009: 151) assumes that if this is correct, his Mobility Law must occur after Winter’s Law.

Since the resulting long vowels are merged to the inherited long vowels or laryngeally-generated long vowels to receive the acute tone, the sound change has taken place before the rise of the acute feature among the long vowels (i.e., acute assignment, see §2.3.7 (14)). The relative archaic nature of Winter’s Law can be suggested by its conditions. It had taken place before the loss of the three-fold distinction of stops (aspirated voiced / unaspirated voiced / voiceless), the assimilation of *ˆg (Lith. ožkà ‘goat,’ Latv. âzis ‘billy goat,’ OCS jazˇno ‘skin’ ∼ Skt. ajás ‘billy goat’), and the Mobility Law. Although only the theoretical assumption requires Winter’s Law to be prior to acute assignment, it may not be very implausible.

2.3.6 Frederik Kortlandt

Frederik Kortlandt holds a view different from the “traditional” view on the Balto-Slavic tonal reflexes of the PIE long vowels. He originally considered the only source of the old Balto-Slavic acute to be an Indo-European laryngeal (Kortlandt 1975: 22). The Balto-Slavic acute tone has developed from a laryngeal feature. Later this view was outfitted with the glottalic theory and his own interpretation of Winter’s Law based on the theory, to extend the source of the old acute tone to the “glottalic consonants” (Kortlandt 1977, 1978b, 1988). By glottalic theory, it is assumed that the traditionally reconstructed voiced unaspirated stops *b, *d, *g are in fact the glottalic consonants *p’, *t’, *k’ in Proto-Indo-European.\(^{12}\) The remarkably infrequent occurrence of *b was particularly adduced to support the reliability of the theory.

Werner Winter’s presentation on his discovery in 1976 at the Us-tronie conference provoked Kortlandt (1978b) to assume that the long acute vowels resulting from Winter’s Law could provide a good piece of evidence for the glottalic theory, by assuming that the unaspirated voiced stop is in fact a glottalic stop. Its glottalic feature shifted to the preceding vowel, which he interprets as the acute feature of the vowel: *VT’ > *V?D > *ˇVD. He assumes that the laryngeals developed to a

glottalic feature in a sequence \(*VH\)_σ, resulting in glottalizing the preceding vowel: \(*VH > *V? > *V > \*V\). Those glottalizations are precisely the acute feature, later developing to the acute tone in the Balto-Slavic languages. Therefore, the glottalic vowels resulting either from Winter’s Law or in a sequence \(*VH\)_σ are regarded as the main source of the acute tone in Kortlandt’s theory. On the other hand, all other sorts of long vowels are assumed to have yielded the circumflex tone, including the lengthened grade vowels and monosyllabic words with phonetic lengthening assumed by him.

Certainly, it is likely that the phonetic feature of the acute nuclei was a glottalic feature, comparable to Danish stød or Latvian broken tone, which may have its phonetic origin in the lost laryngeals. However, the glottalic theory itself which Kortlandt bases his theory on has a number of problems as discussed in great detail in Vine (1988), among others. The most fundamental problem is that the typological rarity of a certain system does not necessarily mean the impossibility of its existence. One of the points that Gamkrelidze and Ivanov (1973) claim for the glottalic stop system in PIE is that the traditional stop system (voiceless unaspirated, voiced unaspirated, and voiced aspirated) is typologically rare among the world languages. However, as they themselves mention, there is a language with a stop system similar to that of PIE, an Austronesian language called Kelabit. The typological or statistical method cannot eliminate the possibility of the existence of “rare” cases. Also, the glottalic suggestion could certainly eliminate a few sound changes in Germanic and Armenian, but on the other hand, it requires equally complicated sound changes from the glottalic series to the voiced unaspirated series in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Italic, Celtic, and Balto-Slavic (Vine 1988: 399).

In addition, Kortlandt has worked on the relative chronology of the sound laws from Proto-Indo-European to Proto-Balto-Slavic (Kortlandt 1994, 2008, among others). His proposed relative chronology has been examined in other works, accepted with modifications and addendum. This will be entitled in a later section called “Further contributions.”

### 2.3.7 Jay Jasanoff

Jasanoff (2004a) describes the process of the emergence of the contrast between acute and circumflex, calling the process “the acute assign-
ment” in which long vowels are assigned with “some kind of” feature that results in the acute feature.

He first of all classifies the Proto-Balto-Slavic long vowels inherited from Proto-Indo-European into four types:

(13) a. lengthened grades (e.g. sg.nom. *ph₂-tér ‘father,’ *yörn-eh₂ ‘crow’);
    b. inner-PIE production of vowel contraction (e.g. o-stem nom. pl. *h₁ékūōs < *-o-es ‘horse’);
    c. compensatory lengthening of laryngeal loss (e.g. 1sg. pres. *bhérō < *-oh₂ ‘to bear’);
    d. vowel contraction over laryngeal as hiatus breaker (e.g. a-stem nom. pl. *h₁ékūās < *-eh₂-es ‘mare’)

The long vowels of type (a), (b), (c) were assigned as acute nucleus, whereas those of (d) were not. Following the convention in Jasanoff (2004a), the acute nuclei are marked with underlines in the following examples.

(a) i. in the word-internal position: realized with an acute tone under a prominence, e.g., *yörn-eh₂ > *yörnah₂ (> Lith. vārṇa; note the shortening of the ending by Leskien’s Law) ‘crow;’ *gʰyêr- > *zyêrį- → žvērį ‘wild animal (acc. sg.)’ [cf. Latv. zvērs, OCS zvērb, SCr. zvījer]

ii. in the word-final position: realized with non-acute accent: e.g., PIE dʰu₉h₂-tér > Lith. duktē ‘daughter’

(b) o-stem loc. sg. -è < *-ēn < endingless locative -e + en

13 This possible preform of the o-stem locative singular ending was introduced by Jay Jasanoff in a lecture entitled Saussure’s Law: A new interpretation and its consequences for Baltic morphology in Vilnius, 2015 (see also p. [175]). Otherwise, the ending has been differently reconstructed, e.g., pre-Lith. *-è (< *-ei-én with a postposition) (Stang 1966: 182–183; Zinkevičius 1984–1995: II, 179), according to which, the origin of the acute tone of the ending remains unclear. Apart from this locative ending, his argument on the acute tone of Baltic pronominal/adjectival -ie, -i in the nominative singular, adopted from the original substantive nominative singular ending *-ōs, sounds like a more convincing example. In addition, Latv. nuōst ‘away’
(c) realized with an acute tone:

i. in the word-internal position: (*sth₂-tě́i →) *steh₂-tě́i > *stah₂-tě́i > *stāti (> Lith. stōti, SCr. stāti) ‘to stand;’ *dʰ uH-mő-es → *dʰ ū-moi (> Lith. dūmai (1)) ‘smoke’, *gʰiḥ₂-no- > *gţiño- > *ţţno- (→ źńnis (1)) ‘pea’

ii. in the word-final position: shortened through a process called Leskien’s Law.
nom. sg. ending of ā-stems: *-eh₂ > *-ah₂ > *-ā > *-ă (>Lith. -a) [e.g. *uōrnah₂ > *uōrnā > várna ‘crow’]; thematic ending of 1st sg. pres. *-oh₂ > *-ō > *-ő > *-uo (> Lith. -u) [e.g. *yedʰ-oh₂ > *yed-ō > *yeduo > Lith. vedù ‘to lead’]

(d) circumflex tone under a prominence:
e.g., nom. pl. ending of ā-stem: *-eh₂-es > *-ah₂-as > *-ās (> Lith. -os) [e.g., várnos AP1 ‘crow (gen. sg.)’ [vacuous operation of Leskien’s Law since the ending is non-acute]; dienōs AP4 ‘day (gen.sg.)’]

For the non-acute vowels of type (d), Jasanoff (2002: 35f., 2004a: 249) supposes that the vowel contraction in a laryngeal hiatus *-VHV-produced a trimoraic long vowel (̃V). The trimoraic long vowels contrasted with the normal bimoraic long vowels, as marked vs. unmarked long vowels. However, as the trimoraic long vowels later lost one mora to become bimoraic long vowels, the original contrast of “marked vs. unmarked” long vowels was reinterpreted as “unmarked vs. marked,” which resulted in originally bimoraic long vowels obtaining “markedness,” that is, acuteness.

2.3.8 Kazuhiko Yoshida

Yoshida (2012: 240) reacts to Jasanoff’s proposal by presenting a counterargument against the trimoraic hypothesis from typological viewpoints:

(< *nō-steh₂-), pruòjām ‘away’ (< *prō-jo-) may provide good examples of the case of reflexes with the acute tone of early vowel contraction. See p. 148ff. in §4.3 for more detail.
Trimoraic long vowels are phonologically very rare in the world’s languages."

Trimoraic long vowels do not occur by contraction of a sequence of two short vowels (...). Vowel lengthening is generally due to compensatory lengthening, but when it is observed, it is a segment in coda position that is deleted. Deletion of a segment in onset position does not result in lengthening; cf. Hayes (1989: 253ff)."

Based on the argument of Chene and Anderson (1979) that compensatory lengthening appears to be possible only in languages that have a pre-existing vowel length contrast, Yoshida also states “(...) trimoraic long vowels were not produced in the prehistory of Germanic and Baltic because Proto-Indo-European did not have pre-existing trimoraic long vowels” (2012: 242). Admittedly, the final long vowels which kept their length in both Germanic and Baltic must have behaved phonologically differently from the remaining long vowels. However, when the difference is attributed to a possible trimoraic length, the phonological process that could have given three moras to *VHV remains unclear.

As an alternative solution, he suggests that the difference in acute or non-acute nuclei can be explained by assuming that the laryngeals in coda position disappeared earlier than those in onset position. He notes that intervocalic laryngeals in a sequence *-VHV-, where *H was an onset, must have been preserved longer than those in coda positions, while laryngeals in simple codas disappeared in the parent language or at a very early stage after the divergence from the common ancestor, as observed in the nom.-acc. pl. type in -ôr, which is traced back to pre-PIE *-or-h₂; e.g., Gk. ὕδωρ, Hitt. ūidâr < *uédor-h₂ ‘water (collective).’

His proposal is shown schematically as follows with the examples of the 1sg. indicative present ending *-o-h₂, ǝ-stem nominative singular ending *-eh₂, and o-stem ablative singular ending *-oh₂-ed, which later became the genitive singular ending in Balto-Slavic (adopted from (12) in Yoshida 2012: 244):

(14) revised relative chronology of acute assignment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>loss of laryngeals in coda position</th>
<th>acute assignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*-ô</td>
<td>*-ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-o-h₂</td>
<td>*-eh₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*-oh₂-ad</td>
<td>*-oh₂-ed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
loss of the remaining laryngeals

\*\(\text{o} \) > \*\(\text{u} \)

Saussure’s Law

Leskien’s Law

\*\(\text{a} \) > \*\(\text{o} \)

\[\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Lith.} & \text{vedū} & \text{rankà} & \text{vilko} \\
\text{‘I lead’} & \text{‘hand’} & \text{‘wolf’} \\
\end{array}\]

This explanation seems theoretically more adequate for explaining how \(\*\text{V}/\*\text{VH}\)\(\text{σ}\) and \*\(\text{VHV}\)- received different tones in the Balto-Slavic languages. This hypothesis means that the vowels had to be long already at the point of acute assignment to receive acute tone. This implicates that the operation of Winter’s Law must be before acute assignment, since the long vowels resulting from the law have merged with the long vowels, including the ones resulting from \(\text{VH}\)\(\text{σ}\), to receive acute tone together.

Despite its phonological adequacy, Yoshida’s framework is inadequate for explaining the circumflex tone of the \(n\)-stem endings -\(\text{uō}\). One could argue that the lost \*\(\text{n}\) in the word-final position was restored to the nominative singular ending analogically after the oblique cases (e.g., \text{akmeň}s ‘stone (gen.sg.)’) before Leskien’s Law, and this restored nasal prevented the new nominative singular ending \*\(\text{uon}\) from getting shortened by Leskien’s Law. Since there was no way to represent the nasalized diphthongs, -\(\text{uo}\) came to be used as the ending. However, such a phonological sequence is actually allowed in Lithuanian, as in \text{namōn} ‘to home,’ \text{žemyn} ‘below.’ Moreover, this sort of explanation does not account for the \(s\)-stem and \(r\)-stem endings (cf. \text{mėnuo} ‘month,’ \text{sesuō} ‘sister’). This problem will be treated in §4.2.

2.3.9 Further Contributions

Much progress has been made on the accentological correspondence between Baltic and Slavic lexical items, and on the origin of the Balto-Slavic acute tone. In addition to the theories reviewed above, Klingenschmitt’s view can be added. His view is distinct from others in postulating Saussure’s Law in Proto-Balto-Slavic, adducing examples like PS \*\(\text{rōk’ā} < \*\text{rańk’ā} < \*\text{rańkā} ‘hand’\) (Klingenschmitt 1994b: 248–
According to Schaffner (2001: 102), Klingenschmitt rejects Hirt’s Law, assuming that the alleged examples of Hirt’s Law can be explained as the accent placement on different syllables in PIE (e.g., *\[u^i_H\]-ro > Skt. virā- beside *\[u^i_H\]-ro- > Lith. vyras (1), Latv. vērs). But basically he accepts the traditional view of the PIE long vowels obtaining the acute tone in Balto-Slavic. He is one of the researchers who assume that the long vowels resulting from vowel contraction obtained three moras and gained the circumflex tone in word-final position. The diphthongs ai and ei in word-final position are considered to regularly receive the acute tone.

However, some data are still left unexplained, or at least there is no agreed explanation for them, e.g., the n-stem ending in nominative singular and the unexpected circumflex tone in monosyllabic forms. There are a few recent contributions offering solutions to these problems. In addition, there are two hypotheses for the origin of the Balto-Slavic acute feature, which have not been settled yet.

Olander (2009: 114ff.) proposes that the Proto-Indo-European plain long vowels were treated differently in the word-internal and word-final positions. The PIE plain long vowels (lengthened grade vowels) merged with the long vowels from *VH\[\sigma and from Winter’s Law. Olander (2009: 148) assumes that they were glottalized altogether in Proto-Balto-Slavic in non-final positions to give rise to the acute tone, while they were not glottalized and therefore gave rise to the circumflex tone in word-final positions. This explains why the n-stem ending in nominative singular has the circumflex tone, although it is an inherited long vowel, which is expected to reflect the acute tone in Balto-Slavic.

Cf. Meillet (1897: 89, 1900: 351). Criticism to this postulation is found in Stang (1957: 15ff.) and Olander (2009: 116). Some case-number forms in which Lithuanian forms go through Saussure’s Law do not go through it in Slavic, i.e., nom. du. Lith. abu/abi ‘both,’ aki ‘eyes’ ~ Ru. óbu, óbe, SCr. òbu, òbje ‘both,’ Ru. óku; acc. pl. Lith. ponùs ‘mister,’ rankàs ‘arm’ ~ PS *zòby (c) ‘tooth,’ *ròky (c) ‘hand.’ Furthermore, Rinkevičius (2009: 85ff.) discusses that the law did not take place even in Old Prussian. Also, the accent shift is in general limited to APb in Slavic, i.e., acc. sg. PS *ľòkô > *ľókô (b) ‘water-meadow,’ while *grèdô (c) ‘garden bed’ did not shift its accent. The latter accent shift in Slavic is called Dybo’s Law. Therefore, as Olander (2009: 116) concludes, the accent shifts in the two branches should best be kept as two different accent shift laws.
Villanueva Svensson (2011) thoroughly investigates all the materials that have been handled in the previous studies where the origin of Balto-Slavic acute tone is discussed. He concludes that the plain long vowels in the s-aorist, many of the root nouns, and Narten-type verbs point to the acute tone, while the n-stem ending in the nominative singular, some case endings, and some monosyllabic forms, such as the Lithuanian s-future and Latvian reflexes of PIE root nouns, agree with Kortlandt’s hypothesis. As for why the long vowels of only those limited categories agree with Kortlandt’s view, he suspects that Rasmussen’s proposal of the monosyllabic metatony may hold the potential for solving the problems of the circumflex tone of the monosyllabic forms. In reply to Villanueva Svensson (2011), Pronk (2012) presents a detailed counterargument, agreeing with Kortlandt’s view. Especially for monosyllabic forms, he assumes that the circumflexation in monosyllables can be a part of Leskien’s Law, reformulating it as “a glottalized final syllable loses its glottalization and becomes short as a result.” Thus, an acute diphthong would just lose its glottalization, surfacing as a circumflex diphthong, and the monosyllabic forms with long vowels, such as m. instr. sg. tuō, m. nom. pl. tiē, can be attributed to an areal phenomenon in the Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian. Replying to the articles by Villanueva Svensson (2011) and Pronk (2012), Carrasquer Vidal (2013) presents a hypothesis different from both the traditional and Kortlandt’s views. He assumes that the circumflex tone of the reflexes of a PIE lengthened grade vowel should be attributed to its following tautosyllabic resonant, adducing Latv. sāls ‘salt,’ gūvs ‘cow,’ but nāss, Lith. nōsis ‘nose,’ while attributing the acute tone in Lith. žvėrį ‘wild animal (acc. sg.)’ to the accusative (*gʰ ūērmi) or oblique stem (gen. *gʰ ūērès), where the resonant is not syllabified as tautosyllabic to the root syllable.

In this way, the discussion on the Balto-Slavic tonal reflex of Proto-Indo-European long vowels is ongoing. In this thesis, the monosyllabic forms, which are one of the categories contradicting to the traditional view but supporting Kortlandt’s view, will be examined.

There are also contributions on the relative chronology of early sound changes in Proto-Balto-Slavic. Among Kortlandt’s (1994, 2008) propos-

---

15 However, the accusative stem must have been generalized in the paradigms of Latv. sāls ‘salt’ and gūvs ‘cow,’ as well, for it was the source of their i-stem declension (cf. §4.2).
als, relevant points are as follows:

- the loss of word-final *-t/d precedes Winter’s Law, because of PIE n. nom.-acc. sg. *tod > PS *to;

- Hirt’s Law also precedes Winter’s Law as the resulting glottalized long vowels didn’t cause the stress retraction;

- the extension of syllabic resonants (*R > iR) is more recent than Hirt’s Law: it is confirmed with the sustained tone of Latvian forms iļgs (< *(d)Hgʰ o- ‘long’), pilņs (< *plh₁:no-);

- It also precedes the loss of laryngeals (confirmed with Lith. gīlė (2) ‘acorn’ < *gʰlw₂en-, cf. Matasović 2005: 152) \(^{16}\)

Examining the relative chronology, Matasović (2005) assumes that the sound change *o > *a should be also more recent than Winter’s Law, since *o gives rise to PBS ő as in *h₃ed-jo- ‘smell’ > *odjo- > Lith. ūodžiu (1sg.), cf. Gk. ὄζω. Also, Olander (2015: 48) adds that the sound change *o > *a should be more recent than the loss of laryngeal in the coda as well. In addition, he postulates two stages for the loss of word-final *-t/d (2015: 50ff.). He assumes that the devoicing of voiced stops including *-d should be earlier than Winter’s Law, but the final *-t alone can be lost afterwards.

Consequently, the proposed relative chronology of Hirt’s Law, Winter’s Law, and sound changes of vowels can be summarized as follows:

(15) relative chronology I:

\[
\begin{align*}
&D > *T/\# \rightarrow \text{Winter’s Law} \quad &\text{Hirt’s Law, } *R > iR \rightarrow *VH]σ > *V]σ \quad \rightarrow *o > *a.
\end{align*}
\]

The acute assignment discussed in §2.3.7 and §2.3.8 could be placed after both Winter’s Law and the loss of laryngeals in the coda position, but its relative chronology with *o > *a will be discussed on p. 132ff.

\(^{16}\) Lith. pilį (4) ‘castle (acc. sg.)’ < *plh₁-ų may support the assumption as well.

\(^{17}\) If we accept Matasović’s (1995) proposal that the operation of Winter’s Law is restricted to the closed syllable, it is possible to postulate the loss of laryngeals after Winter’s Law, based on examples like *eḡHōm > PS *jazb as Matasović (2005: 151) proposes, although the laryngeal would not be in the coda position, but syllabified as an onset of the following syllable.
2.4 Disputed Points

It has apparently been agreed upon that the long vowels from Proto-Indo-European \(^*\text{VH}, \,*\text{VD}\) (Winter’s Law) yielded the acute tone. Therefore, the main dispute concerns the long vowels that descended from the Proto-Indo-European lengthened-grade vowels, or plain long vowels, since the data point in different directions. What is more complicated, the morpho-phonological analyses of the material also differ, depending on researchers.

For word-final long vowels, most researchers observe that the consonantal endings in the nominative singular yielded the circumflex tone, while the historical interpretations vary; Kortlandt assumes that that is a regular outcome, which is partially agreed upon by Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 10–11, 16, 33), while Jasanoff maintains that it is derived from a trimoraic vowel. One could search for a way to explain it through analogical processes, which meets a phonological difficulty (cf. above). The very old proposal by Hanssen (1885) suggests that the \(n\)-stem ending \(-uo\) is analogical after the monosyllabic \(n\)-stems Lith. \(\ddot{s}u\overline{o}\) ‘dog’ and \(\ddot{z}mu\overline{o}\) ‘man,’ where he considers the circumflex tone to be regular in monosyllabic words. Despite reserved reactions in the scholarly society (cf. Olander 2009: 114ff; Villanueva Svensson 2011: 9), this view will be revisited in the excursus of §4.2.

On the other hand, the accusative plural endings (Lith. \(-us, -as, -is < *\,-\-\overline{o}s, *\,-\-\overline{u}s, *\,-\-\overline{a}s, *\,-\-\overline{i}s < PBS *\,-\-\overline{\-o}ns, *\,-\-\overline{\-u}ns, *\,-\-\overline{\-a}ns, *\,-\-\overline{\-i}ns\) instead suggest that they yielded the acute tone, e.g. gerúosius ‘the good (m.acc.pl. def. adj.),’ gerá\(\acute{s}\)ías ‘id. (f.acc.pl. def. adj.).’ Kortlandt (1975: 46) reconstructs \(*\,-\-\overline{H}Ns\) for the accusative plural endings. Olander (2009: 183) proposes as an explanation for the acute tone that the vowel was lengthened before the word-final \(*\,-\-\overline{n}s\). However, as Olander himself admits, this sound change has parallels only among those accusative plural endings. Also, its phonetic motivation is not entirely clear. Alternatively, Kim (2012: 148ff.) has proposed that the variant with the long vowel has been introduced through Szemerényi’s Law. This proposal accommodates both acc. pl. endings with a short vowel and with a long vowel. For the absence of the nasal in some of the accusative plural endings in the Balto-Slavic languages, I would propose a possibility that the word-final \(-V(\cdot)n\overline{s}\) developed to \(-V:s\overline{s}\) at an early PBS stage before Osthoff’s Law took place. While the loss of nasal (in, for example,
žąsis ‘goose,’ līja ‘rain(s),’ etc.) took place much later in Lithuanian and Latvian independently if the sequence 
*-Vns- stands in the word-
internal position with a syllable boundary (-Vn)s [s-. ...] to, it took place 
much earlier in a sequence like -V(ːns) to found in the accusative plural endings. This will be discussed in more detail on p. [172]f.

On word-internal long vowels that originated from the Proto-Indo-
European lengthened-grade vowels, researchers are not in agreement. Kortlandt maintains that they regularly yield the circumflex tone, while the traditional view and its advocates regard the regular reflex of them as acute. Another problem is that researchers advocating different views provide different historical / phonological / morphological interpreta-
tions of the relevant cognates. For example, Kortlandt reconstructs a 
laryngeal for ‘wild animal’ ěg’h uér tos [> Lith. žvéris (3) ‘wild animal;’ followed by Pronk (2012: 216)], while others reconstruct a lengthened grade vowel for the same item (*ěg’h yér) based on the mobile accentu-
ation of Lithuanian and Latvian forms (Lithuanian AP3, Latvian bro-
ek tone, and Slavic APc) and Sanskrit forms, e.g., ě-hruta- ‘not-gone-
crooked,’ which speak against the existence of a laryngeal.

This sort of problem is well examined in Villanueva Svensson (2012), which concludes that Kortlandt’s claim seems to hold true for mono-
syllabic forms, beside the consonantal endings that mostly occur in polysyllabic forms. Indeed, the category of the monosyllabic forms includes a few forms with enigmatic circumflex tone for both view-
points. Some pronominal forms, tuõ, šiuõ, juõ, kuõ (instr.sg.), tuõs, šiuõs, juõs (acc.pl.), are expected to be shortened by Leskien’s Law because of their original acute tone. The instrumental ending is recon-
structed as *-oh1, which is attested with acute tone in the polysyllabic allomorph, i.e., the definite ending of adjective (-úoju) and the nominal ending -ù as predicted by either hypothesis. For the accusative plural ending, whereas different proto-forms are proposed (*-oHns according to Kortlandt, *-õns traditionally), the expected acute tone is confirmed in their allomorph in the polysyllabic forms, e.g. gerúoju and gerúosius. Also, nū ‘now’ and tē (hortative particle) belong here, because their proto forms *nu-h1 (see p. [152]f.) and *teh1 (see p. [155]f.) respectively are expected to have yielded an acute tone according to either hypoth-
esis. Thus, the circumflex tone of those monosyllables is unexpected and unexplainable phonologically for both hypotheses. Therefore, this constitutes an accentological problem to be investigated from the point
of either of the two major views. In addition, it is also a vexing problem that not all the monosyllables regularly have the circumflex tone. Some forms exhibit the result of Leskien’s Law’s shortening: e.g., tà ‘that (f.nom.sg.),’ lis ‘will rain’ (3p. fut. of lýti ‘rain’). This leads researchers to different opinions on Monosyllabic Circumflexion.

In this thesis, I would like to contribute to the partial solution of this long-standing problem in Balto-Slavic accentology by untangling the complexity of the distribution of Monosyllabic Circumflexion.
3. Monosyllabic Circumflexion


In this chapter, an overview of the history of the research on this phenomenon will be given, and its definition will be established. Then, the refined data on which the discussion in the following sections and chapters is based will be presented.

3.1 The Preceding Works

This section will provide an overview of the preceding works describing MC, in accordance to some specific themes. First there are some simple descriptions of the phenomenon, then a discussion as to whether MC is a phonological phenomenon or just a result of analogical processes. A couple of suggestions of the possibilities of MC to be traced back to the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage will be taken up in the end.
3.1.1 The Description of Monosyllabic Circumflexion in the Preceding Works

3.1.1.1 Frederick Hanssen

The Lithuanian forms that have the unexpected circumflex accent instead of the acute were first reported in Hanssen (1885: 613, 616) with the following examples:

(16) a. Lith. jiẽ (m.pl.nom.) ‘those’\(^1\)

   b. Lith. tiẽ ‘they (m.pl.nom.),’ cf. gerįeiį ‘the good...’ (def. m. pl. nom.)

Hanssen finds the pronominal masculine nominative plural ending -ie with a circumflex tone in monosyllabic forms such as jiẽ and tiẽ, while the same ending appears with the acute accent in the definite adjective form, which is polysyllabic. He further considered that polysyllabic pronouns, e.g., aniẽ ‘that,’ kuriẽ ‘which (relative pronoun),’ must have adopted the circumflex tone in the final syllable from the variant -iẽ in the monosyllabic forms. He also includes the two n-stem nouns, šuõ and žmuõ, in the examples, but that needs to be examined carefully with the support of a cross-linguistic parallel, which will be offered later in §4.2.

\(^1\) Lithuanian has a definite form for adjectives. The definite form is built to the inflectional form of adjectives by adding the long ending, which originated from the declensional form of the 3rd person pronoun jìs, jì. Therefore, the adjective ending is not in the final syllable of the definite form, which is protected by the long ending. As a result, the original forms of the adjective endings that are not affected by Leskien’s Law are observed in definite forms. Additionally, the nom.pl. ending of o-stem adjectives has been replaced by the pronominal ending *-oi, and therefore, the endings in tiẽ and gerįeiį are etymologically identical to each other. The acute tone of the reflex of the ending *-oi in gerįeiį, Latv. tiẽ, and possibly OCS tí (cf. §4.4.1.1) remains unclear phonologically. However, according to Jasanoff (2009: 56), the acute tone may have been analogical to its nominal-proper ending *-os (< pre- PIE *-o-es).

The definite declension of adjectives is also found in Slavic (Frarenkel 1950: 82; Vaillant 1958: 429ff.), which, together with the Baltic definite declension, is assumed to be traced back to a relative construction in Koch (1992).
His proposal is later revisited by a few researchers. First, let’s look at previous works by those researchers who handled this phenomenon to better understand how MC has been discussed in the literature.

3.1.1.2 Alfred Senn

Senn (1966) does not explicitly mention MC. In general, he observes that the shortening described by Leskien’s Law does not take place in monosyllabic forms (p. 85). However, he does not pursue his observation as a phenomenon specific to monosyllables, nor analyze the mechanism of it. Rather he makes a few relevant observations and provides rich dialectal material especially with respect to pronominal forms.

In one of the major categories where MC is observed, the 3rd person future forms, Senn (1966: 231) supposed that if the accented final syllable has acute tone, it turned to circumflex in the 3rd person future forms, including monosyllabic ones, but this did not take place in the cases where the final accented acute vowels were ū or ý, e.g., būs (bûti ‘to be’), giš (gýti ‘to get better’), dīgs (dýgti ‘to spring’), etc.

Such exceptions of this formulation are:

(17) a. vēys (výti ‘to chase (away)’)
   b. vēys (výsti ‘to fade, droop’)
   c. lēys (lýsti ‘to become thin’)
   d. sulēys (sulýsti ‘to become meagre’)
   e. (at)lēys (at)lýžti ‘to slacken’
   f. siūs (siúti ‘to sew’)

This formulation raises the question as to why the circumflex forms in (17) are exceptional only in the monosyllabic roots in ū and ý, while the same pattern is regular elsewhere (a question also arises for polysyllabic cases as to why the “exceptional” metatony is applied to the stems ending in ū or ý). However, this point remains unresolved there. Senn also pointed out that this tonal change (métatonie douce, including MC) did not take place in Žemaitian dialects. Those problems will be treated in §4.1 in the next chapter.
3.1.1.3 Zigmas Zinkevičius

Zinkevičius (1984–1995: II, 161ff.) briefly described in what grammatical categories the examples of MC are found. He gave the following examples:

(18) a. nom.2pl. jūs < *jūs ‘you’ cf. gen.2pl. jūsu

b. nom.pl.masc. tiē < *tīe ‘those’ cf. gerīji ‘good’ [= (16a)]

c. acc.pl.masc. tuōs < *tūos ‘those’ cf. gerūosius ‘good’

d. 3fut. duōs ‘will give’, dēs ‘will put’ < *dūos, *dēs cf. 1sg. dúos, dúsiu, dēsiu


(18b) is a canonical example that is already named in Hanssen (1885) and mentioned in the previous section.

(18a) is regarded as a datum of MC based on the acute tone of its genitive plural form jūsu.

However in (18e), the accentuation of the nominal prefix involves a morphological process of derivation (cf. p. 144). In fact, the prepositions peř and priē do not have any comparative evidence for the original acute, as Petit (2011: 261ff.) points out. I instead think that the evidence for the original acute tone is found only for nuō (i.e., Latv. nuōst ‘away’ (p. 147)) and possibly for prō (i.e., Latv. pruojām ‘away’ (p. 147)).

Zinkevičius also cites the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute stems in (18d). He further considers the circumflex accent of the final syllables of the polysyllabic 3rd person future forms, e.g., kalbēs ‘will speak,’ norēs ‘will want,’ to be analogical after the circumflex long vowels of monosyllabic future forms. However, this hypothesis has met with counterarguments because of a relatively large number of counterexamples (lis ∼ lýti ‘to rain,’ būs ∼ būti ‘to be,’ etc. listed in Senn 1966: 231; Petit 2002: 247ff.), and other attempts to interpret the métatonie douce in the 3rd person future forms have been made. This issue will be discussed in depth in §4.1.
3.1.2 Analogical or Phonological?

The early works taken up in the previous section consider Monosyllabic Circumflexion as an independent phenomenon. Therefore, they discuss the circumflex tone in the monosyllables as a phonological process, treating the shortened monosyllabic forms as some kind of exception, or setting up a new condition for the operation of MC. On the other hand, there have been a few suggestions that regard the phenomenon as the results of analogical processes. In this section, those objections against the existence of MC will be examined.

The objections against MC seem to be raised mostly based on two facts. One is that some potential analogical models can account for the possible restitution of long vowels in many monosyllabic forms, which could be subsequent to Leskien’s Law (Pedersen 1933). Indeed, as shown by sakaũ ‘I said,’ sakaĩ ‘you (sg.) said,’ sukaũ ‘I turned,’ vedeĩ ‘you led,’ corresponding to northwestern Žemaitish sőkâu, sőkā, vedē, the acute diphthongs that were not shortened by Leskien’s Law have obtained circumflex intonation even if they occur in polysyllabic forms (Stang 1966: 167; Zinkevičius 1996: 95). This leads some researchers to suppose that since the acute final syllables that failed to be shortened by Leskien’s Law were turned to circumflex intonation anyway, the circumflexion does not seem to be limited to monosyllables, hence no Monosyllabic Circumflexion took place.

The other is the distribution of the vowels of the monosyllabic 3rd person future forms shortened by Leskien’s Law and those that exhibit monosyllabic circumflexion as observed in Senn (1966) and Petit (2002). This will be devoted a section in Chapter 4.

3.1.2.1 Holger Pedersen

Pedersen (1933: 14–15) suggested that MC can be interpreted as a result of an analogical process, taking into consideration the future verbal paradigms, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg. 1. dųosiu ‘I will give’</th>
<th>du. 1. dùosiva</th>
<th>pl. 1. dùosime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>dųosi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dųosi</td>
<td>dųosita</td>
<td>dųosite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(*dųos &gt;) *dūs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As the chart above shows, the members of the future paradigm of *dúoti* ‘to give’ are disyllabic except in the 3rd person. Therefore Pedersen suggests a possibility that the once shortened 3rd person form could have restored the long vowel under the influence of the other members of the paradigm. Likewise, the long vowels in *tīe* and *tuōs* could be considered to have been restored from long adjectives in the same case/number forms (*gerēji*, *gerūosius*).

Certainly, analogical force should not be underestimated. However, pairs such as *gerī/tīe*, and *gerūs/tuōs* may raise some questions as to why the long vowels were not restored to the (polysyllabic) adjectival forms (e.g., *gerī, gerūs*), although they could be semantically closer to their corresponding long adjectives (e.g., *gerēji, gerūosius*) than pronouns, and also as to what caused the tone of the long vowels restored to monosyllables to change to circumflex, whereas their models have an acute accent (e.g., *gerēji, gerūosius*). Indeed, if the monosyllables had their long roots restored by some models after the operation of Leskien’s Law, they would be expected to surface with acute accent. For example, if the monosyllabic *dūos* was once shortened to *dūs* by Leskien’s Law but the long vowel was restored from other personal forms in the same paradigm, e.g., 1sg. *dūosiu*, the expected form would be *dūos* rather than *duōs*. In order to explain the circumflex tone of this form, we still need to presume a *métatonie douce* in monosyllabic forms, i.e., MC.

Another issue is that there are some monosyllabic forms showing *métatonie douce* without any legit analogical models, e.g. *tē* (permissive particle), *nū* ‘now,’ *vōs* ‘hardly,’ *vēl* ‘again.’ Those are conjunctions or adverbs which do not belong to a paradigm and subsequently do not have any variants with long vowels preserved in polysyllabic environments. Therefore, in my opinion, the *métatonie douce* in monosyllables can be defined as a phenomenon independent of the forms with the unexpected circumflex tone mentioned above.

---

2 Adverbial forms and prepositions will be discussed in depth in CHAPTER 4.
3.1.2.2 Daniel Petit

Petit (2002) treated MC mainly in the 3rd person future forms. Pedersen’s (1933) discussion does not include what kind of verbal roots are affected by Monosyllabic Circumflexion in detail. But there is certainly a characteristic distribution of the vowels in the monosyllabic root in 3rd person future that are more often affected by the Leskien’s Law shortening, as mentioned in Senn (1966: 85). We observe that the monosyllabic roots with -ý- and -ú- are much more often shortened in 3rd person future forms than those with -úo-, -íe-, -ó-, and -é-. While Senn (1966) proposed a formulation that limits the MC to the roots with -úo-, -íe-, -ó-, -é-, Petit (2002) proposes limiting the operation of Leskien’s Law to account for this fact. Although Petit (2002) is right in focusing on the clear distribution of métatonie douce with -úo-, -íe-, -ó-, and -é-, and shortening with -ý- and -ú- in the 3rd person future monosyllabic forms, his proposal encounters some problems.

Observations Through his survey of the 3rd person future forms, including the dialectal forms, Petit observed some interesting distributions. First, he found the following tendency:

\[(19) \text{the shortening is observed mostly with the monosyllabic verbal roots which have a structure [Cí] or [Cú]; e.g., } \text{bús } \sim \text{búti ‘to be,’} \]
\[\text{gís } \sim \text{gítí ‘to get better;’} \text{trúks } \sim \text{trúkti ‘to lack,’} \text{dýgs } \sim \text{dýgti ‘to spring, sprout.’} \]

For this matter, alternatively, different distributions are found in some dialects, as we will see on p. 104.

Second, Petit observes that the non-homogeneous monophthongs, úo and íe, behave just as diphthongs in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic roots. They are not shortened by Leskien’s Law but turned into circumflex: e.g., dúoti \(\sim\) duõs, liës \(\sim\) líesti ‘to touch’, just as in dirbti \(\sim\) diřbs ‘to work’, sémti \(\sim\) seõns ‘to draw.’ He considers the metatony process in those words (including monosyllabic forms like diřbs, etc.) to be a part of Leskien’s Law.

Proposals Based on the observations above, Petit proposed several things. First, he claims that Leskien’s Law did not affect the so-called non-homogeneous monophthongs, úo and íe, but it only affected ý and
ú. The vowels ó and é were exempted from shortening because of the asymmetry between them and their corresponding short vowels a and e.

Second, as related to the first proposal, the shortening of uo and ie [in cases such as (2e) in CHAPTER 2 and (16a)] can be observed in E. Aukštaitian dialects, e.g., dót’ (2sg. impr.), dōs (3rd p. fut.) ~ std. Lith. dúok, duōs (< *dúoki, *dúost), which is a dialectal innovation, but the unusual alternation in the root was eliminated by replacing the short root with a metatonical root with uo and ie in the 3rd person future forms. However, the short vowel was preserved in the personal endings of verbs because they did not suffer from the unusual alternation in the root within the same paradigms.

Third, Leskien’s Law also shortened the acute long diphthongs in word-final position, and eventually changed their tone to circumflex (métabontie douce). Petit assumes that Osthoff’s Law (shortening of the long diphthongs *VR) took place in word-internal syllables after Leskien’s Law. Therefore, monosyllabic forms with acute long diphthongs were shortened by Leskien’s Law and were turned to circumflex afterwards, just as in the case of all other word-final diphthongs: compare *-āu (1sg.pret. ending) > *-áu > -aū, and *gāús > *gáus > gaūs ‘will get’ (~ gāuti). Furthermore, he regarded this last step, i.e., métabontie douce in word-final position and in the monosyllables as a part of the process belonging to Leskien’s Law. Thus, he maintains that Monosyllabic Circumflexion does not exist, but the phenomenon can be attributed to the last step of Leskien’s Law. Although Petit makes some good points, there are a few problems with his analysis, which will be briefly mentioned in the next paragraph and discussed in depth in §4.1.

Problems For the first and second proposals in which Leskien’s Law did not affect uo and ie, I find difficulties in following Petit’s logic, especially in the explanation as to why those diphthongs were shortened in the personal and adjectival endings while they were not in the future forms. On the one hand, he states that those diphthongs were not shortened by Leskien’s Law because they were phonologically treated as diphthongs (just like *-ir → -iř). On the other hand, he states that in the categories (other than the 3rd person future forms; i.e., personal endings and adjectival endings) affected by Leskien’s Law, the short vowels from -ūo and -ie remained short (p. 269ff.), which implies that Leskien’s Law affected those diphthongs after all.
If Leskien’s Law did operate on -ūo and -iē after all, and their shortened vowels were replaced with the long vowels in the 3rd person future forms for the sake of the coherency of the root shape in the paradigm, Petit’s basic idea boils down to Pedersen’s idea. For this sort of proposal, I have already presented my opinion above (§3.1.2.1).

For the third proposal about Osthoff’s Law, the law is usually considered to have taken place in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage, since long diphthongs were shortened both in Slavic and Baltic, and therefore that can be a common innovation of those two branches, e.g., PIE *uHneh₂ ‘wool’ > PBS *uîlna > *uîlna > PS *vîlna (a) > SCr. vîna; PB *uîlna > Lith. viîna, Latv. viîna; cf. Jasanoff (2004a: 251). Therefore, it is difficult to assume that Osthoff’s Law could have occurred after Leskien’s Law, a Lithuanian sound law. Thus, Petit’s formulation of Leskien’s Law and his relative chronology needs to be reconsidered.

More discussions on his proposals particularly for the category of the Lithuanian 3rd person future forms will be found below in §4.1.

3.1.2.3 Leskien’s Law and Monosyllabic Circumflexion

Although Petit’s formulation of Leskien’s Law cannot be maintained in my opinion, it is true that the word-final acute diphthongs turned into circumflex, except in Žemaitian dialects, when Leskien’s Law was operating. This fact actually provokes a thought on the motivation or a factor behind this sound law. That is, both Leskien’s Law and the word-final métatonie douce of acute diphthongs stem from one and the same factor; at some point in time in Lithuanian (after Saussure’s Law), an acute bimoraic vowel/diphthong was not allowed to stand in word-final position. This could be regarded as a constraint banning an acute final syllable nucleus. With this constraint being highly ranked, the acute word-final monophthongs were shortened, maintaining their quality, and the acute diphthongs underwent métatonie douce, since they do not have their corresponding “short” vowels.

That indeed allows a possibility that MC might be a side product of Leskien’s Law, especially in the case of diphthongs (e.g., laî [optative particle] ∼ láisti ‘let,’ Latv. laî [optative particle]). The monosyllabic environment can be interpreted as the initial syllable or the final syllable as well. When it is interpreted as the final syllable, the ban on the acute syllable in the final position could apply to a monosyllable. Consequently, the acute tone could have been turned into the circumflex.
The relative chronology of Leskien’s Law and MC must be clarified in order to discuss it. If MC can be traced back to Proto-Balto-Slavic, the *métonie douce* of diphthongs in word-final position should be considered a separate tonal change. On the other hand, if MC is considered to have taken place as a side product of Leskien’s Law, we would need to reconsider the possibility of MC having taken place twice, for some possible data from root nouns show MC at an old stage. If the latter is correct, it will allow a possibility to regard MC as a phenomenon of drift.

Another note is that this certainly makes it difficult to see whether the circumflex intonation of monosyllables with diphthongs (e.g., *diřbs* ‘will work’ ~ *dirbtī* ‘to work’) is due to this general metatony or a possible MC. Therefore, the monosyllables with diphthongs should be handled as supplementary information, while the establishment of the phenomenon and its relative chronology should be always supported by the monosyllables with plain long vowels.

### 3.1.2.4 Summary

Above, two authors’ works were introduced that are representative with the view that MC is not a phonological rule, but can be attributed to something else — Pedersen (1933) attributes it to analogy, whereas Petit (2002) to Leskien’s Law.

Reexamining their arguments, their claims are found unsupportable. The claim common to Pedersen’s and Petit’s explanations is that the examples of so-called MC can be attributed to paradigm leveling; however, Petit considers it for fewer cases, i.e., where the root vowels are -ó- and -íe-. However, this hypothesis does not explain why the acute root restored to the 3rd person future forms have turned into circumflex. It requires one more step to derive *duõs* (or *jõs*) from the possible *Xduõos* (or *Xjõs*) with the long root restored from other members of the paradigm. As we will see in the next section, some data show that MC was not an active process around the 16th c. (about 200 to 300 years after Leskien’s Law, which took place around 1300AD, cf. Girdenis 1992 [2001: 42ff.]), when ã became o and ê became ē. If the narrowing of these vowels motivated the restoration of the acute root to the 3rd person future forms because of the resulting asymmetric pairs of long and short vowels, as Petit maintains, there would have been no chance for the new
analogical forms (Xjós, Xdēs, etc.) to gain the circumflex tone. In addition, Petit’s classification of the non-homogeneous monophthongs ie and uo as diphthongs that were not shortened by Leskien’s Law is problematic, since that does not provide a better solution to the shortening of those vowels in the personal endings and adjectival case endings than the traditional one.

Therefore, I would conclude that MC cannot be attributed to the process of analogy, such as paradigmatic leveling, but must be regarded as an independent phenomenon.

3.1.3 Discussion on the Relative Chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion

It is easily inferred that MC was no longer active by the time of the Old Lithuanian period.

(20) a. tóms ‘to them’ (f. pl. dat.) < OLith. tómus
   b. tíems ‘to those (m.pl.dat.)’ < OLith. tíemus
   c. jíems ‘to them’ (m.pl.dat.) < OLith. jíemus
   d. dvíem ‘to the two’ (m./f. du.dat.) < pre-Lith. *dvíem(ā) < PBS *dváimā

(20a), (20b) and (20c) are the result of an apocope that took place in the relatively recent history of Lithuanian in the 16th and 17th centuries or later (Bjarnadóttir 2003: 16).

There is also the case of 2nd person singular imperative forms. They regularly have the acute tone even when they are affixed to monosyllabic acute stems, e.g., būk (∼ būti ‘to be’), dúok (∼ dúoti ‘give’), etc. They are known to have been disyllabic in Old Lithuanian, being followed by a personal ending *-i, which was still present in old texts, but has now mostly been lost, as in (21).

(20d) requires a discussion as to when the final vowel dropped. On the other hand, we could also argue that the syncope in this form must have been fairly recent based on the presence of acute tone.
(21) a. *uβmuschki ‘kill’ (Mod. Lith. *užmušk)

b. *Buki ‘may thy be....’ (Mod. Lith, *búk)

These forms in (20) and (21) exhibit the acute tone despite being monosyllabic. This can be explained only by assuming that MC was no longer an active phonological process when the apocope took place. Therefore, the more difficult question is how far back Monosyllabic Circumflexion can be traced.

While Petit assumes that the *métatonie douce* in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute roots took place relatively recently, Rasmussen (1999) and Villanueva Svensson (2011c) investigate the possibility of MC being traced as far back as the Proto-Baltic-Slavic stage, based on additional categories where MC can be observed. Kortlandt (1985) also assumes that the origin of the circumflex tone of the Lithuanian 3rd person future forms and Baltic reflexes of PIE root nouns can be traced back to a Proto-Balto-Slavic stage, yet from a different point of view. In what follows, their views will be introduced.

3.1.3.1 Jens Rasmussen

Rasmussen (1999: 481f.) gives the following examples from both the Baltic and Slavic branches:

(22) a. Lith. *nuõ ‘froms’ cf. *núo-jauta ‘presentiment’ (from the stem *jaúta of the verb *jaústi ‘forebode’)

b. Lith. *tiè ‘those (m. nom. pl.)’ cf. *geréji ‘the good (def. m. nom. pl.),’
*gerì ‘good (indef. m. nom. pl.)’ [= (16a)]

c. Lith. *jūs ‘you (2pl.nom.)’ cf. *júšu ‘your (2pl.gen.),’ Latv. *jūš,
*PIE *iúH-

d. SCr. *dâ ‘gave’ < 2sg. *deh3-s, 3sg. *deh3-t

e. SCr. *pî ‘drank’ < 2sg. *pih3-s, 3sg. *pih3-t

4 Ford (1971: 30).
5 Ford (1971: 36).
f. SCr. bi ‘was’ < 2sg. *bʰuH-s, 3sg. *bʰuH-t, cf. OCS by

g. Sln. ti ‘you (2sg.nom.)’ < PS *ty < PBS *tū < PIE *tuH

h. Sln. mē ‘we (1pl.nom.)’ < PS *my cf. OCS my

i. Sln. vī ‘you (2pl.nom.)’ < PS *vy ← PBS *jū(s) < PIE *jūH-

j. Sln. tā ‘that (f.sg.nom.) or those (n.nom.pl./acc.pl.)’ < PBS *tā ← PIE *seh₂

k. Sln. krī ‘blood’ < PS *krū, cf. YAv. xrū, OIr. crú

The case of (22a) is interpreted in the same way that Zinkevičius explained them. The other items under (22) are identified as examples of MC based on comparative evidence pointing to the long vowel in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. As discussed in Chapter 2, the long vowels in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage received an acute nucleus, which are typically realized with the acute tone in Balto-Slavic. Therefore, we have the unexpected circumflex accent in them, and that must be the result of some kind of secondary metatonical process that could change an acute tone to circumflex, i.e., MC. Since unexpected circumflex tones are thus observed also in Slavic languages, he supposes that MC can be traced back to the common stage of Baltic and Slavic.

However, when we look closely at the data, they rarely show the correspondence of MC in both Baltic and Slavic. Certainly, Rasmussen explains the tonal disagreements in Lithuanian and Latvian shown in (22b, c) by means of an analogical process through which Latvian pronouns may have adopted the acute from the adjective and nominal endings, or from the corresponding plural form (Lith. jūsu, Latv. jūsu). Yet, the examples under (22d, e, f) do not have any comparanda on the Baltic side, since unfortunately Baltic does not attest any explicit root-aorist

6 For the initial *m-, see footnote 81 on p. 189. For the vocalism, it is explained either as the influence of PS 2pl. nom. *vy (Meillet 1924: 396–397) or as an analogy from the accusative plural ending (Vaillant 1958: 452).

7 The initial *v- is assumed to be taken from oblique cases (cf. Kapović 2009: 75).
category as such. The case in (22h) does not have comparanda either. In the case of (22g, j), they do have cognates in Baltic, i.e., tû and tà, but they do not provide evidence of MC. Thus, the data point to different possibilities, i.e., MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic, and in the individual languages on both the Baltic and Slavic sides.

For these data, Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 17ff.) makes several valid points. First, the Slavic personal pronouns are reconstructed with mobile paradigms (cf. Kapović2006: 86), and therefore they could have circumflex tones through Meillet’s Law. Consequently, they are ambiguous in regard to MC. Second, he also considers the possibility of aorist forms as in (22d, e) to reflect Meillet’s Law. He concludes that overall Rasmussen’s evidence turns out to be “labile.”

Rasmussen (1999) also adduces the nouns that allegedly originated from Proto-Indo-European root nouns, which will be revisited in (39) and (40) on p. 112 below. As will be discussed later, many of the alleged descendants of PIE root nouns are found to fall short of being secure evidence for the age of MC in Larsson (2001, 2002, 2004), followed by Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 11ff., 16ff.). This will be mentioned briefly in the next section and in more detail in CHAPTER 4.

3.1.3.2 Miguel Villanueva Svensson

In his article “Indo-European Long Vowels in Balto-Slavic” (2011), Villanueva Svensson points out some problems with assuming a certain type of forms [e.g., (39) and (40) on p. 112ff.] as root nouns. Actually, some of the forms in (39) and (40) had been discussed in Kortlandt (1985: 117ff.) for a different purpose. Kortlandt adduces them as evidence for the circumflex tone as the reflex of Proto-Indo-European long vowels (or lengthened grades). He assumes that monosyllabic root nouns are one of the loci where original lengthened-grade vowels are found, and therefore the circumflex tone often found in them should prove that the Proto-Indo-European lengthened-grade vowels received circumflex tone in Balto-Slavic. In works by both Kortland (1985) and

8 Lith. mēs, OPru. mes, and Latv. mēs are from PB *mes (Stang 1966: 254), and they do not phonologically correspond to Slavic my, due to the analogical influence of the 2nd person PBS *jū- (cf. footnote 6).

9 This form may continue a short variant of the 2nd person singular nominative pronoun *tū/*tu (Stang 1966: 247; Kapović 2006: 147).
Rasmussen (1999), PSl *rēčь (=39c), Lith. žėlą, PSl *žalь (=39d), PSl *mēlъ, *mēlъ, Lith. smēlис (=39b), Lith. volē (=40), Lith. vōras (=40k), SCr. čâr (=39h), etc. are all etymologically regarded as root nouns. However, Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 11ff.) gives three reasons to doubt that these type of nouns are derived from original root nouns:

- Root nouns are normally continued as i-stems in Balto-Slavic, cf. Larsson (2001, 2002a). Unless supported by firm evidence, the derivation of o- or ā-stems from earlier root nouns must be regarded as problematic.

- Root nouns based on TEUH- and TERH- roots were probably generalized as zero grade already in PIE, cf. Nussbaum (1986: 66, 53). Accordingly, the reconstruction of lengthened-grade root nouns to the roots of these structures is also problematic.

- Derivatives like Lith. žolē, gēlā are productive in Baltic and thus of little probative value.

Certainly, it is well known that the root nouns are usually merged to i-stems in Balto-Slavic through an analogical process motivated by the formal resemblance with i-stems in the accusative singular/plural forms as the result of the sound change PIE *R > PBS *iR. Thus, many canonical root nouns are attested as i-stems in Balto-Slavic, e.g., *nokw′t-s ‘night,’ *ghuēr ‘wild animal’ > Lith. naktis, Latv. nakts, OPrú. nactin/naktin/nacktin (acc. sg.), OCS noštъ; Lith. žvērij (acc.sg.), ELatv. zviers/zvērs (<*zvēris), zwieri (acc. sg.), SCr. zvîjer, Sln. zvēr.

And the third reason can be confirmed by the descriptions in Stang (1966b: 148–149) and Larsson (2004, 2010b). Rasmussen’s data include many ā- and ţā-stems, which have proven to be quite productive in word formation. In this formation, as discussed in Stang (id.), ā-stem feminine nouns in AP4 are often based on verbs with acute accent, involving métatone douce and the lengthening of the root vowel.10

For those reasons, Villanueva Svensson does not agree with the nouns that Rasmussen (1999) assumed to be descendants of PIE root nouns. Thus, many of his data, including some pronominal forms (22g, h, i, j), are dismissed by Villanueva Svensson (2011).

10 This will be discussed in more detail in §4.2.
On the other hand, Villanueva Svensson offers an interesting argument on the accentual contrast among Latv. sāls ‘salt,’ zūoss ‘goose,’ gūovs ‘cow,’ Lith. nōsis, Latv. nāss ‘nose,’ Lith. žvėrij (acc.sg.), and Latv. žvērs ‘wild animal,’ so that Rasmussen’s view on a monosyllabic circumflexion rule being applied to Proto-Balto-Slavic could be accommodated with the acute roots in the words for ‘nose’ and ‘wild animal.’ His argument on those root nouns seems to support the possibility of MC being traced back to the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage, whereas he states that MC does not need to be either so old as Rasmussen assumes or so recent as Petit does in their discussions of verbal forms in aorist and future (Villanueva Svensson 2011: 18–19). We will return to this topic and examine his discussion in more detail in Chapter 4, in which the chronology of MC is discussed.

Villanueva Svensson also mentions 3rd person future forms with monosyllabic roots. Some of them exhibit MC (duōs ∼ dúoti ‘to give,’ dēs ∼ dēti ‘to put’), whereas others do not (lis ∼ lýti ‘to rain,’ búst ∼ būti ‘to be,’ etc.). Therefore, Petit (2002) offers an alternative way for explaining the distribution of metatony and shortening without MC. However, since certainly Petit’s (2002) formula “accounts for the facts only at the cost of extensive analogy,” Villanueva Svensson instead accepts Rasmussen’s view according to which the circumflex tone on certain 3rd future verbal forms are derived through MC. Yet this view still leaves some 3rd person future verbal forms with shortened roots unexplained. I will present my own view on this in §4.1 (p. 82ff.).

3.1.3.3 Frederik Kortlandt

Frederik Kortlandt argues that there are two chronological layers of the circumflex tone in monosyllables (Kortlandt 1985: 115, 2014). He maintains that the oldest distribution of metatony and Leskien’s shortening among the Lithuanian 3rd person future forms is preserved in the dialects where the 3rd person future forms of the verbs in -ýti are shortened (rašis ‘will write,’ daris ‘will do’), while those of the verbs in -éti, -ótí and -úoti are affected by metatony (stovēs ‘will be standing,’ žinōs ‘will know,’ dainuōs ‘will sing’). In his opinion, shortening is regular among verbs with monosyllabic root vowel ý or ū, while metatony is regular with monosyllabic roots elsewhere (e.g., dēs ‘will put,’ jōs ‘will ride,’ duōs ‘will give’), which served as the model of metatony in the final syllables of the 3rd person future forms of the verbs in -éti,
-óti, -úoti, referred to as metatonical above. In fact, he maintains that
Leskien’s Law affected only the high long vowels ý and ų in monosyllabic forms. Therefore, he assumes that the metatony (MC) in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic roots (e.g., dēs ‘will put,’ jōs ‘will ride,’ duōs ‘will give’) must have been older than Leskien’s Law, affecting the 3rd person future forms of the verbs in -éti, -óti before they could have been shortened. He (1985: 115, 2002: 16) dates this back to Proto-Balto-Slavic, equating the Baltic future category with the PIE s-present and s-aorist with the lengthening in the root, where the circumflex tone is generated through a sound change *VH > *V, e.g., *dēh₃-s-t > *dōs-t > duōs. Since Kortlandt assumes that the lengthened-grade vowels gain the circumflex tone with the rejection of Eichner’s Law, the circumflex tone in monosyllabic forms of the reflexes of root nouns and Lithuanian 3rd person future forms are the regular outcome for him. Therefore his framework does not require the assumption of MC to explain the circumflex tone of those forms.

Nonetheless, the pronominal forms that have either acute forms (tíe ‘that (m. nom. pl.),’ tūos ‘id. (m. acc. pl.),’ tūo ‘id. (m. instr. pl.)’ in Žem. and W. Aukšt. dialects in the vicinity of Žem. area) or metatony forms (Aukšt. tīe, tuōs, tuō), depending on dialects, are considered by him to result from MC as a local and more recent phenomenon in the Aukštaitian dialects. Yet, any possible factors of the distribution of the acute forms (e.g., f. nom./instr. sg. tà) and metatony forms (m. instr. sg. tuō, nom. pl. tíe,) within Aukštaitian dialects are not explained. This problem will be taken up below in §4.4.

There are a couple of counterarguments against his view that there are two chronological layers of the circumflex tone of monosyllabic forms, e.g., the Baltic future could be descended from the PIE desiderative, and also there are a few cases where Leskien’s Law failed to shorten ý and ų (see §4.1 below). In addition, a different ablaut pattern can be reconstructed for the word for ‘cow,’ etc. (see §4.2 below). However, by discussing the same data with additional data from a different theoretical standpoint, Kortlandt’s proposal of the two chronological layers of MC will find agreement in §4.3.

3.1.3.4 Summary

The discussions reviewed above (Rasmussen 1999; Villanueva Svensson 2011c) support the existence of MC. Kortlandt (1985, 2014) also
recognizes the problematic circumflex tone of some monosyllabic words, although circumflex tone is the regular outcome without the assumption of MC in many monosyllabic forms, e.g., 3rd person future forms, according to his framework.

Rasmussen assumes that MC took place in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage based on the data from root nouns, pronouns, and aorist forms. While disapproving of many of those data, Villanueva Svensson (2011c) suggests a more refined way to analyze some root nouns with monosyllabic roots, which might support the view of MC taking place in the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. Alternatively, Kortlandt supposes that circumflexion in monosyllables occurred twice, in PBS and in Lithuanian, based on 3rd person future forms and pronominal forms.

On the one hand, some researchers seem to agree that MC may have taken place in Proto-Balto-Slavic. On the other hand, it is also true that the relative chronology of Monosyllabic Circumflexion and other Balto-Slavic sound/morphological changes (e.g., Osthoff’s Law, transfer of the stem formation of root nouns to i-stem, acute assignment, etc.) has not been examined in detail. I will examine the East Baltic reflexes of PIE root nouns, which will provide evidence for MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic.

Additionally, Kortlandt’s proposal for the two chronological layers of circumflexion in monosyllables should be examined. In fact, we will see that the East Baltic particles/prepositions show a peculiar distribution of tones in §4.3: old particles with the circumflex tone, while recently formed particles showing different tones in Latvian and Lithuanian. This may be better explained by presuming two chronological layers of MC.

As I mentioned above, the 3rd person future forms are not regarded as informative data for the establishment of the relative chronology of MC. However, a close examination and an interpretation of the distribution based on recent research on the Northern Indo-European verbal categories make it possible to draw some information about the relative chronology of the process. This will be shown in §4.1 and the following section §4.2 will provide a more accurate relative chronology of MC.
3.2 Data

In what follows, we will examine examples of MC. The data come from previous works and etymological dictionaries, e.g., Büga (1923/24: 95ff.), Fraenkel (1962–65), Zinkevičius (1984–1995: II, 161), Larsson (2010), and Dunkel (2014).

Below is the list of data to be discussed as potential examples of MC sorted in accordance to historical grammatical categories:

I. 3rd person future forms in Lithuanian:
   - *duōs* ‘will give’ < *dūos* cf. 1sg. *dūosiu*
   - *dēs* ‘will put’ < *dēs* cf. *dēsiu*, etc.

II. reflexes of PIE root nouns:
   - Latv. *gūvs* ‘cow’ (< *ǵwōs* ←- acc.sg. *ǵwōm*)
   - Latv. *sāls* ‘salt’ (< *sāls* ← *sāl-s*)
   - *šuō* ‘dog’ (< *kūō*)

III. propositions/adverbs:
   - Lith. *priē* ‘by, near’ ~ Lith. *priē-puolis* ‘coincidence’
   - Lith. *prō* ‘through’ ~ Latv. *pruōjām* ‘away’
   - Lith. *daņg* ‘a lot (of...)’ ~ Latv. *daŭdz*, Lith. *dāuginti* ‘to multiply’
   - Lith. *dēl* ‘for, because of’ ~ Latv. *dēl* ‘id.’
   - Lith. *nē* ‘not even’ ~ Latv. *nē* ‘(emphatic) no,’ PIE *né* eh₁

– Lith. vai ~ Latv. vai ‘woe,’ Goth. wai, Lat. vae, O Ave. voyam. ‘woe,’ Skt. uvé ‘I look (at myself),’ O Ave. avōi, vayōi ‘auch!’ Gk. ὀά, οὖα, οὔα ‘auch.’ Gk. οὐαί ‘woe’

– Lith. vēl ‘again’ (< *vēli/*vēlia?) ~ Latv. vēl, PB *vēli


IV. pronominal forms:

– 2pl. nom. jūs < *jūs ‘you’ cf. 2pl. gen. jūs, Latv. jūs

– m. nom. pl. tie < *tie ‘those’ cf. gerīeji ‘the good ...’ (def.), Latv. tie

– acc. pl. m. tuōs < *tūos ‘those’ cf. gerūosius ‘the good ...’ (def.)

– m. sg. instr. tuō ‘those’ cf. gerūoju ‘the good...’ (def.)
4. A Categorical Study of Monosyllabic Circumflexion

In this chapter, the four categories where the examples of Monosyllabic Circumflexion are found are analyzed. As listed in the previous chapter, the examples are found in the following four categories.

I. 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic stems:
   šōks – šōkti ‘to jump’; vŷs – výti ‘to drive,’ etc.

II. reflexes of PIE root nouns:
   Latv. gûovs ‘cow’ (< *gōwus ← acc.sg. *gẉ înt); šuō ‘dog’ (< *kuọ̄), etc.

III. prepositions/adverbs:
   nuō ‘from’ ~ núotaka ‘bride;’ vēl ‘again’ ~ Latv. vēl ‘still, yet’
   < PB *vēli; tē (permissive particle) < *teh₁; cf. Gk. τῆ ‘there,’ etc.

IV. pronominal forms:
   tuō (< *toh₁ m. sg. instr. ~ gerúoju ‘the good (m. sg. instr.)’),
   tiē (< *toi pl.nom. ~ gerieji ‘id. (pl.nom)’), tuōs (< *tōns
   pl. acc. ~ gerúosius ‘id. (pl.acc.)’), etc.

First we will look into the Lithuanian 3rd person future forms to venture a guess as to approximately when MC must have taken place. The reflexes of the PIE root nouns are more diagnostic than the 3rd person future forms for identifying the relative chronology of MC and some phonological and morphological changes, but there are only a few of them; thus we will establish a more accurate relative chronology of MC by examining them next. Based on the results of those two categories, the examples and problematic forms of the remaining categories will be examined.
4.1 The 3rd Person Future Forms

The 3rd person future forms are known as a category where Monosyllabic Circumflexion is observed. However, the phenomenon is not coherently observed in this category, i.e., there are both forms that are examples of the phenomenon and forms whose root vowels are shortened. There is no commonly accepted explanation to account for this distribution. In this section, I will examine the distribution of Monosyllabic Circumflexion and shortening among the 3rd person future forms with long monosyllabic stems.

Through this examination, the possibility of MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic will also be discussed. The data were collected from Senn (1966) and Petit (2002).

4.1.1 Irregularity among the 3rd p. Future Forms of Monosyllabic Stems

The formation of the Lithuanian future forms is synchronically quite transparent. It consists of the infinitive stem, the future formant -s-, and a personal ending. The ending is -∅ in the 3rd person. Therefore, the 3rd person future form of monosyllabic stems results in a monosyllable. Many such monosyllabic acute stems show the Monosyllabic Circumflexion in the 3rd person future, as a matter of fact:

(23) a. šōks – šókti ‘to jump’
    b. vēys – výti ‘to drive’
    c. duōs – dúoti ‘to give’
    d. dēs – dēti ‘to put’
    e. stōs – stóti ‘to stand,’ etc.

Whereas the majority of the 3rd p. future forms of monosyllabic acute stems follows the metatony rule (vēys ‘will drive,’ lēys ‘will become meager,’ šōks ‘will jump,’ vēs ‘will get cool’), many exhibit shortening by Leskien’s Law (būs ‘will be,’ līs ‘will rain,’ rīs ‘will swallow,’ pūs ‘will rot,’ etc.).

1The argument presented in this section is an elaborated version of my earlier published paper (Yamazaki 2014).
For such exceptions a few proposals have been made. Zinkevičius (1984–95: II, 218) assumes that the shortened forms can be the result of the analogy from their polysyllabic variants, e.g. būs from nebūs ‘won’t be’ (< *nebūs). However, since every monosyllabic verb has polysyllabic variants at least in their negative forms, this does not satisfactorily explain the distribution of shortening and metatony in the 3rd person future forms.

Kazlauskas (1968: 104) suggests that the shortening is regular for monosyllabic 3rd person future forms. According to him, some of them remain long due to the expected homonymic clash (vys – vysti ‘to droop,’ siūs – siūsti ‘to sew’ vs. vis – visti ‘to fall apart,’ siūs – siūsti ‘to rage’). However, his explanation still raises some questions as to why gnibs – gnībti ‘to pinch,’ žnibs – žnībti ‘to tweak,’ etc. remain long when there are no Xgnibti or Xžnibti; why līs – lýti is alone shortened, while lŷs (– lýsti ‘to become thin’) is not.

Senn (1966: 231) observes that Leskien’s shortening is regular with ý and ū in the final syllable (including monosyllables) of the 3rd person future forms, but otherwise metatony is regular. Therefore, he regards the metatony of ý and ū in the final syllable of some 3rd person future forms as “counterexamples.” However, Senn left unexplained why shortening is regular for those verbal roots with ý and ū as well as why the verbs in (27, 28) exhibit metatony.

Villanueva Svensson (2011: 19) assumes that the acute tone was restored in the future forms of the acute stems in -ū- and -ū-, which resulted in the shortened forms in the 3rd person future tense. Although this idea is phonologically preferable, it does not clarify the condition of the alleged restoration of the acute tone. As we will see below in the data collected by Senn (1966) and Petit (2002), not all the monosyllabic stems in -ū- and -ū- are shortened.

Petit (2002: 245ff.) has conducted an exhaustive survey on the unexpected distribution of metatony and shortening in the 3rd person future forms with monosyllabic acute roots. In addition to a couple of proposals on the more limited condition of Leskien’s Law and its relative chronology, Petit (2002) observes some important tendencies of the roots shortened in the 3rd person future and those showing Monosyllabic Circumflexion.

The first tendency is found in the syllable structure of the roots. He observes that the roots consisting of closed syllables (CVC) have a
stronger tendency toward métatonie douce, whereas those consisting of open syllables (CV) have a stronger tendency toward shortening. Some examples are:

(24) a. CVČ → CVC \( [V = i \text{ or } u] \)
   e.g., dýgti – dýgs; trůkti – trůks

b. CV → ÇV
   e.g., gýti – gís, búti – bús, púti – pús

However, there are a few counterexamples, such as lúžti – lùš ‘to break,’ rúgti – rûgs ‘to turn sour,’ slúgti – slûgs ‘to subside;’ výti – vûs ‘to drive,’ siútí – siûš ‘to sew.’ Moreover, its phonetic motivation is somewhat unclear.

Petit’s (2002: 272) second point concerns the correlation between the short vowels in the 3rd person future forms and preterit forms. When the preterit forms have a short root, the vocalism of their future forms in the 3rd person tend to have short root vocalism as well, e.g., bûti – bûvo – bûs, gûti – gûjo – gûs, etc. There are again a few forms that do not show this tendency, e.g., džiúti – džiûvo – džûs, rûgti – rûgo – rûgs, slûgti – slûgo – slûgs, siûti – siûvo – siûs. Yet, since the motivation of copying the short vocalism in the preterit form to the 3rd person future form is somewhat unclear, the reason for the failure of copying the length in džûs, rûgs, etc. also remains unclear.

For the third point, he explains why the shortening in the 3rd person future forms is limited to the roots with -ɪ- and -û- by assuming that the result of the shortening was not eliminated when the roots were in -í- and -ú-. Since the long vowels e and o and the diphthongs ie and uo correspond to phonetically asymmetric short vowels (e [e], a [a], i, and u, respectively), Leskien’s Law gave rise to unusual alternations within the future paradigms involving those vowels, e.g., Xdès ∼ 1sg. désiu (dëti ‘to put’), Xjás ∼ 1sg. jósiu (jötí ‘to go by horseback’), Xlís ∼ 1sg. líesiu (líeti ‘to pour’); Xdûs ∼ 1sg. dúosiu (dutoi ‘to give’). Those shortened roots have been restored with the long vowels kept in other personal forms, adopting métatonie douce. Therefore, we find dëti – dës, dúoti – duûs, and so forth. On the other hand, this restoration did not happen in the future paradigms with the root vocalism in ɪ and ū, which have phonetically symmetrical corresponding short vowels (i, u).
However, a detailed survey of the relevant paradigms of the verbs in question shows a morphological distribution of shortening and metaphor, which will provide a better understanding of the distribution even among the roots in -í- and -ú-. In one of the following sections, I will provide an alternative explanation as to why the shortening in the 3rd person future forms is limited to the roots in -í- and -ú-, based on the results of my survey. The relative chronology of MC will be also examined. In the next section, we will start by examining the data.

4.1.2 Data

The data to be examined in the survey were compiled based mainly on the list in Petit (2002: 247ff.), and supplemented by forms in Senn (1966: 231). Petit collected the data from *Lietuvių kalbos gramatika* (LKG, Ulvydas (ed.) 1965–76), *Dabartinės lietuvių kalbos gramatika* (DLKG, Ambrazas (ed.) 1994), *Lietuvių kalbos rašyba ir skrybyba* (LKRS, Mokslas 1989); for more archaic data, he referred to Otrębski (1956) and Morkūnas (1980: 109–222), and for dialectal data he referred to Zinkevičius (1966) as well as to Otrębski’s grammar.

I. shortening instead of MC (violation of the rule)

(25) ́ū → ù
   a. būti – būs ‘to be’
   b. pūti – pūs ‘to rot’
   c. srūti – srūs ‘to stream’
   d. žūti – žūs ‘to perish, die’
   e. džiūti – džiūs ‘to dry, wither’
   f. bliūti – bliūs ‘to beat’
   g. kliūti – kliūs ‘to touch’
   h. griūti – griūs ‘to fall down’

(26) y → ì
   a. gûti – gûs ‘to get better’
   b. rûti – rûs ‘to swallow’
   c. sûti – sis ‘to link to’
   d. šlûti – šlis ‘to lean, tilt’
e. lūti – lūs ‘to rain’

II. MC

(27) ū → ū
   a. siūti – siūs ‘to sew’
   b. trūkti – trūks ‘to lack’
   c. grūsti – grūs ‘to crush’
   d. lūžti – lūš (note: Senn 1966 gives lūš)

(28) y → ĭ
   a. gnŷbti – gnŷbs ‘to pinch, bite’
   b. žnŷbti – žnŷbs ‘to pinch, to tweak’
   c. dŷgti – dŷgs ‘to spring, shoot’ (note: Senn 1966 gives dŷgs)
   d. klŷstī – klŷs ‘to be mistaken’
   e. vŷtī – vŷs ‘to drive, wind’
   f. lŷstī – lŷs ‘to get/become thin’
   g. su-lŷstī – su-lŷs ‘to loose weight’
   h. (at)lŷžtī – lŷš ‘to slacken’
   i. slŷstī – slŷs ‘to slide’
   j. vŷstī – vŷs ‘to fade, droop’
   k. plŷštī – plŷš ‘to tear, rip’ (note: Senn 1966 gives plïš)

4.1.3 Reexamination of the Data

A close examination of the data listed in §4.1.2 reveals a fairly clear tendency that their present paradigms are involved in the nasal-infix formation. Below are the verbs that have nasal-infix presents in the lists. The forms are listed in the order of infinitive, 3p.pres., 3p.pret., – 3p.fut. It is also indicated in which dialect the nasal-infix presents are attested and which form is in Standard Lithuanian (in bold face). Sources are Kurschat (1883), and LKŽ, Fraenkel (1962–65).

(29) a. būtī, yra/būna/būva/ěstī, būvo – būs ‘to be’
   būva: Ramygala (Panevėžio; E. Aukšt.), Šiaulėnai (W. Aukšt.)
b. pūti, pūva/pūva/pūna/pūsta/pūsta, pūvo – pūs ‘to rot’

c. srūti, srūva/srūna/srūsta, srūvo – srūs ‘to stream’

d. žūti, žūva/žūna/žūsta, žūvo – žūs ‘to perish, die’

e. džiūti, džiūva/džiūna/džiūsta, džiūvo – džiūs ‘to dry, wither’
   džiūva: Šilutė (W. Žem.), Šiauliai (W. Aukšt.)

f. bliūti, bliūva/bliūna, briūvo – bliūs ‘to bleat’

g. kliūti, kliūna/kliūva/kliūsta, kliūvo – kliūs ‘to touch’

h. griūti, griūva/griūna, griūvo – griūs ‘to fall down’

i. slúgti, slúgsta/slunga, slūgo – slūgs ‘to subside’
   sluña is found in the southern dialects of East Aukštaitia, i.e.,
   Pabaiskas, Pašilė (Ukmergė), Čiobiškis, Gelvonai, and Mus-
   ninkai (Širvintos) dialects (Morkūnas 1969: 134).

j. gýti, gýja/gýja/gýna, gijo – gis ‘to get better’

k. lýti, lýja/lýna, lījo – līs ‘to rain’

l. rýti, rýja/rýna, rījo – rīs ‘to swallow’

m. rúgti, rúgsta/ruŋga, rúgo – rūgs ‘to turn sour’
   ruŋga: Gelvonai (Širvintos; E. Aukšt.)

n. sýti, sýja, sījo – sīs ‘to link to’

o. šlýti, šlýja/šlēja/šlēna/šliēta/šlēsta/šlēva, šlījo – šlīs ‘to
   lean, tilt’

Except (29a, e, i, m), all the verbs in (29) have nasal present forms
in the standard language. (29a) and (29e) have nasal-infix presents in
West Aukštaitian dialects, which was influential to the formation of the
standard language.

A form džiūna is also found.
However, the future forms in the 3rd person of the following three items are metatonically, despite their nasal-infix presents, but not all of them have a nasal-infix present in the standard Lithuanian. As illustrated in §4.1.4.6, they all have a somewhat peculiar situation within the paradigms.

(30) a. výsti, výsta/viņsa/viņta, výto – výs ‘to fade, droop’
    Baisogala (W. Aukšt.), Krakės (W. Aukšt.), Ėriškiai (E. Aukšt.): viņta
    Also výsti, výsta, výto, found in a few dictionaries and in the writings of Simonas Daukantas (Žem.).

b. trūkti, trūksta/truņka, trūko – trūks ‘to lack’
    Musninkai (Širvintos; E. Aukšt.): truņka

c. siūti, siūva/siūna/siūna/siūva, siūvo – siūs ‘to sew’
    F. Kurschat’s dictionary: siūva (based on Western Aukštaitian dialect)

On the other hand, the majority of the verbs whose 3rd person future forms are not shortened do not have nasal-infix presents.

(31) a. výti, vēja/vija/výna, vijo – výs ‘to drive, wind’

b. grūsti, grūda, grūdo – grūs ‘to crush’

c. gnýbti, gnýba, gnýbo – gnýbs ‘to pinch, bite’

d. žnýbti, žnýbia, žnýbė – žnýbs ‘to pinch, to tweak’

e. dýgti, dýgsta, dýgo – dýgs ‘to spring, shoot’

f. klýsti, klýsta, klýdo – klýs ‘to be mistaken’

g. slýsti, slýsta, slýdo/slìdo – slýs ‘to slide’

h. lýsti, lýsta, lýso – lýs ‘to become thin’

i. lýžti, lýžta, lýžo – lýš ‘to slacken’

Although there are three verbs that do not follow the tendency, they still show Monosyllabic Circumflexion, which the majority of the 3rd person future forms exhibit.
4.1.4 Interpretation of the Distribution

The co-occurrence of nasal-infix presents and the shortened future forms in the 3rd person shown in (29) is noteworthy. In this section, any historical correlations between the short 3rd person future forms and the nasal-infix presents listed in (29) will be sought, taking into account the shift of the verbal system from PIE to Baltic.

4.1.4.1 Historical Background of Nasal-infix Presents in the Baltic Verbal System

In this section, an overview on the historical background of the Baltic nasal-infix presents will be provided. Its prehistorical connection with the intransitive inchoative thematic verbs reconstructible for Northern Indo-European will be addressed too.

The category of nasal-infix present is a well-attested verbal formation in Indo-European: Skt. \( \tilde{p}r\tilde{n}\tilde{a}ti/\tilde{p}r\tilde{n}\tilde{a}nti \) ‘to fill’ \(~p\tilde{r}\tilde{n}\tilde{\alpha}ti/p\tilde{r}\tilde{n}\tilde{\alpha}nti\) ‘to fill’ \(~\sqrt{\tilde{p}l}\tilde{n}\tilde{\alpha}ti/*p\tilde{l}\tilde{n}\tilde{\alpha}nti\); Hitt. \( h\operatorname{arni}(n)k\operatorname{mi} \) ‘to destroy’; Lat. \( iungis/iungunt \) ‘you join / they join’; Goth. \( (g\alpha-)f\tilde{u}ll\tilde{n}\tilde{o}, \) 3sg. \(-f\tilde{u}ll\tilde{n}-\tilde{p} \) ‘to get filled’; etc.

In Baltic, it also has rich attestations, including secondary formations, e.g., \( b\tilde{\upsilon}va \) ‘is/are’ (< Proto-Lith. \( \ast bu-n-va \) beside OLith. \( e\tilde{\upsilon}t \) descending from PIE \( \ast h\tilde{1}\tilde{e}\tilde{s}-ti \)), and derived inchoatives, keeping the apophonic grade of their base word, e.g., \( g\tilde{l}e\tilde{\nu}ba \) ‘become(s) flabby’ ← \( g\tilde{l}e\tilde{b}\tilde{u}s \) ‘flabby.’ This indicates the productivity of this category.

As Stang (1942: 132ff.) has noted, nasal-infix presents are built to the zero-grade of the root as a rule, and are usually paired to thematic aorists as their preterit paradigm.\(^3\) The zero-grade vocalism is morphologically regular also with the thematic aorist (Stang 1942: 138ff.).\(^4\)

\(^3\) In Slavic, there are only limited nasal infixed forms kept intact, which indicates that nasal-infixation became unproductive in the Proto-Slavic time. Instead, nasal-suffixation became more common, e.g., \( dv\tilde{\nu}\tilde{g}\tilde{\nu}\tilde{t}\tilde{i} \) ‘move’ (Leskien’s class II, 1), \( r\tilde{\nu}\tilde{\nu}\tilde{t}\tilde{i} \) ‘impel’ (Leskien’s class II, 2). Yet, the most archaic type of verbs still show the zero-grade in this formation, e.g. \( l\tilde{\nu}\tilde{\nu}\tilde{t}\tilde{i} \) ‘cling’ (cf. Gorbachov 2007: 18ff.). Although the Slavic nasal presents (Leskien’s class II) are paired to thematic aorists only when the roots end with a consonant (e.g., \( dv\tilde{\nu}\tilde{g}\tilde{\nu}\tilde{s} \) to \( dv\tilde{\nu}\tilde{g}\tilde{\nu}\tilde{t}\tilde{i} \), Leskien 1922: 131–132), it is clear that thematic aorists are usually formed to inchoatives (Stang 1942: 63ff.).

\(^4\) This morphological feature can be seen as old traits, i.e., the nasal-infix
Therefore, it is naturally understood that the data listed in (29) all have the reflexes of zero-grade vocalism, i.e., \( y \) and \( \tilde{u} \). This matter will be discussed in one of the following sections.

It is well known that nasal-infix present forms underwent a couple of phonological and morphological processes at the prehistorical stage of Lithuanian. The first process to mention is morphological: the introduction of a glide to the present stem. The expected original nasal formations of \( p\tilde{u}va, g\tilde{y}ja, l\tilde{y}ja \) are: *\( p-u-H-e/o \) ‘to rot, decay,’ *\( g^w-i-n-h_3-e/o \) ‘to become alive,’ *\( l-i-n-H-e/o \) ‘to start raining,’ which would have given rise to Proto-Baltic *\( puna(t), *gina(t), *lina(t) \). Those forms are considered to have acquired a root final glide in the present stem through an analogy to some verbs such as \( migi \) (inf.), \( mi\( \tilde{i} \)ga (3p. pres.), \( mi\( g \)o (\( < \) m\( \tilde{i} \)g\( a \); 3p. pret.) ‘sleep’ (Gorbachov 2007: 167ff.), cf. (32):

\[
(32) \text{Proportion of Analogy:}\\
\text{mi\( \tilde{i} \)ga} : *m\( \tilde{i} \)g\( a \) = X : *l\( \tilde{i} \)j\( \tilde{a} \)\\
X = *li\( \tilde{n} \)j\( a \) (} l\( \tilde{y} \)ja).
\]

This explains why the present forms in (29) have the circumflex tone, while they are expected to have the acute root as indicated by their infinitive forms and etymological backgrounds. Afterwards, some nasal-infix present stems further underwent a regular loss of the nasal segment in the following environment:

\[
(33) Vn > \tilde{V} > \tilde{V} / __ \{ \begin{array}{llll}
\text{r}, & \text{l}, & \text{m}, & \text{n}, \\
\text{j}, & \text{v}, & \text{s}, & \text{\( \tilde{s} \)}, & \text{\( \tilde{z} \)}
\end{array} \}.
\]

According to this sound change, *\( li\( \tilde{n} \)j\( a \) in (32) changed to *\( l\( \tilde{i} \)j\( a \) > l\( \tilde{y} \)ja. Likewise, g\( \tilde{y} \)ja [3p.pres.] < g\( \tilde{y} \)ja (g\( \tilde{y} \)ti ‘to heal, get better’), p\( \tilde{u} \)va < *\( punva \) (p\( \tilde{u} \)ti ‘to get rotten’), etc. The function of the lost inchoative marker -\( n \)- often “gets reinforced by attaching the other productive inchoative intransitive suffix -\( sta \)- in present stems” (Gorbachov 2007: 152). Thus, some of the verbs in (29) have a \( sta \)-present side by side:

present formation is reconstructed with the zero-grade root for PIE (LIV (17)), and the same could be said for thematic aorist, although only two verbal roots (*\( \text{u} \)id-e/o- [\( \sim \) *\( \text{u} \)eid- ‘to notice’], *\( h_1 \)lud\( \tilde{h} \)-e/o- [\( \sim \) *\( h_1 \)le\( \tilde{u} \)d\( \tilde{h} \)- ‘to go out’]) allow us to reconstruct the category in the parent language (Cardona 1960: 125).

5 In Žemaitian and their neighboring Aukštaitian dialects, the same function was reinforced by another productive suffix -\( na \)-, giving rise to dialectal forms such as l\( \tilde{y} \)na, p\( \tilde{u} \)na, dži\( \tilde{u} \)na, etc.
It follows that the sta-presents of the verbs (29b, c, d, e, g, i, m, o) are likely to be newer forms built after the loss of the nasal. The sta- and nasal-infix presents, sharing the same aspectual meaning, are in near-complementary distribution in Lithuanian: the roots in $^0$ET, $^0$EL, $^0$EU, $^0$EUT form nasal-infix presents, while the roots in $^0$ERT, $^0$EN form sta-presents (Stang:1942: 132). As Gorbachov (2014: 22ff.) argues (with references), sta-presents became particularly productive in each East Baltic languages, indicated by the fact that only around 70 out of over 300 sta-verbs respectively in Lithuanian and Latvian overlap. The old nasal-infix presents are replaced with sta-presents, particularly in Latvian where nasal has been lost in the wider environment (Stang 1942: 133). This makes it possible to assume that once nasal-infix presents had been productive in the parent language, but sta-presents became more productive in the individual East Baltic languages.

The morphological norm of the zero-grade in the nasal presents and thematic aorist of the verbs listed in (29) is also applied to their infinitive stem. The infinitive stem in general originated from the verbal abstract noun in the ti-stem in the dat.-loc. sg. Therefore, their root vocalism is expected to be originally in zero-grade, although it has become identical to that of the preterit stem in most cases in Balto-Slavic (Stang 1942: 85, 122ff.). The long acute root in the infinitive stem, which can be considered to inherit the old zero-grade, is well preserved by the verbs in (29). Indeed, many of their acute roots can be directly explained with the root-final laryngeal reconstructible for PIE or with Winter’s Law:

(35) a. būti, yra/būna/būva/ěsti, būvo – būs ‘to be’
   cf. PIE *bʰu²ḥ₂-/bʰw₂h₂- ‘to become’ (Skt. bhávati)
   (LIV 98ff.)

b. pūti, pūva/pūna/pūsta/pūsta, pūvo – pūs ‘to rot’
   cf. PIE *pewH- ‘to be rotten,’ ON fúnar (< PGmc. *fúni/a- ‘rots’)
   (LIV 480)

c. džiūti, džiūva/džiūva/džiūna/džiūsta, džiūvo – džiūs ‘to dry, wither’
   cf. PIE *dēh₂y- ‘to catch fire’
   Lith. džiáuti ‘to dry’
   (LIV 104)
   I EW (179–181)
d. bliúti, bliūva/bliūna, briuvo – bliūs ‘to bleat’
   cf. PIE *bhleH- ‘to overflow’ (LIV 90)

e. kliúti, kliūna/kliūva/kliústa, kliuvo – kliūs ‘to touch, brush’
   cf. PIE *kleH- (~ *kleuH-?? ‘to end up somewhere’; LIV 365)

f. gýti, gīja/gyja/gyña, gījo – gīs ‘to get better’
   cf. PIE *gÚjeh3 ‘to live’ → *gÚinh3-e/o- ‘to become alive’ (LIV 215)

g. griúti, griūva/griūna, griuvo – griūs ‘to fall down’
   cf. PIE *gíreh1 ‘to (start to) drop, fall’ (LIV 202)

h. lýti, lýja/lýna, lījo – lis ‘to rain’
   cf. PIE *leiH- ‘to pour’ (LIV 405)

i. rýti, rýna/rýja, rījo, – ris ‘to swallow’
   cf. PIE *h3reH- ‘to float,’ OE rinnan ‘run,’ OCS rinqi se ‘rush, dash,’ Skt. riñáti ‘lets flow’
   (LIV 305; Mayrhofer 1986–96: II, 437)

j. rúgti, rúgsta/ruňga, rúgo – rúgs ‘to turn sour’
   cf. PIE *(h1)reug- (IEW 871, LIV 509)

k. sýti, sýja, sijjo – sis ‘to link to’
   cf. PIE *sih2- (~ *séh2(i)- ‘to bind’) *sináti ‘(s)he binds’
   < *si-né-h2- (Mayrhofer 1986–96: II, 720ff.)

Thus, these verbs preserve the inherited infinitive stem with the long acute root despite their preterit stem with the short vowel.

Of course, there are also secondarily formed verbs which show the same pattern as those in (35). The following items in (36) are traditionally not traced back to setl-roots, and the long vowels in their infinitive roots (lengthened zero-grade) seem to be a Baltic innovation. Nonetheless, their pattern in the verbal paradigms are the same as those in (35), i.e., -í- or -ú- in the infinitive, -í- (< -in-) or -ú- (< -un-) in the nasal infix present, and -í- or -ú- in the ā-preterit.

(36) a. srúti, srūva/srūna/srústa, srūvo – srūs ‘to stream’
   cf. PIE *sreuH- ‘to flow’
   (LIV 535; Mayrhofer 1986–96: II, 784)

6 The evidence for the laryngeal is provided by Skt. ví-śita- ‘unbound’ (< *uí-sh2-tó-) and Hitt. iš-ḫi-an-zī ‘they bind’ (< *sh2-i-éntī).
b. žūti, žūva/žūna/žūsta, žūvo – žūs ‘to perish, die’
   cf. PIE *gʰe-u- ‘to disappear, vanish’
   (IEW 448)

c. slūgti, slūgsta/slunga, slūgo – slūgs ‘to subside’
   cf. PIE *(s)le-u- ‘to be limp’ → PBS *(s)le-u-g- (?)
   (IEW 962)

d. šlūti, šlija/šlēja/šlēņa/šlēņta/šlēsta/šlēva, šlijo – šlis ‘to
   lean, tilt’
   cf. PIE *klei- ‘to lay oneself back,’ OE hlinian, OSax. hlinōn,
   OHG hlinēn (< *hlin/a- ‘to lean’ Gorbachov 2007: 78)
   (LIV 332)

These verbs (listed in (29), including the items in (35) and (36))
clearly form a morpho-semantic group, characterized by inchoative
meaning and the specific pattern discussed above. As a matter of fact, (35b)
and (36d) overlap the partial list of the intransitive inchoative thematic
verbs established in Gorbachov (2007: 159ff., 203) for Northern Indo-
European languages, i.e., Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic (also, Villanueva
Svensson 2011a: 44). Since the verbs in (29) include some transitive in-
choatives, the inchoative thematic verbal group in Proto-Baltic can be
assumed to have developed from the Northern IE intransitive inchoative
thematic verbs before sta-presents became productive. Let us call them
Group 1 verbs here. However, it is still unclear why the Group 1 verbs
have the shortened future forms. In the next section, we will review
the morphological history of the Baltic future formation to look for any
linkage between the nasal-infix presents and their shortened 3rd person
future forms.

4.1.4.2 Historical Background of the Baltic Future and the 3rd Person
Future Forms of Inchoative Thematic Verbs

The Baltic languages, including Lithuanian, have the future tense forms
characterized by -s-, which is generally called s-future. Below is the
Lithuanian future paradigm of the verb dúoti ‘to give.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sg. 1.</th>
<th>dúosiu</th>
<th>du. 1.</th>
<th>dúosiva</th>
<th>pl. 1.</th>
<th>dúosime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>dúosi</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>dúosita</td>
<td>2.</td>
<td>dúosite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>duōs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Latvian future paradigm shows a perfect match with Lithuanian:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg. 1.</th>
<th>duōšu</th>
<th>pl. 1.</th>
<th>duōsim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>duōsi</td>
<td>duōsit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>duōs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This s-future, or s-desiderative in Indo-European terms, is also found in some classic Indo-European languages. Compare the Sanskrit and Greek future paradigms below with the Lithuanian and Latvian above:

Skt. √dā ‘to give’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg. 1.</th>
<th>du. 1.</th>
<th>pl. 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>dāsyámi</td>
<td>dāsyávas</td>
<td>dāsyámas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>dāsyási</td>
<td>dāsyáthas</td>
<td>dāsyátha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>dāsyáti</td>
<td>dāsyátas</td>
<td>dāsyánti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gk. δίδωμι ‘to give’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>sg. 1.</th>
<th>du. 1.</th>
<th>pl. 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>δώσω</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>δώσομεν</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>δώσεις</td>
<td>δώσετον</td>
<td>δώσετε</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>δώσει</td>
<td>δώσετον</td>
<td>δώσουσι</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While Sanskrit future forms are marked with the suffix -syā- and Greek with a fully thematic formant -se/o- throughout the paradigm, the Lithuanian future paradigm comprises three variants: -sje/o-, -si-, -s-. The athematic suffix -s- with zero ending in the 3rd person makes it appear especially isolated in the paradigm. This inflectional pattern of the future paradigm can be traced back to an athematic pattern according to Endzelins.\(^7\)

\(^7\) Stang (1942: 213ff.; also 1966: 320–2) associated this pattern with a hypothetical “semithematic inflection,” according to which the stative -je/o- presents originally had a thematic ending only in the 1sg., 1du., 1pl., and 3pl., and *-i- or *-i- in the remaining forms in PIE (cf. Meillet 1924: 239; Stang: id.). However, the semithematic theory has a few problems that have been pointed out already. One of the most important problems is that the inflection does not have a solid foundation outside of Balto-Slavic, as discussed in Jasanoff (1978: 20ff, 96). This theory is not regarded as tenable anymore.
Endzelīns (1928: 107, 1948: 204) has proposed that the origin of the -i- element in the Baltic future suffix is the now disappeared athematic 3rd plural ending *-nt(i), which developed into *-int(i). This -i- element spread over the future paradigm but only in dual and plural forms due to the general paradigmatic pattern of the Baltic verbal paradigm, where the same vocalism is found in all the dual and plural forms, as in vedū (1sg.), vedē (2sg.) as opposed to vedā- in the remaining present forms. The palatalized -si-(u) was substituted to the 1sg. form when the originally athematic 1sg. *dōsmi was thematized.

This assumption of athematic endings in the future paradigm can be supported by the Old Prussian athematic attestations postāsei ‘you will be’ (< *stā-s-sei; Schmalstieg 1958: 122, 125; Jasanoff 1978: 104), does ‘he will give’ (< *dō-s-t) (Hill 2004: 78ff.). The often mentioned Lithuanian dialectal athematic forms in the dual and plural, e.g., 1pl. diūosme, 2pl. diūoste, etc. (Žem. and E. Aukšt.), can either support the original athematic nature of the s-future (Jasanoff 1978) or can be explained as a back-formation based on the 3rd p. duōs (Stang 1942: 204). Some more comparative evidence for s-future also speaks for the existence of athematic inflection: OIr. tíes ‘will go’ < *steig̱sti; reiss ‘will run’ < *retsti; seiss ‘will sit’ < *setsti (Thurneysen 1975: 410–411); Osc. didest ‘dabit,’ Osc./Umbr. fust ‘erit,’ Umb. ferest ‘feret’ (3sg.); Osc. censazet ‘censebunt,’ Umb. furent ‘erunt’ (3pl.).

The reconstruction of the athematic 3pl. ending for s-future *-nt(i) has another important indication for the ablaut type of the paradigm. Obviously, *-nt(i) is a zero-grade variant of the 3pl. ending in the weak form, and that means the ablaut pattern of the paradigm was probably acrostatic, i.e., Narten type (Jasanoff 1988: 233, 2003: 133; Villanueva Svensson 2010: 220), although there are not many supporting forms (one probable example is *gniēh3-s-/gnēh3-s- continued by


9 OLith. eismi ‘I will go’ (Matusevičiūtė 1938: 101) is once attested. This form may fit well in the scenario of the thematization here, although it is unclear whether it is an archaism, an analogy to athematic present eimī, or a mistake (cf. Villanueva Svensson 2010: 22033).

Jasanoff (1978: 106) points out another factor for this process, i.e., the general correlation of dual and plural forms in *-i- with 1sg. forms in *-jō among the Baltic verbs.
Hitt. *ganēšš-mi* ‘to recognize’). Nonetheless, the root-vocalism of some Baltic future forms with secure Indo-European etymology seems to reflect rather the full-grade root than the lengthened-grade root assuming Eichner’s Law. This may indicate that the full-grade root was generalized to the future paradigm, when the ablaut pattern of the Narten-type desiderative paradigms was normalized in Proto-Balto-Slavic.

Thus, the 3sg. future formation (now representing both sg. and pl.) can be considered to be a remnant of the Narten-type desiderative formation. Their inherited ending is kept unaffected by the spread of *-i-* into the future paradigm and the thematization process, which makes them appear isolated with remarkable archaism in the paradigm. The circumflex tone of the 3rd person future stems of monosyllabic acute stems particularly contributes to that. The factor of their circumflex tone cannot be analogy, as their analogical models (e.g., *dūosiu, dúsi* for *duòs*) usually have the acute tone. Therefore, an independent process which could have changed the acute tone to circumflex tone, i.e., MC needs to be assumed. That means that the circumflex tone of the 3rd person future forms must have resulted from MC (see §3.1.2). It follows that their preform (e.g., *dósti* ‘will give’) must have become monosyllabic through the loss of the final *-i* (*i*-apocope) before MC.

The operation of Leskien’s shortening (*līs* type) indicates that the loss of *-i-* in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic stems must have taken place already by the pre-Lithuanian stage, as supported by further evidence from Kupiškis dialect (cf. Hill 2004: 74 with references). In fact, the *i*-apocope process is known to have taken place in many early Indo-European languages (cf. Hock 2007: 65ff.). For Balto-Slavic, its effect is observed also in the instr. sg. ending of *ā*-stems and the primary verbal endings (Meillet 1913: 235ff., Hock op. cit., Olander 2015: 165, 308, 328ff.). The more regular loss of *-i* among the finite

---

10 Future forms with secure etymology here mean those based on the verbal root with rich attestations not only in Balto-Slavic but also in other Indo-European languages, preferably with parallels in the s-future/desiderative, such as *duòs* (*dūoti* ‘to give;’ Skt. *dāsyati*, Gk. δώσω), *dēs* (*dēti* ‘to put;’ Skt. *dhāsyati*, Gk. θήσω), *stōs* (*stōti* ‘to stand;’ Skt. *sthāsyaṭi*, στήσω), etc.

11 They exhibit reduplication in the present stem, cf. OLith. *dūodmi*, Gk. διδόμι, Skt. *dadāmi*. It appears that the reduplicated syllable was not present in the future stem.
verbs than among the nominal domain\textsuperscript{12} is explained by Hock (2007: 70ff.) with the correlation of the prosodic effects of Finality and unmarked SOV word order in early Indo-European languages including Baltic and Slavic. Stang (1942: 219) has noted that i-apocope does not affect verbs with monosyllabic stems (e.g., OLith. esmi, esti, OCS jesmь, ORu. estь), and the final -i seems to have dropped early elsewhere (e.g., Lith. veda ‘lead(s) (3p.)’ < *-et(i); OCS vedetь ‘leads,’ vedо ‘I lead’ < *-ōm(i)\textsuperscript{13}). The i-less forms in the 3rd singular finite forms both in Baltic and Slavic may indicate a possibility of i-apocope already in Proto-Balto-Slavic at least among the finite verbs. Then, the same process is expected for the s-future/desiderative ending 3sg. *-s-ti. The absence of -i in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic stems in spite of Stang’s (1942: 219) note can be explained in that the apocopated ending spread from the forms of di- or polysyllabic stems to those of monosyllabic stems analogically (cf. Jasanoff 2003: 60\textsuperscript{64}). As the circumflex tone of many 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute stems show, i-apocope and the spread of the apocopated ending needs to be projected to a stage before MC.

Nevertheless, as we have seen above, there are pieces of evidence for s-future/desiderative formations in *-sje/o- (Skt., as well as Balto-Slavic future participles dúosiant-, OCS byšqоšt- ‘about to be’), and in *-se/o- (Gk.). Thus, it is commonly considered that PIE had a few desiderative formations with athematic (*-(h\textsubscript{1})s-), thematic (*-(h\textsubscript{1})se/o-), and *-(h\textsubscript{1})sje/o-suffixes (Jasanoff 2003: 132ff.)\textsuperscript{14} The distribution

\textsuperscript{12} It seems to have taken place only in ā-stems (OCS -ojо, Lith. -ą) but not in i- and u-stems (OCS -mtь, bmtь, Lith. -imi, -umпi).

\textsuperscript{13} It can be derived from PIE thematic ending *-oh\textsubscript{2} with an added primary *-mi, cf. Skt. 1sg. -āmi. Olander (2015: 308) points out that the i-apocope of the 1sg. ending *-ōm(i) is probably a Slavic innovation due to the lack of the identical formation in Baltic, and therefore cannot be regarded as being identical to the same phenomenon in the nominal ending and therefore cannot be projected back to the Proto-Slavic stage.

\textsuperscript{14} There can be more desiderative formations reconstructible for PIE, cf. McCone (1991: 137). There is evidence for a variant of the suffix with a laryngeal after a resonant, while it was a simple *-s- after stops, as shown by the following contrastive examples: Skt. kariṣyáng- ‘about to do’ vs. vaksyáng- ‘about to say,’ Gk. τενέω ‘I will stretch’ vs. γράψω ‘I will write,’ etc. (Jasanoff 2003: 134ff). In this thesis, the suffix is usually annotated simply as *-s- for simplicity.
of these different stem formations is yet unclear. Jasanoff (2003: 135) remarks that it is possible that the desiderative formations may correlate to their present formations; thus, roots that made Narten-presents may have favoured Narten s-desideratives, while the roots that made reduplicated presents may have chosen reduplicated desideratives.

Indeed, there are some indications that the desiderative formation of the root *bʰeuh₂- ‘to become’ may not have been a Narten type at an early Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. Its future participles are attested in the *-sje/o-stem, e.g., OCS byšošt-, YAv. būšiaŋt-, Lith. būsiant- ‘about to be’ < *bʰuh₂-sjont-. Villanueva Svensson (2012: 19ff.) argues that the attested future participles in *sje/o-stem suggest instead a preexistence of a desiderative formation (*bʰuh₂-sje/o-) *būsje/o- for pre-Proto-Balto-Slavic. The consistent attestation of the future participle in -sje/o- in Balto-Slavic, where otherwise athematic s-formation has been employed, implies that the frequent use of the future participle of a few particular verbal roots including *bʰeuh₂- led to the fossilization of their formation in -sje/o-. Consequently, these fossilized participles retain the -sje/o- suffix, even after the finite forms (e.g., 3sg. *būsjet(i)) were replaced with the athematic conjugation (e.g., 3sg. *būst(i)). He further suggests that, considering Jasanoff’s observation that the desiderative formation of a verbal root may be parallel to its present stem formation, the abundant attestations of ̣je/o-presents to the root *bʰeuh₂-, e.g., Gk. ψύω, Lat. fūo, OIr. ãú, OE bēo may support it too. Although the inflectional pattern of the Baltic future strongly indicates that at least the endings were generalized from a Narten-type paradigm in PBS, the possibility cannot be eliminated that other desiderative formations may have played some role in the early PBS time. If this assumption is applied to the preform of the future formation of the inchoative thematic verbs (Group 1 verbs), their future formation was most likely not Narten type.

4.1.4.3 Reconstructing the Morphological History of the Future Formation of Inchoative Thematic Verbs

Regarding the Group 1 verbs, it is important that the morphology of synchronous Baltic reflexes of their future formation (infinitive stem + -s-) cannot be straightforwardly descended from any s-future/desiderative formations in PIE. No s-future/desiderative formations in PIE allowed a structure like R(∅)-S(∅)-E(∅), with the zero-grade root and the Narten-
type inflectional endings, which exactly the Group 1 future forms ex-
hbit. Therefore, it must be assumed that their stem was secondarily
renewed when the Baltic (or earlier) future formation grammar was
introduced. Their original formation before the replacement with the
new R(∅)-S(∅)-E(∅) pattern remains unclear, though. The fact that
some of their present stem formation is reconstructed as the nasal infix
thematic type in Northern Indo-European may provide a hint. As we
have seen in §4.1.4.2, the s-future/desiderative formation was possibly
based on the present formation. Taking this into account, a possibili-
ity that cannot be eliminated is that the s-future/desiderative formation
of Group 1 verbs may have been a thematic type in *se/o-. In addition,
a future/desiderative formation in *-sje/o- can be considered for
*bhēuh2- (see above). Accordingly, the future forms of Group 1 verbs
must be morphologically innovative forms.

Yet there is another group of verbs that have inherited the future
forms in full grade, e.g. duōs ‘will give,’ dēs ‘will place,’ stōs ‘will
stand,’ bēgs ‘will run,’ etc. Let us name them Group 2. Some of these
verbs have good correspondents in other IE languages (as discussed in
§4.1.4.2). In addition, their infinitive stems which descend PIE *CeH-
or *CeT- shape roots (e.g., dúoti, dēti, stōti) most likely continue the vo-
calism of the PIE stage, without further morphological reformations
in Proto-Baltic or earlier. Therefore, both their inherited future and in-
finitive stems exhibit the full grade, hence there was no need for a major
stem replacement (which is likely to have taken place to the Group 1 fu-
ture forms). Accordingly, the 3rd person future forms of the Group 2
verbs can be regarded more archaic than those of Group 1 verbs. It is
indicated that the circumflex tone should be the phonologically regular
outcome in the monosyllabic future forms in the 3rd person by the fact
that the Group 2 future forms with the inherited morphological traits
show circumflex tone, while the Group 1 future forms with secondarily
introduced zero-grade root have acute tone.

---

15 Since the finite forms of the s-future are not attested in Slavic, the s-
future formation rule can be only established for Proto-Baltic with certainty.
But some common morphological developments of the Baltic and Slavic verbs
make it probable that such an s-future formation was established already in
Proto-Balto-Slavic, but later lost in Slavic.

16 See Vine (2004) for how the full-grade vocalism in the primary ti-stems
could have been established among the PIE *CeH- roots.
Therefore, at a certain stage prior to the replacement of the root vocalism in some categories in Proto-Baltic or before (possibly in Proto-Balto-Slavic), the following patterns could be found (all the finite forms are in the 3rd person):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gp 1.</th>
<th>present</th>
<th>preterit</th>
<th>future</th>
<th>infinitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nasal infix</td>
<td>a-aorist</td>
<td>(zero-grade)</td>
<td>→ zero-grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*linat</td>
<td>*lijāt</td>
<td>*līsat(i)??</td>
<td>→ *līst</td>
<td>*lūčēi (35h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*punat</td>
<td>*pūvāt</td>
<td>*pūsat(i)??</td>
<td>→ *pūst</td>
<td>*pūčēi (35c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*bujat(i)?→)</td>
<td>*bi17</td>
<td>*būsja(i)</td>
<td>→ *būst</td>
<td>*būčēi (35a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*bunat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gp 2.</th>
<th>(unspecified)</th>
<th>(full-grade)</th>
<th>(full-grade)</th>
<th>(full-grade)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*dōsti</td>
<td>*dovēt</td>
<td>*dōst</td>
<td>*dōtēi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*dēsti</td>
<td>*dējāt</td>
<td>*dēst</td>
<td>*dētēi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*lejat</td>
<td>*lējāt/*leijāt</td>
<td>*leīst</td>
<td>(*lītēi??) → *lētēi18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Inchoative thematic verbs (= Gp. 1) and verbs with inherited future stems (= Gp. 2)

The table above describes the renewal of the future stem of Group 1 verbs based on the infinitive stem when the future formation rule (infinitive stem + -s-) was introduced. Since this reformation can be assumed

17 According to Stang (1942: 198, 1966: 380), this may have originated from an imperfect form to je/o-present, *bi17iet (3sg.), which eventually gave rise to OLith. biti and Latv. bija.

18 These are the speculated ancestral forms of līeti, lēja/lījeja/lēna, lējo/lējo, lēs ‘to pour’ for the Proto-Baltic stage. This is a cognate of lýti ‘to rain’ in the full-grade root vocalism. Their cognates are well attested in Balto-Slavic, e.g., Latv. liēt (leju, lējo) ‘to pour,’ OCS lijati (lējo) ‘id.;’ Latv. līt (liju/lištu, liju), Cur. līt’ (lišt, lišt) ‘to rain.’ There is also a Greek form λείβω ‘to pour out’ (with -β- from a homonym εἴβω; LIV 406). The root vocalism of the Lithuanian present form lēja is probably taken from the infinitive stem, and lēja would continue the thematized formation of the Narten-type paradigm *lēžH-/*ležH- (LIV 406).
for Group 1 verbs but not for Group 2 verbs in the prehistory of the future/desiderative formation, the factor that caused the difference in their 3rd person future forms is expected to lie in this renewal process. That is, the acute monosyllabic stems were introduced from the infinitive stems to the 3rd person future stems of Group 1 verbs in the process of the renewal, while the future stems of Group 2 verbs remained intact. The new acute future stems of Group 1 verbs were later shortened by Leskien’s Law. It follows that MC must have taken place before the morphological reformation of the future stems of Group 1 verbs, but afterwards, it was not an active phonological process until Leskien’s Law. Otherwise, *l̥ys* or *b̥u̥s* would be expected.

In this way, I propose that the future stems of Group 1 verbs (some of which originally could have been formed in different ways) have the acute tone in the 3rd person because they were renewed based on the infinitive stems with the inherited acute tone after MC had taken place. This assumption accounts for their acute stem in the 3rd person future forms and their consequent shortening by Leskien’s Law. This could further indicate that the replacement of the root vocalism of the future forms of Group 1 took place when MC pattern of the 3rd person future forms of Group 2 had not yet been an established analogical model. It had to wait until the Group 2 pattern became a more influential group.

In addition, we could assign to a “Group 3” all the remaining verbs including the items in (31) which basically follow the metatony pattern of Group 2 with respect to the tone of the 3rd person future forms, adopting the circumflex tone. In fact, the etymology of some of the verbs in (31) commonly shows another interesting characteristic: their formation is often as old as East Baltic, even without established Indo-European root etymology. For example, the present form *klýsta* of the verb *klýsti* ‘to be mistaken’ is an inchoative-intransitive formation in zero-grade based on a group of verbs, *kliedéti* and *kléisti* (ALEW I 507ff.), and the cognates are attested only in the Baltic and Slavic languages. The present form *lýsta* (inf. *lýsti* ‘to become thin’) is another inchoative formation in zero-grade to an adjective *líesas* (AP3; Latv. *liēss*) ‘thin.’ For an Indo-European root etymology, ALEW names

---

19 This indicates that Leskien’s Law did operate on monosyllabic words pace Blevins (1993: 243). This speaks against the existence of minimal word syndrome in Lithuanian.
*le̞lh₂ - ‘to fade’ or *le̞jhd- ‘to let (→ ‘to cease’).’ However, it can hardly be claimed that the verbal paradigm of ḷỵsti would be inherited from the proto language. The forms gn̄ỵḅti and žnỵḅti are attested only in East Baltic, lacking Indo-European root etymologies. No cognates of lỵ́ẓ̌ti ‘to slacken’ are found either in Fraenkel (1962–65) or in ALEW.

The root of sḷỵsti ‘to slide’ can be traced back to PIE *h₃sḷejd- ‘to glide’ with a few cognates (Gk. ὤλειον ‘to glide,’ Goth. slīdan, OE slīdan ‘to slide’). The phonologically expected zero-grade should be *sḷi̞d- (> *sḷḷi̞d-), and the long vowel in sḷỵsti with acute tone is due to Winter’s Law. This verbal root is also attested with another paradigm: slīsti, slīnda, slīdo ‘to make (wax) slippery.’ In fact, there are a group of verbs that show an extremely similar profile, e.g., sḳỵsti, sḳỵsta, sḳỵdo ‘to liquefy’ beside skisti, skīnda, skīdo ‘to become flimsy’ (sḳiesti, sḳiedžia, sḳiedadė); trūkti, trūksta, trūko ‘to be lacking’ beside trūḳti, trụ̄ka, trụ̄ko ‘to last, continue’ (trụ̄ḳti, trụ̄ḳia, trụ̄ḳė ‘to pull’). Villanueva Svensson (2010: 207ff.) describes, quoting Kazlauskas (1968: 326ff.) and Young (2008: 207ff.), that those paradigms have been leveled from an earlier paradigm, e.g., *sḳỵsti, skīnda, sḳỵdo, *trụ̄kti, trụ̄ka, trụ̄ko.

Since the paradigms of sḷỵsti and slīsti perfectly fit this profile, it is reasonable to reconstruct an original paradigm sḷỵsti, slīnda, slīdo for them. What can be observed for their future forms is that sḳỵsti, trụ̄kti, sḷỵsti accept the metatony pattern of Group 2 in the 3rd person (sḳys, trụ̄ks, sḷys), while sḳisti, trụ̄kti, slīsti naturally generalized the short vowel (sḳis, trụ̄ks, sḷis).

This indicates that these newly formed verbs exhibit the same pattern of Group 2 for the 3rd person future forms. It can be considered that at some point in the prehistory of Lithuanian, the pattern of Group 2 with metatony in the 3rd person future forms started to be taken as the canonical model for the future paradigm, and the majority of the verbs copied it, including new formations, except the Group 1 verbs. They alone remained unaffected by this model, with the 3rd person future forms maintaining the acute tone. However, in Latvian, the Group 2 pattern was completely eliminated, with all the 3rd person future forms

There are a group of words which have similar phonological forms (i.e., li̞ē̞ẓ̌ti ‘to lick,’ lỵẓ̌čioti ‘to lick (repeatedly),’ lỵẓ̌n̄ōti ‘to lick a little occasionally,’ etc.), but it seems to me semantically difficult to connect them etymologically to lỵ́ẓ̌ti.
of the monosyllabic acute stem with the acute tone.

### 4.1.4.4 Zero-Grade Vocalism

As Petit (2002: 247ff.) points out, the shortened 3rd person future forms listed in (29) show a specific pattern: -ı̄- or -ū- in the infinitive, and -ı̄- or -ū- in the ā-preterit. In addition, we discovered above that they have -ı̄- (< -in-) or -ū- (< -un-) in the nasal-infix present, and the circumflex tone of the nasal-infix present has been explained above as originating from the sequence *-in-/*-un- preceding the inserted glide.

Accepting the scenario introduced above, it can be easily understood why the shortening is limited to roots with -ı̄- or -ū-, and even why some of them are not shortened.

There are many verbs in (29) that can be traced back to PIE set roots, as listed in (35) above. The pattern of the vocalism in infinitive (ý/ū) – present (ỹ/ū) – preterit (i/ū) may be more phonologically transparent with those verbs than the others in (36). The infinitive vocalism is readily derived from the zero-grade *-iH-tei/*-uH-tei. The nasal-infix present vocalism is repeated here — *-in-(j/ū)/*-un-(j/ū) (as in *linjat ‘rain(s),’ punvat ‘get(s) rotten’) developed into ỹ/ū through the nasal loss before the glide. The preterit vocalism of short i/ū can be understood as the outcome of the sequence *CVH-e/o- > PBS *CVj/v-e/o- (→ Baltic CVj/v-ā; as in lijo, pūvo, etc.), where the laryngeal is lost without compensatory lengthening.

Therefore, it is not a coincidence that the verbs of shortened 3rd person future forms tend to have the preterit forms with short vowels as well, when the whole system of the Group 1 verbs is considered.

### 4.1.4.5 Analysis of the Dialectal Data

The irregularity of the 3rd person forms in the standard language can look like a mixture of different dialectal patterns. However, in reality, it should be understood as the winning-out or elimination of the Group 1 or 2 pattern.

According to Petit (2002), the following patterns are found in different dialects.
(37) 3rd future forms in dialects (p. 253ff.):

a. Žemaitian dialects have eliminated all the variations, restoring systematically the acute tone to the 3rd person future forms (cf. būs ~ būti; gūs ~ gūti)

b. West Aukštaitian dialects show the shortening in the monosyllabic roots of the structure [Cū(C)-] or [Čū(C)-], MC elsewhere (būs ~ būti ‘to be,’ pūs ~ pūsti ‘to rot,’ īs ~ īlīti ‘to rain’)

c. Std. Lithuanian (based on S.-W. Aukšt. dialect) shows the shortening in the monosyllabic roots of the structure [Cū-] or [Čū-], MC elsewhere

d. East Aukštaitian and, to a lesser extent, South Aukštaitian dialects generally show the shortening with the lack of MC (būs ~ būti; some analogical cases: pūs ~ pūsti ‘to blow,’ piks ~ pīkti ‘to be in a bad temper’)

e. North-West Aukštaitian dialects generally show MC with a lack of shortening (pūs ~ pūti ‘to rot,’ īs ~ īlīti ‘to rain’), but būs, which is highly frequent.

As the standard language was formed in the 19th century based on the dialect in central Suvalkija, the southern branch of West Aukštaitian, and Prussian Lithuanian (Senn 1944: 103ff.), the South-West Aukštaitian dialect exhibits the same pattern as the standard Lithuanian with regard to the 3rd person future forms. Kortlandt (2002: 15ff., 2014: 217 ff.) also observes these dialectal differences in the distribution of metatony and shortening among the 3rd person future forms. He describes it as “the spread of metatony” in W. Aukštaitian dialects and its absence in other dialects. He suggests that the starting place of metatony is the simple root verbs, such as dēs ~ dēti, jōs ~ jōti, duōs ~ dúoti, which resulted from the “early Proto-Balto-Slavic loss of a laryngeal after a Proto-Indo-European lengthened grade.” However, apart from whether to accept the rule that an early PBS loss of a laryngeal after a lengthened grade vowel yielded the circumflex tone, the circumflex tone in the 3rd person future forms did not necessarily result from such a phonological condition. For example, sēs to sēsti, sēda ‘to sit down,’ and bēgs to bēgti, bēga ‘to run’ are not descended from a set root, but the long acute roots are the results of Winter’s Law (*sed- > *sēd-; *bēgʷ- > *bēg-).
Their 3rd person future forms sēs and bēgs are reasonably based on pre-forms *sed-s- (> *sēds-), *bēgws- (> *bēgs-) in the full grade, which can be explained as the result of the operation of MC on long vowels resulting from Winter’s Law, while it could be attributed to an analogy from the pattern of the core Group 2 verbs. The proposed background for the providers of the metatony model provided in table 4.1 enables us to understand that what he calls “the spread of metatony” started from Group 2 verbs, and Southern W. Aukštaitian dialects exhibit a curious situation where the Group 1 verbs still remain as such, without either affecting other groups or losing their morphological/phonological profiles.

In what follows, it will be shown how the spread or elimination of the Group 2 pattern resulted in the difference in the distribution of metatony and shortening in each dialect.

It is obvious that the acute vowel was restored after Leskien’s Law in the Žemaitian dialects, where all the future forms of acute monosyllabic stems have a long acute vowel. The metatony pattern has been completely eliminated. If the acute restoration occurred before Leskien’s Law, the vowels would have been shortened to give rise to the E. Aukštaitian pattern. The acute tone in the Žemaitian future forms also implies that MC could not affect long monophthongs after Leskien’s Law.

Likewise, the metatony pattern seems to have been completely eliminated in Latvian. Now only the acute forms are found in the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute stems.

E. Aukštaitian dialects exhibit shortening in general, which means that the pattern of Group 1 turned out to be more prosperous than in other dialects, e.g., W. Aukštaitian dialects.

The W. Aukštaitian dialects and Std. Lithuanian, showing the shortening in the verbs characterized by nasal-infix present, ā-preterits, and zero-grade ý/ī in the infinitive, but metatony elsewhere, have generalized the Group 2 pattern to this limited group of verbs. The N-W. Aukštaitian dialects generalized the Group 2 pattern further to almost all the verbs, even including the Group 1 verbs. Only būs remains unaffected, which has been preserved due to its frequency. The dialectal variants are summarized in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: The patterns of 3rd p. future forms in different dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generalization of Leskien's Law</th>
<th>(e.g., put/took)</th>
<th>(shortening)</th>
<th>will root (e.g., put)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leskien's Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gp. 2 pattern)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leskien's Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gp. 1 pattern)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Two Patterns</th>
<th>3rd p. future to acute root</th>
<th>acute restoration to all the and Gp. 3 pattern</th>
<th>Generalization of Leskien's Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>will slide (MC)</td>
<td>will slide (MC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(e.g., put)</td>
<td>(e.g., put)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. Aukštls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W Aukštls.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now we return to the three verbs whose 3rd person future forms are metatonical despite their nasal presents, i.e., (30a) výsti, (30b) trúkti, and (30c) siáti. All of them have interesting geographic distributions of present forms, which could have manipulated the spread or elimination of the Group 2 pattern.

For (30b), it was discussed above that its original paradigm was possibly *trúkti, truńka, trúko, from which trúkti, trúksta, trúko and trúkti, truńka, trúko were created through leveling. During the leveling process, the paradigm of trúkti adopted the Group 2 pattern. The fact that truńka is found only in an eastern dialect spoken in Musninkai as the present form of trúkti shows that the leveling process could have gone differently in this particular dialect, which did not prevent the paradigm from accepting the general pattern of metatony in the 3rd person future form in other dialects. It is noteworthy that the future forms are always shortened in the eastern dialects where the present form of trúkti is truńka. In this particular dialect, it can be said that the nasal-infix present may have introduced the Group 1 pattern to this paradigm.

For (30a), the nasal-infix presents are attested only in the E. Aukštaitian dialects (viñsa: Kupiškis; viñta: Širvintos, Kėdainiai, Panevėžys). Actually, in these dialects, the Group 1 pattern is common. But this was not the case in other dialects, including southern W. Aukštaitian. Another point to add is that we find výsti, výsta, výto in old materials, such as Sirvydas’ Dictionarium trium lingvarum and in the writings of Simonas Daukantas (1793–1864), who was born in Kalviai, Klaipėda. Since the birthplaces of the authors range from eastern and western areas of Lithuania (although both of them worked in Vilnius for some years), this may suggest that the circumflex accent in this word was once prevalent. A possibility that this circumflex variant had some effect on the future form cannot be excluded.

Lastly, the direct remnant of nasal-infix present form siūva is a hapax found only in F. Kurschat’s dictionary but not in LKŽ, Stang (1942), or Senn (1966). Since Kurschat included much material from East Prussia, it is possible that siūva was a local form there. The more

---

21 In the third edition, published in 1713 (Lyberis, Ivaškevičius, & Krupas 1979), we find the form ⟨pawistu/wistu⟩ (pavystu/vystu) on p. 477.

22 Kurschat (1883: 375).

23 Nonetheless, siūva remains enigmatic, especially because a few lines be-
common síuva was probably decisive in accepting the Group 2 pattern.

4.1.4.7 Spread of Metatony to Polysyllabic Future Forms

In the West Aukštaitian dialects where the MC forms are better preserved, the circumflex tone of the MC forms analogically spread to the polysyllabic words. The verbs ending in -yti, -úoti, -éti, -óti have their future forms with the circumflex final syllable, e.g., rašys ‘will write,’ važiuós ‘will drive,’ stovés ‘will stand,’ žinós ‘will know,’ etc. (Zinkevičius 1984–95: 218). In Žemaitian dialects where bús, lýs, dúos are found, we encounter forms like rašys, važiuós, stovés, žinós, etc. In E. Aukštaitian dialects where the pattern of bús and lis has been generalized, daris, rašis, sakís are found, and even žinás and stovès are found in Vilniškiai where the shortening is generalized to šàks (std. šoks) and dës (std. dës) (for the dialectal forms, see Zinkevičius 1966: 361). This shows that the treatment of the result of MC (Gp. 2 verbs) affected the treatment of the final syllable of polysyllabic 3rd person future forms in -yti, -úoti, -éti, -óti.

4.1.5 Conclusions

In this section, I have debated the conditions of the paradigms of the verbs of acute monosyllabic stems whose 3rd person future forms have been shortened. The survey revealed a strong tendency for them to have nasal-infix presents and á-preterits. The analysis showed that they are most likely a group of verbs based on the descendants of the intransitive inchoative thematic verbs reconstructible for Northern Indo-European.

Considering the Indo-European morphological background of the Baltic future formation, first of all, i-apocope must have taken place before MC to feed the environment of MC on the 3rd person future forms (*dóstis > *dóst). Second, the future stem could not have been composed of the zero-grade root and the Narten-type ending, which the future forms of inchoative thematic verbs (Gp. 1) show. This means low the lemma, a reflexive form síuva with the short root is cited. Although it is clear that the nasal formation síuva is new, based on comparative evidence, it is difficult to know its age. One favorable interpretation is that síuva is a new dialectal innovation and could not have accepted the Group 1 pattern but could that of Group 2. However, the question of how old síuva is remains open.
that their stems are secondarily introduced according to the newly established Baltic (-Slavic, possibly) grammar of future formation at some point [see table 4.1]. Therefore, it is the secondarily 3rd person future forms that have acute tone, while those with the inherited full-grade root (Gp. 2) have circumflex tone. This clearly supports the existence of MC no later than Proto-Baltic (possibly PBS) and cannot be explained as a byproduct of Leskien’s Law, which was discussed on p. 69.

After the replacement of the future stems, the future paradigms of Group 1 verbs did not follow the pattern of the Group 2 verbs characterized by inherited full-grade future stems with the circumflex tone in the 3rd person. Therefore, the acute root introduced in the 3rd person future forms of Group 1 verbs was later shortened by Leskien’s Law. All other verbs either follow the Group 1 or Group 2 pattern, depending on the dialects. The core of the Group 2 verbs, duōs, dēs, stōs, bēgs, liēs, etc., later spread in the West Aukštaitian dialects and eventually in standard Lithuanian. This even affected the polysyllabic future forms, i.e., rašys (rašyti ‘to write’), važuōs (važūoti ‘to go (by vehicle)’), stovēs (stovēti ‘to stand’), žinōs (žinoti ‘to know’), etc.

What has been argued does not necessarily contradict the observations made by Petit (2002: 272ff.). Moreover, this interpretation can even explain what lies behind his observations from a different perspective. The pattern in which all the nasal infix present paradigms, the infinitives, and the thematic aorist are based on the zero-grade of the root provides a good theoretical explanation to his observation that the shortening in the 3rd future forms is most frequently found among the roots in Ćū(C) and Ćū(C).

For the relative chronology, the 3rd person future forms with the inherited full-grade (Group 2) exhibiting the result of MC means that MC took place no later than the establishment of the Baltic (or Balto-Slavic) future-stem formation rule, i.e., no later than Proto-Baltic. The forms like bēgs ‘will run’ do not contradict MC taking place after Winter’s Law. In addition, the Leskien’s shortening among the 3rd person future forms of Group 1 verbs indicates that there was no MC again after the replacement of their stem with the acute root in Proto-Baltic at least until Leskien’s Law.

In the next section, we will examine exactly when MC could have taken place before Proto-Baltic by examining the reflexes of PIE root nouns.
4.2 Reflexes of PIE Root Nouns

Proto-Indo-European nominal inflection is analyzed based on a structure consisting of three morphemes, a root, a suffix, and a case ending, as represented as R-S-E. Among them the root bears the lexical meaning, the suffix a supplementary meaning, and the inflectional ending a grammatical function. In this theory, root nouns are defined as a group of nouns consisting of a root and an ending, lacking any suffixes. Because of their simple structure, they are considered as an archaic nominal category. The ablaut patterns reconstructed for root nouns are as follows (cf. Schindler 1972: 31ff.).

(38) a. acrostatic type:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Root Form</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.sg.</td>
<td>R(ó)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷóus-s</td>
<td>‘cow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.sg.</td>
<td>R(ó)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷóus-m (→ *gʷóus)</td>
<td>cf. Skt. gáus, Gk. βοῦς (Dor. βῶς), Lat. bōs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.sg.</td>
<td>R(é)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷéus</td>
<td>cf. Skt.gen.sg. gós</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. mobile type:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Root Form</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.sg.</td>
<td>R(é)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷhrén-s (→ *gʷhréν)</td>
<td>‘diaphragm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.sg.</td>
<td>R(é)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷhrén-m</td>
<td>cf. Gk. ϕρέν ’mind’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.sg.</td>
<td>R(∅)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*gʷhrén-ós</td>
<td>cf. Gk. dat. pl. ϕρασί</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Icel. grunr ‘suspicion’

or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Root Form</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.sg.</td>
<td>R(á)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*sal-s (→ *sál)</td>
<td>‘salt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.sg.</td>
<td>R(á)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*sal-m</td>
<td>cf. OCS solb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.sg.</td>
<td>R(∅)-E(∅)</td>
<td>*sλ-ós ?</td>
<td>(no attestation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, there are unexpected zero-grade attestations for the acrostatic *o/e ablaut pattern, such as Av. nəmō (< *dm-és) and Arm. tan (< *dm-és), as pointed out by Schindler (1972: 32ff.). He assumes that there is a tendency for acrostatic ablaut pattern to replace the e-grade of the weak forms with the zero-grade. This tendency has obscured the original state of affairs.

Since the nominative singular ending is just an *-s, the root nouns are monosyllabic in the nominative singular at a Proto-Indo-European stage. In addition, the root in the nominative singular could be lengthened either by Szemerényi’s Law (e.g., *gʰuer-s > *gʰuēr, as in Gk. ὕππος, -ός, Lith. žvēris ‘wild animal’), or by the loss of a consonant in the final consonant cluster [*kérds > *kér; Sihler (1995: 130)]. Therefore, the nominative singular of those root nouns must have been in the environment of Monosyllabic Circumflexion, i.e., a long vowel in a monosyllable.

However, in Proto-Balto-Slavic, a morphological change took place that was triggered by a phonological change. It is well known that a syllabic resonant (*R) developed to a combination of i and R, as shown in Lith. šimtas (< *kmto- ‘100’). This sound change affected also the accusative singular and plural endings in the post-consonantal position: PIE *-m (sg.acc.)/*-ms (pl.acc.) > PBS *-in / *-ins. This sound change, together with the nominative dual ending -i (i.e., *-iH), caused the root nouns to join the i-stems (Vaillant 1958: 174ff.; Stang 1966: 219; Lars-son 2010a: 34). In this process, the former monosyllabic root nouns be-

24 The nominative form was remade analogically to the accusative stem, which underwent Stang’s Law. See below.

25 As noted in previous studies (for example, Sihler 1995: 285–6; Vijūnas 2006: 57147), although originally Schindler (1972: 36) reconstructed it in an o-grade, it is in fact difficult to reconstruct the original genitive singular ending. Greek and Celtic point to *-ós, while Germanic and Balto-Slavic point to *-és. In addition, Italic has both reflexes of *-ós and *-és, and Indo-Iranian is ambiguous because of the merger of *o and *e to *a. Since this problem is beyond the scope of this thesis, it is left unspecified.

26 The clusters *VTs# or VRT# were probably not the environment of Szemerényi’s Law, as Piwowarczyk (2015) argues. Therefore, the long vowel in *kér should reflect a lengthened grade or have resulted from the loss of the final dental in *kérds but not from Szemerényi’s Law (cf. Piwowarczyk 2015: 273, fn. 6).
came disyllabic in nominative singular, e.g., PIE *ǵʰ yēr → PBS *źuēr-
īs. Therefore, many canonical root nouns are attested as i-stems in
Balto-Slavic, e.g., *nokʷ-t-s ‘night,’ *ǵʰ uēr ‘wild animal’ > Lith. nak-
tis (4), Latv. naktis, OPrU. nactin/naktin/nacktin (acc. sg.), OCS noštī;
Lith. žvėrį (acc.sg.), ELatv. zviers/zvērs (< *zvēris), zwieri (acc. sg.),
SCr. zwijer, Sln. zwēr. This morphological change triggered by the ac-
cusative forms implies an important function of the accusative forms as
a model of analogy in the paradigm.

Therefore, there is a possibility that Monosyllabic Circumflexion
had an effect on monosyllabic root nouns in the nominative singular
(and accusative singular forms *kēr [< *kērd] ‘heart’ and *gʷōm ‘cow’),
although the disyllabic accusative forms may have been generalized
later. In fact, Rasmussen (1999: 480ff.) discusses the possibility of MC
being traced back to a PBS stage, based on pronominal forms, s-
aorist forms, and alleged root-nouns. However, in light of the discus-
sions in Larsson (2001, 2004), Rasmussen’s analysis should be applied
to better-established root nouns. He adduces the root nouns, includ-
ing the following examples in (39) and (40), adopted from Kortlandt
(1985: 117–118), for his discussion. He considers the following forms
to be ultimately the descendants of PIE root nouns with the sequence
*-oRH-/*-eRH-, where the loss of the vocalized laryngeal (*ə) caused
the compensatory lengthening of the root vowel after *o turned to *a,
yielding *-āR-/*-ēR-.

(39) Slavic

a. PS *čárь (b→c) [28] ‘magic’ > SCr. čár, PBS *kēr-a-, original
formation: root noun *kēr(-i)-, PIE *kʷēr (< *kʷēr-s)

b. PS*mēl/-/mēl (c) ‘fine sand’ > Sln. měl m./f., Cze. měl,
měl’; Lith. smēlīs (2) ‘sand,’ PBS *(s)mēl-i/-a-, original for-
formation: root noun *(s)mēl(s) < PIE *(s)měło-s (older *[s]mělh-
s < *[s]mēlh-s< *[s]mělh-s) with the regular shortening of the length originated in the nominative through the stem-final
consonant cluster *-lh-.

c. PS *rečь (c) ‘word, speech’ > SCr. riječ, PBS *rēk-i-s, origi-
nal formation: *rēk-s (older *rék-s)

[27] Rasmussen’s (1999) notation is adopted.
d. PS *žálti29 ‘worry’ < PBS *gēl-i-, cf. Lith. gélà (4), PIE root noun *gēl(h)2 probably from old *gélh2 with the regular lengthening caused by the loss of *-h2; the appearance of the words looks like neut.pl. in the class of feminine nouns, cf. OHG, OSax. quāla ‘torture’ (PGmc. *kwēl-ō); the root from Lith. gélti ‘ache,’ Arm. kelem ‘I anguish’

e. PS *žār (b/c) ‘fire’ > SCr. žār ‘glowing coal’ from *gēr-a-, original formation: *gēr, PIE *gʷhēr (older *gʰhēr-s built to the root in Skt. gharma- ‘warmth of the sun,’ Gk. θέρμα, -μη ‘heat’)

(40) Baltic

a. PB *jāl- > Lith. žolė (4) ‘grass,’ OPru. soalis (nom.sg., EV), sālin (acc.sg., III Ench.), built on the root of Lith. želti, Latv. zelt ‘green,’ PIE *gʰólo-s, from which pre-PBS *jāls > *jāl-s > *jāl-s with the subsequent shift to a productive nominal class.

b. PB *kāv- > Lith. kovà (4) ‘blow’ to kāuti ‘blow (v.),’ PIE *kóu-o-s

c. PB *māv- > Lith. movà (4) ‘clutch,’ built on the root of máuti ‘pull in,’ PIE *mióu₁-s

d. PB *skāl- > Lith. skolà (4) ‘debt’ built on the root of skeléti ‘be in debt,’ skilti ‘get in debt,’ PIE *skolω-s

e. PB *čār- > Lith. šorà (4) ‘hurry,’ built on the root of šérti ‘feed,’ PIE *kóu-s

f. PB *čāv- > Lith. šovà (4) ‘bolt,’ built on the root of šáuti ‘shove in, shoot,’ PIE *kóu-s

g. PB *tvār- > Lith. tvorà (4) ‘fence,’ Latv. tvāre, OCS tvorъ ‘creation, creature’ SCr. tvār ‘creature,’ built on the root of Lith. tvérti ‘grasp,’ PIE *túor-o-s

29 However, Kapović (2009b: 239) reconstructs it with an acute tone žālb (a), which is pointed to by SCr. žao, Sln. žāl, žali.
(41) a. gêlà (4) ‘acute pain’ : gélti ‘to ache’

b. bylà (4) ‘speech, (case, file)’ : bìlti ‘to speak’

c. gyrà ‘a drink’ : gérti ‘to drink’

d. stûmà (4) ‘(door-)bolt’ : stùmti ‘to push, bolt’

e. dorà (4) ‘morals’ : deréti ‘to be fit, suited’

f. plovà (4) ‘washing, rinse’ : pláuti ‘to wash’

g. mûšà (4) ‘beating’ : mûsti ‘to beat, thrash’

This case involves a change of the quality of the vowel as well. On the other hand, we also have girà (4) ‘a kind of sour drink, kvas,’ which lacks the lengthening of the root vowel.
h. *mētis* (2) ‘a throw’ : *mēsti* ‘to throw’

This is a part of a coherent nominal derivation system described by Larsson (2010b: 37–66). This derivational rule applies to denomina-
tives as well, e.g., *dūdis* (2) ‘greatness, size’ : *didis* ‘big’; *grōžis*, *grōže* (2) ‘beauty’ : *gražūs* ‘beautiful.’ She finds a system where lengthen-
ing and metatony are in operation when the derivatives have an abstract
meaning, while there is no lengthening and metatony when the deriva-
tives have a concrete meaning, as follows:


c. *sēklis* (2) ‘shallowness, a shallow’ ∼ *sēklis* (2) ‘a shallow
place’ : *sekļūs* (4) ‘shallow’

‘gray’

Larsson (2002a: 101, 2010b: 42) supposes that this pattern prob-
ably originated from PIE *tomh₁-os* (fem. *tomh₁-ah₂) type, with its
root-accented substantivized nouns and end-accented action noun. Thus,
the nouns listed in (40) can be supposed to be the action nouns derived
from verbs, not the descendants of the root nouns.

Therefore, the current discussion should be based on the Baltic con-
tinuance of nouns securely reconstructed as root nouns with “long root”
according to the preceding works, e.g., Schindler (1972); Larsson (2001);
Villanueva Svensson (2011c). Thus, the data handled in this section are
the following:

(43) a. *nōsis* (1) ‘nose’ (∼ Latv. *nāss*)

b. *žvēris* (3) ‘wild animal’ (∼ Latv. *zvērs*)

c. *širdis* (3) ‘heart’ (∼ Latv. *sirôs*), *šerdis* (1/3/4; ∼ Latv. *sērde*)
‘core of wood’

(44) Latvian forms to be considered

a. *sâls* ‘salt’ (m./f.)
b. gūovs ‘cow’ (f.)

Since those Latvian forms which exhibit circumflex tone are already discussed as the probable data for MC in previous studies (Larsson 2010; Villanueva Svensson 2011), they are to be included in the current discussion. The problem is that the circumflex tone of the Latvian forms in (44) seems to be the result of MC, whereas the acute tone of other forms in (43) does not. How could MC affect those forms to give rise to different tones among them?

Villanueva Svensson (2011c) provides some insight into this question. For (44b), the monosyllabic accusative singular *g̊wōm is likely to have been inherited in PBS as well as in other IE languages; *g̊wōm > *g̊wōm (also, Larsson 2001: 55). Therefore, (44b) has a good ground for its circumflex tone. Nonetheless, other forms need more explanation. He points out that PBS could have inherited two different paradigms, i.e., the paradigms with the lengthened grade both in nom. sg. and acc. sg. (45), and those with lengthened grade only in nom. sg. in (46) below.

(45) a. nom.-acc.sg. *nās- / obl. *nās- (= 43a)
   b. nom.-acc.sg. *g̊h uēr- / obl. *g̊h uēr- (= 43b)

(46) a. nom.sg. *g̊háns- / acc.sg. *g̊h áns- ‘goose’\(^{31}\)
   b. nom.sg. *sāl- / acc.sg. *sál- (= 44a)

While (45a), (45b), and (46a) are derived from the stem of accusative-origin, (46b) is derived from the nominative-originated stem. Still, it remains unsolved why the nominative was favored particularly in (46b). I will try to clarify how these nouns gained different tones by closely looking into the relative chronology of phonological and morphological changes that took place in their paradigms from Proto-Indo-European to East Baltic through Proto-Balto-Slavic. The reason why the nominative-origin stem was particularly favored in (46b) will remain unexplained, but instead, how it was selected as the generalizing stem will be explained.

\(^{31}\) The noun for ‘goose’ is not handled in this thesis because the evidence for a long root inherited in the Baltic forms is rather weak.
4.2.1 The Ablauting/Leveled Paradigms Inherited in PBS and PB

As observed in Villanueva Svensson (2011c), the East Baltic accentuation of the former root nouns does not look coherent. We will consider how MC could have affected the paradigms of the nouns in (43) and (44), looking into the ablauting patterns of them in greater detail. The list of the cognates are from previous studies such as Schindler (1972), ÉSSJa, and Larsson (2010a).

4.2.1.1 A Special Case: Latv. ģūvs

This noun may be a special case in that not only the nominative singular but also the accusative singular form were monosyllabic already at a late Proto-Indo-European stage. In spite of that, we will start this survey with this noun, since this case provides a good evidence for the relative chronology of MC, Osthoff’s Law, and the generalization of the i-stem.

The following are the cognates of Latv. ģūvs ‘cow.’

other IE: Skt. nom.sg. gáus, acc.sg. gám, gen.sg. gós ‘cow;’
Gk. βοῦς (Dor. βῶς), acc.sg. βοῦν (Dor. βῶν); Lat. bōs;

Unfortunately, Balto-Slavic cognates are not preserved as a simplex outside of Latvian. Therefore, the data come from other Indo-European languages.

Skt. nom.sg. gáus, Gk. βοῦς, and Lat. bōs all point to a lengthened o-grade in the nominative singular. Skt. acc.sg. gám, Gk. acc.sg. βοῦν, suggest that the long *ō was also present in the root in accusative singular. There is another root noun that shows a similar pattern, namely Skt. dyáus, acc.sg. dyám ‘heaven’ and Gk. Ζεύς, acc.sg. Ζῆν ‘Zeus.’

These forms motivated Stang (1965: 292ff.) to propose a sound law, according to which a semi-vowel is assimilated before its following *-m in the accusative singular forms and is eventually lost with compensatory lengthening in the root vowel. This sound law is called Stang’s Law. The long root vowels generated in this way are considered to be analogically generalized to the nominative singular forms. Therefore, we could reconstruct the following paradigm for the first stage, following Schindler (1972):

It later developed to the following pattern by Stang’s Law and the analogical process:


Although there is no evidence for the Balto-Slavic ablauting paradigm since we have only Latvian gòovs, this Latvian form strongly suggests that Balto-Slavic, just like in Sanskrit and Greek, inherited a monosyllabic accusative singular form with a long root, *gōm: < *gʷōm < *gʷo-um, which could be represented by the Latvian form.

However, there is another suggestion: a reconstruction with a laryngeal *gʷeh3-us/*gʷh3-ou-s developing to *gʷēh3-us/*gʷh3-ou-s under the influence of *djeu ‘god’ (Kortlandt 1985: 118; Lubotsky 1990: 133). Lubotsky (1990: 133ff.) also suggests to relating the word for cow to the Greek verb βόσκω ‘to feed, tend.’ Certainly βόσκω could be built on the verbal root *gʷeh3- (*gʷh3-ske/o-), but this verbal root does not necessarily have to be etymologically connected to the noun for ‘cow.’ Moreover, there are a few phonological problems, as Sihler (1995: 335) discusses. For example, it is never scanned disyllabic as opposed to náus ‘ship,’ which is from *néh2-us, in Vedic. Some case forms do not correspond to the attested forms, e.g., acc. sg. *gʷeh3u- would give rise to Skt. gávam, Gk. βóσκω(ν)α, and loc. sg. *gʷeh3ui would result in Skt. gávi, Gk. βόσκω(ν)ι. Therefore, I will insist on the classic reconstruction for this item.

As briefly anticipated in the beginning of this section, this form provides some clues for the relative chronology. If Osthoff’s law took place before the generalization of i-stems, it would have given rise to gous (nom. sg.) or possibly gom (acc. sg.) (→ Latv. gavs [gavi-]). Also, as Larsson (2010: 73ff.) and Rasmussen (2007: 30) state, it should be before the transfer of the stem formation to i-stems, as well. Therefore, the following relative chronology can be established.

(47) MC → generalization of i-stem → Osthoff’s Law (shortening of long diphthong: *̥VR > ŊR)

Thus, the series of all the phonological/morphological changes which took place to the paradigm of ‘cow’ can be described as in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Phonological/morphological shifts of the paradigm of ‘cow’ from PIE to late PBS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>nom.sg.</th>
<th>acc.sg.</th>
<th>obl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pre-PIE</td>
<td>*gʷous</td>
<td>*gʷoum (&gt; *gʷōm)</td>
<td>*gʷeu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*gʷous</td>
<td>*gʷōm</td>
<td>*gʷeu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>*gʷōus</td>
<td>*gʷōm</td>
<td>*gʷou-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>loss of ablaut</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acute assignment to long vowels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*gōus</td>
<td>*gōum</td>
<td>*gōu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*gōus</td>
<td>*gōum</td>
<td>*gōu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the ending -im introduced to the accusative stem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*gōvs</td>
<td>*gōvim</td>
<td>*gōu-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generalization of i-stem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*gōvi-s</td>
<td>*gōvi-m</td>
<td>*gōvi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Osthoff’s Law: vacuous operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.1.2 Leveled Paradigms in PBS

In this section, the nouns with no evidence for ablaut in their Proto-Balto-Slavic paradigms will be treated. Probably, the ablaut has been lost in these paradigms before or at an early stage of Proto-Balto-Slavic.

žvėris (3) ‘wild animal’ [43b] The cognates of this noun are the following:

Baltic: Latv. zvērs (m.) < PB *žvēris
Slavic: OCS zvērb (m.), SCr. zvijer (f.), Sln. zvēr (f.) < PS *zvēr̩ (c)
PBS *žvēris ← *žvēr < PIE *gʰuer
other IE[32]: Gk. θῆρ, θηρός (m.), Lat. fera (f./n. pl.) ‘wild beast’

[32] Gmc. *ber-an- (> OE bera, OHG bero ‘bear’) might be added here. Yet opinions on its etymology varies. While it is assumed to be related to the words meaning ‘brown,’ such as Lith. bėras (1/3), Latv. bērs, Skt. babhrú- (< *bʰebʰru-) ‘brown’ from PIE *bʰer- (Fraenkel 1962–65: 39; Stang 1972: 15),
As a matter of fact, most cognates point to the lengthened ē-grade in PIE, with no trace of ablaut. Only the Latin material marginally points to the full-grade in PIE. Schindler (1972: 37) classifies *ğaushedur- as the full-grade type \([\text{R}(\dot{e})-\text{E}(\emptyset)) \sim \text{R}(\emptyset)-\text{E}(\dot{e})]\), assuming that *ğaushedur- possibly had the same ablaut pattern as *djeu-/*diu-ós ‘day, heaven,’ etc., in PIE. However, Lat. fera does not exclude the possibility of an acrostic \(\text{R}(\dot{e})-\text{E}(\emptyset)) \sim \text{R}(\dot{e})-\text{E}(\emptyset)\) (also, Larsson 2001: 56).

On the other hand, a root with a laryngeal is reconstructed – *ğaushedur in Derksen (2008: 550) and *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\) in Pronk (2012: 216ff.). Since Lithuanian and Latvian forms point to the acute root of a mobile paradigm, it is clear that this item was not affected by Hirt’s Law. This speaks against the existence of a root-final laryngeal. Pronk (2012: id.) argues that although this item would have been mostly disyllabic in the environment of Hirt’s Law, it must have been trisyllabic in some inflectional forms, e.g., instr. sg. *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)-mi, dat. pl. *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)-mùs, loc. pl. *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)-sù, instr. pl. *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)-mùHs, etc. These inflectional forms would not have been in the environment of Hirt’s Law, and therefore he assumes that mobility was introduced to the paradigm despite the root-final laryngeal. However, this assumption can explain only the mobility of the Balto-Slavic paradigm for ‘wild animal’ and lacks any supports from the oblique stem *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)- by the attested forms (also, Carrasquer Vidal 2013: 208). He assumes that Lat. fera can be derived from the strong stem *ğaushedur\(_1^\text{r}\)- through a regular shortening in the pretonic position known as Dybo’s Law in Italo-Celtic (Dybo 1961, cf. Schrijver 1991: 337). However, if the proposal of Matasović (2012: 129ff.) that the law was restricted to the long vowels resulting from *iH, *uH, and *RH in Proto-Italo-Celtic, although based on the Celtic data, is correct, Lat. fera would be more likely to reflect a weak stem *ğaushedur- without a laryngeal.

For the PBS stage, all the cognates attest the lengthened ē-grade. This means that the ablauting pattern must have been simplified at least for the strong stems in the PBS stage, as Villanueva Svensson (2011: 19ff.) claims. The following chart reflects this scenario, in which the it is also associated with the PIE root *ğaushedur- ‘wild animal’ (Bammesberger 1990: 176). Bammesberger (1990: id.) assumes that phonologically PIE *ğaushedur- could give rise to Gmc. *b-, considering the case of *bedja- ‘beg, ask’ from PIE *gwhiedhj- ‘id.’
nominative singular form affected by MC is considered to have been re-
placed through the generalization of the accusative stem *ţvēri-, which
provides the attested forms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>nom.sg.</th>
<th>acc.sg.</th>
<th>obl.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*gʰ ūēr</td>
<td>*gʰ ūēr-m</td>
<td>*gʰ ūēr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*ţvēr</td>
<td>*ţvēr-m</td>
<td>*ţvēr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>*ţvēr</td>
<td>*ţvēr-m</td>
<td>*ţvēr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>loss of ablaut and assibilation of *gʰ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>*ţvēr</td>
<td>*ţvēr-m</td>
<td>*ţvēr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>generalization of accusative stem in i-stem</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>*ţvēri-s</td>
<td>*ţvēri-m</td>
<td>*ţvēri-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osthoff’s Law: vacuous operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Phonological/morphological shifts of the paradigm of ‘wild animal’ from PIE to late PBS

nósis (1) ‘nose’ [43a] The cognates of this noun are the following:

Baltic: Latv. nāss ‘nostril’ < PB *nāsis; also, nāse ‘nose’ in ē-stem

Slavic: OCS nosъ, SCr. nōs, nōsa, Sln. nōs < PS *nosъ (c) ← *nōsa [nom.pl ← nom./acc. du. (Bräuer 1969: 130–143; Fritz 1996: 15)] < *nās-oh₁


Based on these cognates, a few paradigms have been reconstructed. The most classic reconstruction is Schindler’s (1972: 37) normal degree type (mobile root noun) *nās-s (> nās)/*nās-ós. Schindler con-
sidered that the weak form is attested in Germanic *nus- (as in OE nosu, also Bammesberger 1990: 199). But according to Griepentrog (1995: 323), the ablaut is lost in the paradigms of the root nouns al-
ready in Proto-Germanic, and such a variation in zero-grade cannot be regularly descended from one paradigm in the protolanguage. As an
alternative explanation, it is suggested that the Old English form may have been influenced by the Germanic root *neus- ‘to sniff.’ If the Old English form is eliminated from the descendants of *nas- that only underwent phonological sound changes, Schindler’s reconstruction loses a datum supporting the ablaut pattern R(á)-E(∅) / R(∅)-E(é) for ‘nose.’ Nonetheless, the mobile accent pattern still remains in the Indic paradigm (du. gen. nas-ós). A possible solution to accommodate both the data in full- or lengthened-grade and the mobile ablaut pattern would be to assume that Schindler’s weak stem *ns-´ was replaced with a new full-grade form *nas-´.

Kortlandt (1985) reconstructs *neh₂-s/*nh₂s-ós with a set root. However, the Skt. gen. du. nas-ós speaks against the weak stem *nh₂s-, since neither *nh₂s- (> Skt. Xäs-) nor *nh₂s- (> Xnis-) would give rise to the attested weak stem Skt. nas-’, as rightly pointed out in Larsson (2010a: 83). Rasmussen (1989) reconstructs an acrostatic paradigm *nás/*nás-m/dat.sg. *nás-ej. However, the Indic materials suggest a mobile paradigm. Considering the mobility in the PIE paradigm, the weak forms may have had zero-grade in the root.

Mayrhofer (1992) and Griepentrog (1995: 342ff.) reconstruct *Hnas-with a root-initial laryngeal. Mayrhofer’s reconstructed paradigm belongs to the protero-kinetic (*Hná-s/*Hnas-’), while Griepentrog’s to the acrostatic (*Hnás-/Hnás-). The possible evidence for the root-initial laryngeal is the lengthening of the vowel preceding nas- in Vedic compounds with nas- as their second member, e.g., urú-ṇas-á ‘platyrhine, broad-nosed,’ ījú-ṇas- (personal name; literally ‘having a straight nose’), apī-nasa- ‘dryness of the nose, cold’ (Griepentrog 1995: 341). On the other hand, it has been known since Pāṇini’s time that the lengthening in front of a morpheme boundary is somewhat regular. Wackernagel and Debrunner (1896 1964: II, 130ff.) and MacDonell (1910: 75) name the “rhythmical tendency” of this type of lengthening, many cases of which take place before a single consonant between two short syllables (besides urú-ṇas-á, etc. mentioned above, e.g., ahī-śúva- [a proper name of a Demon], rīṣ-śáh- ‘maintaining the sacred law,’ sanā- júr-33 ‘long since aged’ vs. sāna-śruti- ‘famous of old’) as its main factor,

33 Its second member is probably from √ jīrjar ‘to age,’ which continues PIE * ġerh₂- ‘to ream, to make old’ according to Mayrhofer (1986–96: I, 577). The root does not have an initial-laryngeal, but still causes the lengthening to the first member of sanā-júr-.
while admitting that it more often happens in front of particular roots. Therefore, this lengthening phenomenon alone may be weak evidence for the root-initial laryngeal. Since this will not affect the following discussion on ‘nose,’ anyway, the identification of the initial laryngeal will not be pursued further.

Fritz (1996: 15) reconstructs an amphikinetic paradigm derived from a root *h₂ënḥ₁ - ‘breathe,’ i.e., nom.sg. *h₂ënḥ₁-ōs / acc.sg. *h₂ënḥ₁-os-ɪ / gen.sg. *h₂ṇḥ₁-s-ēs. He assumes that this paradigm in Baltic developed to PB nom.sg. *nōs (< PIE *h₂nōs ← *h₂ënḥ₁-ōs) / acc. sg. *nāsim, where the root was eventually leveled with *nāsi-, taking the length from the nominative and the color of the vowel from the accusative sg./pl. in the i-stem profile. This assumption requires a significant remodeling of the nominative singular form (*h₂ënḥ₁-ōs → *h₂nōs) under the influence of the weak stem and the endingless locative, but the weak stem itself is, according to him, attested as the words for ‘mouth,’ e.g., Skt. ās-, Av. āh- (gen. sg. PIE *h₂ṇḥ₁-s-ēs > Skt. āsās, Av. āḥḥō; instr. sg. PIE *h₂ṇḥ₁-s-ēḥ₁ > Skt. āsā, Av. āāḥḥā). This appears too speculative because the original nominative form in fact has no support among the attested forms in the IE daughter languages. On the other hand, Fritz considers the Slavic forms to be derived from a dual stem *h₂n-ōs-oh₁ (> PS *nōsa) with a secondary dual ending. This derivation is plausible, considering that a similar reinterpretation is assumed to have taken place also in Germanic (Kluge 1882: 509ff.; Griepentrog 1995: 329ff.), and a similar semantic shift can be observed in Skt. nom. sg. nās ‘nostril’ and du. nom. nāsā ‘nose,’ although the assumption of the paradigm in the protolanguage appears questionable.

Certainly, the dual ending for the consonantal stems is reconstructed as *-h₁e (cf. Eichner 1982: I, 35), therefore the shift of the thematic dual ending *-oh₁ to the dual form of the root noun for ‘nose’ calls for a particular explanation. In fact, the shift of the thematic dual ending *-oh₁ to the dual of athematic nouns is well attested in Sanskrit (cf. Wackernagel 1896–1964: III, 48; Sihler 1995: 287; among others), and at a lesser extent in Avestan (Hoffmann and Forssman 2004: 115, 136ff.) and Greek (Fritz 2011: 49–51; Sihler 1995: 265). Lühr (2000: 269ff.) discusses a case of such a shift of thematic dual ending to feminine nouns in Mycenaean and Attic Greek. She points out that the thematic dual ending *-oh₁ in fact appears also in genderless personal pronouns and the numeral for ‘two’ (*d₂oh₁) in Greek, and proposes that the ending *-oh₁
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may have been adopted first from such pronouns to the numeral for two, and further to some nouns. Therefore, it is not totally impossible that the thematic dual ending could spread to the root noun *nas- in dual with its potential productivity. There is an alternative solution to handling this problem, namely, the collective ending *-eh₂ (cf. Neri 2003: 146). This also works out phonologically both in Germanic and in Slavic; however, the semantics does not seem more plausible than the dual hypothesis.

Consequently, the possible ablaut pattern could be originally á ∼ Ø (suggested by Schindler 1972). However, the nominative singular form (*nás-s) could have developed to *nás by the loss of the final *-s and that facilitated the weak stem (*nás-`) to have a more typical vowel, as in *nas-`. The ablaut pattern suggested by Rasmussen (1989) and Larsson (2010a: 81ff.) may have developed through such a secondary process, but probably still retained accentual mobility, as in R(á)-E(Ø) / R(a)-E(é) in late PIE.

In the following table 4.5 Schindler’s paradigm is taken as the starting point, which presumably developed into the pattern *nás- ~ *nas-`. The fact that the root in the lengthened grade has not been generalized to the dual forms and that the dual forms gained a meaning ‘nose (a pair of nostrils),’ reinterpreted in a different stem-formation in both Slavic (o-stem) and Germanic languages (ō-stem), makes it plausible to consider a split of the paradigm into one for ‘nostril’ and another for ‘nose’ at a late stage of PIE before the split of Proto-Germanic and Proto-Balto-Slavic from Northern Indo-European. The generalization of the lengthened grade over the paradigm (loss of the ablaut) presumably took place after the split of the paradigm, and the consequent generalization of the i-stem from the accusative forms after MC. This relative chronology can give the right outputs, i.e., the attested forms with the acute root originated in the accusative stem, which replaced the original nominative singular form presumably affected by MC.

34 A thorough discussion of the matter is found in Thöny (2013: 145ff.).
35 The simplification of the geminate ss could cause compensatory lengthening, as in the amphikinetic suffix of s-stems: e.g., *h₂éus-ōs → ušās ‘dawn.’
4.2.1.3 Ablauting Paradigms in Proto-Balto-Slavic

In this section, the focus will be on reflexes of root nouns that probably retained ablauting paradigms still in Proto-Balto-Slavic, as indicated by their cognates.

Latv. -solidus  ‘salt’ [44a] cognates:

Baltic:  OPru. sal (GrA 60, GrF 83; unknown length/accentuation of the root), sali (GrG 39), salli (GrH)\[36\]

Slavic:  OCS sols (f.), Scr. sōl, sōli, Sn. sōl, sōli < PS *solb (c)

other IE:  Gk. ὁλς, ὁλός m. ‘salt,’ f. ‘sea,’ Lat. sāl, salis m./n. ‘salt’

PIE:  nom.sg. *sāl (< *sal-s), acc.sg. *sal-m
The Latvian and Latin forms point to a lengthened grade in the nominative singular. Other materials point to a full grade. This has the same sort of problem regarding ablaut pattern that the paradigm for ‘nose’ had: i.e., there are some pieces of evidence in favor of a mobile ablauting pattern (Slavic paradigm in (c) and the Greek paradigm, and the fact that both lengthened grade and full grade are attested), whereas there is no evidence for zero grade, which would be expected for a mobile paradigm. In a way similar to the case of ‘nose,’ I would assume that the original pattern *sál-s / *sl-´ developed to nom.sg. *sāl / acc.sg. *sál-m / obl. *sal-´ due to the change *sál-s > *sāl.

Kortlandt (1985: 119) reconstructs a root with a laryngeal: *seh₂-ls / *sh₂-el-m/*sh₂-l-os. This reconstruction successfully explains the Latin paradigm nom.sg. sāl / gen.sg. sālis / acc.sg. sālem, but there is actually no evidence for the root-final laryngeal. Furthermore, there is no semantic ground for dividing the stem into the root (*seh₂) and the suffix (*-(e)l-), since we find no cases where the assumed root *seh₂-behaves as an independent morpheme. Therefore, the reconstruction as a root noun for ‘salt’ is employed in this discussion.

The Proto-Slavic form *sōlž has a short root in the same i-stem as in Baltic, while the Baltic form indicates a lengthened grade. This suggests an ablauting paradigm for Proto Balto-Slavic (Larsson 2010a: 75).

36 “Gr” here stands for the “Grunau vocabulary” included in the Prussian Chronicle written in the 16th C. by a monk, Simon Grunau. Although the original copy is lost, several copies from different epochs are left (Dini 2014: 331):
GrA: 17th–18th C, University of Königsberg
GrC: ca. 1750, Königsberg city archive
GrH: Hartknoch’s publication Alt und Neues Preußen, Francfurt (1679) and Leipzig (1684)
GrG: Göttingen
GrF: Helsinki library

37 Lith. sōlymas ‘brine’ is often mentioned as a cognate here, but according to Būga (1958–1961: II, 418, 584), this word does not contribute much to the reconstruction, as it is attested only in a few Žemaitian dialects and eastern Aukštaitian dialects, and is probably a loanword from Latv. sālīms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>PBS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(*sál-s &gt;) sál</td>
<td>*sál-m (*sl-? →) *sal-′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>extension of syllabic resonants</td>
<td>and acute assignment to long vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*sāl</td>
<td>*sál-im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sl-)</td>
<td>*(sl-Im)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sāl)</td>
<td>*(sālim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sl-′)</td>
<td>*(sal-′)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generalization of i-stem, keeping the ablaut pattern</td>
<td>Osthoff’s law: vacuous operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sāli-s)</td>
<td>*(sāli-m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sl-Is)</td>
<td>*(sl-I'm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*(sal-I)</td>
<td>*(sal-I')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Historical shifts of the paradigm of ‘salt’ from PIE to late PBS

The generalization of a particular stem to the entire paradigm should be presumed to have taken place independently in Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavic, with the nom.sg. stem *sāli- being generalized in Baltic, and with the acc.sg. stem *sāli- in Slavic.

širdis (3) ‘heart’ [43c] The cognates of Lith. širdis (3) and Latv. siņds are as follows:

Baltic: Latv. siņds, OPru. seyr (/sēr/ n. nom. sg. only in the Elbing Vocabulary; with a-stem masc. declension in Catechisms) ‘heart;’ Lith. šerdis (1/3/4), Latv. seŗde ‘the core of wood’ < PB *šerđ-/*šīrd-

Slavic: OCS srdcce, Cz sêce ‘heart’ < *šird-iko-; OCS srēda ‘middle,’ SCr srijêda ‘Wednesday’

other IE: Gk. κῆρ, κῆρος n., Lat. cor, cordis n., Skt. hárdi (< *kêrd-h₂; n.), hīd n., Hitt. ker/kardiyaš n., Gk. καρδία, OIr. críde n. ‘heart’ (< *kêrdhóm)

This may be also a special case in that it involves a split of the paradigm in accordance to the meanings, namely the zero grade for the meaning ‘heart’ and the ē-grade for the meaning ‘the core or the center (of a tree),’ probably already in PBS, for both Baltic and Slavic preserve cognates in zero grade and e-grade with similar semantic variations. This means that the weak- or oblique-originated stem *kêrd- (> Lith. šird-) was generalized to the whole paradigm of the word for
'heart,' while the stem of accusative origin is usually generalized in the paradigm as seen in the generalization of i-stems to the root nouns from the accusative stem in i. A possible factor of the unusual generalization of weak stem to the paradigm for ‘heart’ is assumed to be the PIE loc. sg. *ˆkérd-i or *ˆkerd-í ‘in the heart (of)’ > ‘in the middle (of),’ which caused the semantic shift from ‘heart’ to ‘middle’ (cf. Petit 2004: 47). Villanueva Svensson (2011b: 166ff.) further investigates the PIE origin of the paradigm for ‘core’ in the delocatival derivation, which is a case of “decasative derivation” illustrated in Nussbaum (1986: 187ff., 235ff.). He suggests that the ending-less loc. sg. *ˆkérd ‘in the heart (of)’ served as the base of the derivation with the suffix *-o- to form *ˆkerd-ó- ‘what is in the heart (of)’ in late PIE or in pre-PBS. This derivative *ˆkerd-ó- later acquired the i-stem inflection under the influence of that of širdís in Baltic, whereas it acquired the ā-stem inflection through the collective *ˆkërdeh₂ (> PS *šerdá) in Slavic. This explanation provides theoretical and semantic grounds for the emergence of the paradigm for ‘core’ with the stem in ē-grade (*ˆkér-). The establishment of the paradigm for ‘core’ in ē-grade must have forced the paradigm for ‘heart’ to generalize the zero-grade stem. The fact that the stem *šīrd- is attested without any possible result of MC indicates that the stem was generalized to the paradigm of ‘heart’ probably after the operation of MC to give rise to the new nom.-acc. sg. *šī(d). 

Another important point to note is its neuter gender as shown by other Indo-European cognates, e.g., Lat. cor, cordis (n.), Skt. hárdi (n.), and Gk. κῆρ, κῆρος (n.). Therefore, this item used to be monosyllabic both in the nominative and accusative singular, for the inflectional endings lacked in those cases among neuter nouns. Consequently, it is expected that they gained the circumflex tone through the process of MC. The lack of attested forms with the circumflex tone may speak against the existence of MC itself. However, it must be assumed that the paradigm for ‘heart’ in PIE is inherited by two paradigms for ‘heart’ and ‘core’ in PBS, and that the gender of both of them turned from neuter to animate at later stages. These background processes allow a possibil-

---

38 Two pieces of evidence for the locative in the full-grade beside that of the zero grade for ‘heart’ is given in Villanueva Svensson (2011b: 165): Hitt. loc. sg. kerti=tta ‘in your heart’ < *kér-d-i and (*kér dʰeh₁- >) *kred dʰeh₁- ‘to believe’ (> Av. zrazdāiti-, Skt. śrād dḥá, Lat. crëdō, -ere, OIr. cretim ‘to believe’).
ity that the forms affected by MC could be eliminated through all those morphological/analogical processes.

The following table reflects the possibility that the morphological processes eliminated the forms affected by MC in nominative and accusative singular after the split of the paradigm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>‘heart’</th>
<th>‘core’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nom.sg.</td>
<td>acc.sg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*kérd</td>
<td>*kérd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(&gt; *kér)</td>
<td>(&gt; *kér)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>assibilation of *k, Winter’s Law, and extension of syllabic resonant</td>
<td>acute assignment to long vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*šér</td>
<td>*šér</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MC</td>
<td>loss of ablaut by generalizing zero-grade for ‘heart’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*šér</td>
<td>*šér</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|        | *šírd   | *šírdā  | *šérdóm | *šérdā |
|        | *šírd   | *šírdā  | *šérdóm | *šérdā |

Table 4.7: Historical shift of the paradigm for ‘heart’ from PIE to PBS

For the East Baltic forms (Lith. širdis, Latv. si edx ‘heart’), one possibility is that *šírd-ā in the nom.-acc. pl. (collective) of the split-out paradigm for ‘heart’ served as the paradigmatic pivot. Its ending *-eh₂ coincides with the feminine ā-stem in the nominative singular, and therefore it might have triggered a paradigmatic shift from the root noun to a feminine ā-stem of the word for ‘heart.’ The generalization of the i-stem took place at a later stage, motivated by other i-stem feminine
body part terms, e.g., *akis* (4) ‘eye,’ *ausis* (4) ‘ear,’ *nósis* (1) ‘nose,’ as Szemerényi (1970: 53148) suggests. Another possibility is that *sírd*- in the oblique cases adopted the inflection of the feminine *i*-stem due to a few consonantal oblique endings, i.e., gen.sg. *sírd-és* (Larsson 2010: 275). The second possibility seems more plausible, considering that the masculine gender attested in Old Lithuanian may imply that the gender choice of the original neuter noun for ‘heart’ was not straightforward. Probably, the paradigm of *sírd*- started to adopt the *i*-stem inflection due to the formal coincidence, but the gender choice was not so clear — masculine in some dialects, feminine in other dialects. Over time, the feminine gender won out for exactly the reason that Szemerényi suggests: the other body part terms in the feminine *i*-stem. On the other hand, for Lith. *širdai* (3 (→ 4)) ‘quarrel’, a possible thematization is suggested (Szemerényi: id.). From a semantic point of view, it was probably a functional thematization that led the derived form to mean ‘(something) belonging to the heart/anger,’ descended as the word for ‘quarrel’ in Lithuanian. Another reflex meaning ‘core’ in a different vocalism, Lith. *šerdis* (1/3 (→ 4)), seems to exhibit a regular tonal reflex of *šerda*-ä (inherited to PS *šerdä*). The form *šerdis* (4) may be a case of *métatonie douce* among *i*-stems, which is discussed in Derksen (1996: 147). He points out that *i*-stems of AP1 and AP3 tend to shift to AP4, and in many such cases, AP1 and AP3 are often still attested dialectally.

The Old Prussian form presents more enigmas, for the exact phonetic value of ⟨syr⟩ is unclear. At face value, it seems to descend PIE *ʔkēr* in the nom.-acc. singular, but considering that the strong stem with the lengthened grade is usually reflected as the words for ‘core,’ this is not compatible. Larsson (2010: 271ff.) assumes that the absence of the dental consonant *d* in the paradigm can be attributed to an Old Prussian sound rule CTs > Cs proposed by Smoczyński (2000: 100ff.), since the word belongs to the masculine *a*-stem declension (gen.sg. *sīras*, dat.sg. *sīru*, acc.sg. *sijran/sīran*, acc.pl. *sirans*),

39 For example, *šird* (...) *gailinti* ‘a heart repenting’ (Mažvydas 6711; see Specht 1933: 256ff.). These attestation may not be solid evidence for the established masculine gender in Old Lithuanian, because the word is attested in feminine gender for many times even within Mažvydas Catechism. But it may imply that there was some ambiguity concerning the gender choice for this word.
not showing any particular archaism except for the nominative singular form attested in the Elbing Vocabulary. She puts forward an assumption that the archaic-looking nominative singular form can be explained by some Old Prussian innovations, i.e., the above-mentioned sound change, and the spelling ⟨ey⟩ possibly reflecting the lowering or diphthongization of the original *i (Smoczyński 2000: 101), with parallels to the lack of the nom.sg. ending -s, such as in semen ‘seed.’ This suggestion may enable us to suppose that the Old Prussian forms can also be derived from the remodeled paradigm for ‘heart.’ Consequently, when the paradigm of the neuter root noun for ‘heart,’ which had become irregular due to the lack of the ending in the nom.-acc. singular, needed to be normalized in Proto-Baltic, a masculine a-stem inflection beside i-stem inflection was adopted. The problem is that the motive of the adoption of masculine a-stem remains an enigma.

Despite the enigma, it can be assumed that the nom-acc. šér resulting from MC was lost from the paradigm through the developments discussed so far. The paradigm for ‘heart’ was restructured in Proto-Balto-Slavic based on the oblique stem *šird-, while the forms for ‘core’ would be from the de-locatival *šerd-ó-.

4.2.2 Relative Chronology of MC

The relative chronology should be discussed as well. First of all, it was shown in §4.1.5 that MC is older than Proto-Baltic, and the data can be explained by a relative chronology with Winter’s Law preceding MC. In addition, this section has shown that MC should be prior to the generalization of i-stems to root nouns followed by Osthoff’s Law. This gave a partial relative chronology as in (47). Yet, this section could not find a decisive clue for establishing the relative chronology of MC and Winter’s Law.

It is generally difficult to establish their relative chronology. The environment of Winter’s Law is hardly provided in a monosyllabic word, because of the final devoicing of stops. For instance, n. nom.-acc. sg. *tod > PS to without the operation of Winter’s Law shows that the final *-d was devoiced to *-t already in PBS before Winter’s Law was at work. The examples of 3rd person future forms like *sed-s- and *bebęgʷ-s- (cf. §4.1.4.5) have their root-final stops protected by *-s-; therefore the stops may have not been affected by the final devoicing rule. Addition-
ally, the possibility remains that the final stops were devoiced through the assimilation to *-s-, and the long root was analogically provided by the other personal forms and the circumflex tone from the Group 2 verbs. At this point, it could be a matter of taste whether to operate with sound laws or with two analogical processes.

Consequently, another possible way is to speculate their relative chronology from the theoretical assumptions. As mentioned in §2.3.8, the fact that the long vowels resulting from Winter’s Law receive the acute tone can imply that the acute assignment operated on them as well, which may allow for assuming that Winter’s Law preceded the acute assignment. If this is integrated in the relative chronology in (15) based on the preceding works, the relative chronology in (47) can be updated as follows:

(48) relative chronology II:

\[
\begin{align*}
*D > \ast T/ \_\# & \rightarrow \text{Winter’s Law} \\
\text{Hirt’s Law, } \ast R > \bar{iR} & \rightarrow \ast VH]_{\sigma} > \ast \bar{V}]_{\sigma}
\end{align*}
\]

→ acute assignment, i-apocope \(^{40}\) → MC → generalization of i-stem to root nouns → Osthoff’s Law → \(*o > \ast a\).

The relative chronology of Osthoff’s Law and \(*o > \ast a\) can be established based on the reflexes as follows\(^{41}\)

\(^{40}\) See §4.1.5
\(^{41}\) It has been proposed that the PBS acute diphthongs may not reflect the length of the nucleus vowels but directly reflect glottalization in the cases of PIE \(*\text{smordós}\) reflected as PBS \(*\text{smardos}\), PIE \(*\text{molH- tôi}\) as PBS \(*\text{maltēi}\), in Olander (2015: 41–42) and in the talk An acute problem: the Balto-Slavic diphthongs given by Tobias M. Sjøberg in Vilnius 2015. Olander and Sjøberg assume that PIE \(*\text{smordós}\) and \(*\text{molH-tēi}\) would directly develop to PBS \(*\text{smordós}\) and \(*\text{mol-tēi}\), so that they would give \(*\text{smardós}\) and \(*\text{malt-ēi}\) with the root vowel a. However, the relative chronology proposed here can also give rise to the expected outcomes. The often quoted examples which raises questions to the fate of long diphthongs, e.g., \(\text{pùlti ‘to fall’ (< *púolti < *pōlti)}\), \(\text{aštuñtas ‘eighth’ (< *aštuontas < aštōntas)}\), can be explained with secondary factors. The long vowel in \(*\text{pūolti}\) can be taken from the preterit stem \(*\text{pōl-}\) (Lith. \(\text{pūolė}\)), as Balto-Slavic infinitive stems are often identical to their preterit stems (Stang 1942: 85, 122ff.), and that of \(*\text{aštuontas}\) can be from its cardinal
The circumflex tone of the reflexes of PIE root nouns can be just subtle remnants that barely imply the existence of Proto-Balto-Slavic MC. Nonetheless, there can be another piece of evidence for Proto-Balto-Slavic MC, which is provided by the Slavic root aorist forms in the 2nd and 3rd person singular (e.g., 22d, e, f).

Their preforms are reconstructed as root aorist forms such as *deh₃-s/*deh₃-t, *bʰuH-s/*bʰuH-t, *pih₃-s/*pih₃-t in Rasmussen (1999: 483ff). On the contrary, Kortlandt (1988: 300–301) reconstructs PIE s-aorists that have the lengthened grade only in the 2/3sg. forms to explain their circumflex tone in contrast to Scr. 1sg. dāh (< *dā-s-(o)m), 1pl. dāsmo, 2pl. dāste, 3pl. dāše. According to him, the laryngeal disappeared after a lengthened-grade vowel (*dēh₃-s-s > *dōh₃-s-s > *dōs-s), and the lengthened-grade vowel regularly gave rise to the circumflex tone in the 2/3 sg. However, as Jasanoff (2004b: 173ff.) rightly points out, such a paradigmatic pattern is quite unacceptable, and the predecessor of those Slavic aorist forms should be the root-aorist sigmatized under the considerable productivity of the sigmatic aorist in Slavic. Therefore, we must start from the following PIE paradigm with a reformation of the stem to that of s-aorist in Proto-Slavic:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>PIE</th>
<th>Winter’s Law</th>
<th>Acute Assignment</th>
<th>Osthoff’s Law</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1sg.</td>
<td>*doh₃-m</td>
<td>*dās-om</td>
<td>1pl. *dh₃-me</td>
<td>*dās-omo(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>*doh₃-s</td>
<td>*dās-s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>*dh₃-te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*doh₃-t</td>
<td>*dās-t</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>*dh₃-ént</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aštōni (Lith. aštûoni); see also Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 30³³). In addition, the m. pl. acc. ending of o-stem Lith. -us, Latv. -us (< PBS *-ôns) can be explained differently (see §4.4.1.1 p. [174]ff.).
This historical speculation reasonably gives the environment for MC only to the 2/3sg. forms. As Rasmussen and Jasanoff agree on, the assumption of MC can provide a phonological ground for the circumflex tone of those forms. However, there are some counterexamples against this. The Slavic aorist forms in 2/3sg., e.g., *bī (~ *bīti ‘beat’), *šī (~ šīti ‘to sew’), *gnjī (~ *gnjīti ‘rot’), *čū (~ *čūti ‘sense, hear’), *krī (~ *krīti ‘hide’), contrast with the aorist forms with the circumflex tone. Kortlandt (1997: 29–30) points out that they belong to Slavic accentual paradigm a, while the verbs of 2./3.sg. aorist forms with the circumflex tone belong to APc, and Villanueva Svensson (2011: 18) further noted that the latter may simply reflect the result of Meillet’s Law. Rasmussen (2007: 32) replies to this presentation that Meillet’s Law is not the factor of the different accentuations of those aorist forms in 2/3sg., since both types of verbs originally had the root-aorist paradigm with the acute root. He continues that the acute forms would be analogical to other personal forms, while the circumflex forms lack any such analogical support, therefore they must be the phonological outcome. Indeed, Meillet’s Law would probably explain the circumflex tone in the 2/3sg., but does not provide any solution to the tonal contrast of the circumflex tone in 2/3sg. and the acute tone of the remaining personal forms in the same paradigm.

Thus, the accentuation of Slavic aorist still needs further discussions, but it may present some remnants of the old MC. If so, this could be a good support for the MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic, as the corresponding data in both Slavic and Baltic sides are hard to obtain. The reason is that some categories can be lost as in the case of root-aorist in Baltic, or morphologically completely reformed as in the case of BS reflexes of PIE root nouns.

4.2.3 Conclusion

The items handled in this section could be said to be good examples of cases in which each word has its own history. It can be observed that morphological and phonological changes have usually eliminated the results of MC, while the circumflex forms resulting from MC had a chance to survive in a few cases within specific conditions (monosyllabic in accusative singular as well as nominative singular in the case of ‘cow,’ and an ablauting paradigm in PBS in the case of ‘salt’).
charts in which the detailed relative chronology was demonstrated show how the result of MC could have survived in such cases.

On the other hand, if MC cannot be presumed, it would be quite difficult to explain how different tones are descended among the East Baltic reflexes of root nouns. They all had a long root in the PIE forms, and therefore they are expected to receive the same tone, either the acute or circumflex tone on the phonological level, depending on the theory. If Kortlandt’s hypothesis is employed, it is difficult to explain why Lith. žvėrīs has the acute root. To avoid this problem, he reconstructs laryngeals for this root (and also for ‘nose’), but robust evidence for the laryngeal is hardly found among IE languages, as argued above. The fact that some root nouns have East Baltic reflexes with acute tone supports the hypothesis first advocated by de Saussure, and Latv. gūvs and sāls suggest the operation of MC.

4.2.4 Excursus: The Final Syllable of n-stems in Nominative Singular

The final syllable of the nominative singular of n-stems in Lithuanian has a long vowel with a circumflex intonation, i.e., -uõ (e.g., akmuõ ‘stone’). Lithuanian n-stems have corresponding categories in Indo-European languages. They generally point to two ablauting patterns: an amphikinetic pattern as exemplified by Lith. akmuõ ∼ Gk. ἄκμον (nom.sg.)/άκμονος (gen.sg.), Skt. áśmāl/ásmanas, and OCS kamy/kamene (<*h2ék-món/*h2k-mn-’); and a hysterokinetic pattern as Lith. piemuõ (3a) ‘shepherd’ ∼ Gk. ποιμήν/ποιμένος ‘id.’ (< *poh2i-mén/*poh2i-mn-’). Lithuanian generalized the ending from the amphikinetic type *-mon-s as all n-stems have -uõ in the nominative singular ending.

The nominative singular ending of the amphikinetic ablaut pattern as the preform of this ending -uõ is explained by the following sound changes: *-on-s > *-õn > *-õ / # (Szemerényi 1996: 115ff; Jasanoff 1989: 138). Since inherited long vowels were assigned an acute nucleus that gave rise to the acute intonation in Lithuanian (e.g. *gʰ yėr- > Lith. žvėrį (acc.sg.) ‘beast’), the circumflex intonation in the nominative ending of n-stems and its exemption from Leskien’s Law presents a problem.

Following the discussions presented in Jasanoff (2004a) and Yoshida (2012), I would like to reexamine the view presented in Hanssen (1885:
616), which focuses on two monosyllabic \( n \)-stem nouns in Lithuanian (šuõ ‘dog’ \(< *\hat{k}uõ(n)\), žmuõ ‘man’ \(< *\hat{d}h\hat{m}õ(n)\)) that could have phonologically given the circumflex intonation of the ending through Monosyllabic Circumflexion.

4.2.4.1 Suggested Explanations

In general, there have been two main suggestions for solving the problem of the circumflex tone of the \( n \)-stem ending (including šuõ and žmuõ). One is to formulate a rule that a trimoraic vowel arose in absolute word-final position through contraction and compensatory lengthening, among other factors. For the \( n \)-stem ending, Hirt discovered that the \( n \)-stem ending in Gk. -wód has the acute tone, while Lith. -uõ corresponding to Gmc. ō has the circumflex tone, and therefore the Lithuanian and Germanic long vowels in word-final position must reflect a common feature. Hirt (1892: 22) assumes that the loss of the final -n in sandhi caused a compensatory lengthening, which gave rise to a trimoraic final *-ô. This is eventually reflected as a long -ô in Gothic and OHG, and *-ô in Balto-Slavic as well. The theory is summarized and critically examined by Lane (1963) and Boutkan (1995: 109ff.) among others. The second way is to attribute the problematic correspondence to phonological and analogical processes, without an additional factor like overlength, initiated by Lane (1963). He has suggested that Germanic vowel contraction can be the source of the overlength for the gen. pl. ending, but attributed the length in the \( n \)-stem ending to a secondary development in which the long vowel was secondarily introduced from the acc. pl. ending *-ônus to nom. sg. Boutkan (1995), generally disagreeing with the reconstruction of trimoraic vowels, accepts this view. On the other hand, Jasanoff (2004a) maintains that the contrast of bimoraic and trimoraic vowels was reinterpreted in Balto-Slavic as that of marked vs. unmarked, further as that of acute vs. circumflex tone. This certainly has two advantages. First, this theory also explains the r-stem (e.g., duktě ‘daughter’) and s-stem (e.g., sesuõ ‘sister’) endings. In addition, Estonian, a Balto-Finnic language neighboring the Balto-Slavic family, also has trimoraic long vowels as phonemes, which is a good parallel of three-fold distinction in vowel length (Jasanoff 2004a: 249) and can be taken as a clue of such a distinction as an areal feature. However, Yoshida (2012) presents two counterarguments, as we have seen in §2.3.8 (pp. 52). He (p.240–241)
additionally argues that it can be questionable to assume that the three-fold distinction of vocalic length could have existed in the word-final syllable in Germanic and in Balto-Slavic, which did not always carry the accent. For, even in the case of Estonian, which presents the three-fold distinction of vocalic length, it is only found in the word-initial syllable, which carries the accent, and the three-fold vocalic length is an Estonian development (Raun 1954: 62ff.). Furthermore, I would like to mention Kallio (2012), who argues that Proto-Finnic originally had only monomoraic syllables, and the trimoraic syllables (*C)VVC-, *(C)VCC-) were introduced by the Germanic loanword. On the other hand, in Finnic, stops were originally in morpho-phonemic alternation between weak and strong degrees. In Estonian, the alternation was extended to vowels as well, and ternary length contrast developed (Raun 1954: 65ff.). Since this morphophonological background is quite different from Germanic and Balto-Slavic, I do not think Estonian ternary length contrast can be simply compared to our case of the n-stem ending in nom. sg. in Indo-European.

On the other hand, Olander (2009: 114ff.) argues in favor of the view that the circumflex tone, as in the n-stem ending Lith. -uō is the regular outcome of a Proto-Indo-European plain long vowel *V, while the acute tone (e.g., *-ō > 1sg. pres. Lith. -ū) is regular in the Proto-Indo-European sequence with a laryngeal *VH in the word-final position. In other words, the distinction between the plain long vowel *V and the laryngeal sequence *VH was somehow preserved in the absolute word-final position. Although this description faithfully reflects the distribution of the tones of the data, no coherent phonological account has been provided. In fact, taking into account Yoshida’s (2012) proposal (cf. (14)), the loss of laryngeal in the coda position of the final syllables (*VH]ω > *V) had to take place before the acute assignment in order for them to be marked as acute. Therefore, it is difficult to assume that the older plain long vowels of PIE origin could have selectively escaped from the acute assignment.

There is another problem: the rarity of the data of the plain long vowels in the absolute final position. They are virtually limited to the nominative singular endings of the consonantal stems, and only accusative plural ending of o-stem *-ō(m)s could have the closest phonotactic structure (with coda consonant(s), though). The accusative plural ending indeed has the acute reflex in Baltic. Therefore the problem of
the circumflex reflexes of consonantal endings in the nominative singular could be seen as being specific to this category.

In what follows, I will search for a possible factor as to how the ending avoided acute assignment.

4.2.4.2 šuõ ‘dog’ (4)

Since it is ambiguous whether PIE *ˆkũôn/*ˆkyon-/*kun-ös is a root noun or an $n$-stem, I hesitate to include it into the main part of this section for the discussion on the Baltic reflexes of root nouns. Morphologically, a hypothetical root *ˆk(e)u-, a well-established $n$-stem suffix *-(o/e)n-, and the ending could be recognized. The only problem is that the hypothetical root *ˆk(e)u- is never found elsewhere. Therefore, it seems more plausible to segment it into the root *ˆkũon- and the ending.

Despite this morphological ambiguity, this item is relevant to the current discussion in that the PIE protoform is reconstructed as a monosyllable in the nominative singular, which is preserved as such in Lithuanian, while other case forms merged with the $i$-stems as others did. Therefore, I suppose that this word is worth discussing in this excursion section. Following the manner of the previous sections, I will start the discussion by listing the cognates below.

other IE: Gk. χύων, gen.sg. χυνός, OIr. cúL, gen.sg. con, Skt. šuá, gen.sg. šunás < PIE nom.sg. *kµ(-)ón-s, gen.sg. *kµ(-)n-ös

The Latvian and Old Prussian forms are considered to have generalized the accusative stem as most other root nouns did. The remaining cognates (Greek, Old Irish, Sanskrit) all point to the long vowel *ô. Especially, the fact that the Old Irish ending -úL does not cause nasalization, but rather lenition of the initial consonant of the following word, is suggestive of a loss of *-n- following *-ô- at an early stage. Therefore, the suffix and ending in nominative singular is considered to have

[^2] A form suo- is found in suoˈvā, which is only used to call a dog, in Latvian (ME 1135). Therefore, this cannot be taken as a solid piece of evidence for Latv. suo ‘dog,’ since the form is not found as a simplex with its paradigm, and this belongs to a special group of words for calling animals (vocative interjection), e.g., Lith. žiùr žiùr (for geese), sà (for dogs), etc.
undergone the following sound change in PIE, and it was already a long vowel at a late PIE stage:

\[ *\text{-on-s} > *\text{-ōn} > \ddot{o} / \_# \]


Consequently, \( *\text{kuō} \) with a long vowel can be reconstructed for late PIE. Certainly Greek and Sanskrit attest Lindeman’s disyllabic variant \( *\text{kuuō} (> \text{Gk. κύων, Skt. śuvā) } \), but a Lithuanian form can be derived from the monosyllabic variant, since otherwise the disyllabic variant would have given rise to \( \text{Xšuvù} \) or \( \text{Xšuvuō} \) (with \( n \)-stem ending).

The long vowel in the monosyllabic variant could receive the acute quality in PBS, which contradicts the fact that it is actually attested by the circumflex tone in Lithuanian. A possibility that the circumflex tone is due to MC can be justifiably assumed. The following chart describes the chronological changes that happened to the paradigm of ‘dog.’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>‘dog’</th>
<th>nom.sg.</th>
<th>acc.sg.</th>
<th>gen.sg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>( *\text{ku(-)ón-s} )</td>
<td>( *\text{kuón-ım} )</td>
<td>( *\text{ku(-)n-ós} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>assibilation of ( *\text{k} ), extension of syllabic resonant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( *\text{šuō} )</td>
<td>( *\text{šuónim} )</td>
<td>( *\text{šu(-)n-ós} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acute assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( *\text{šê} ) (^{43})</td>
<td>( *\text{šónim} )</td>
<td>( *\text{šun-ós} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( *\text{šō} )</td>
<td>( *\text{šónim} )</td>
<td>( *\text{šun-ós} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>generalization of ( i )-stem?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Historical shift of the paradigm of ‘dog’

Compared to the cases where the accusative stem took over all the forms throughout the paradigm as ‘wild animal’ and ‘nose,’ this may provide an interesting case where a trace of MC can be persistently preserved when the generalization of the accusative stem according to the \( i \)-stems has failed.

\(^{43}\) \( *\text{u} \) disappeared between a sibilant and a vowel: cf. Lith. \( \text{sesuō} \) ‘sister’ ~ Skt. \( \text{svásar-} \), Goth. \( \text{swistar} \).
4.2.4.3 *žmuō* ‘man’

The word *žmuō* is an archaic Old Lithuanian form attested in the writings of Daukša, Sirvydas, and Bretkūnas. It is still found in the Lazūnai dialect (*žmuō'y*), but has been replaced with *žmogūs* (3) elsewhere. The attested inflectional forms include: nom.sg. *žmuō*, acc.sg. *žmuūj* / *žmūnį*, nom.pl. *žmōnes*, gen.pl. *žmōnių* / *žmonių* / *zmēniu* / *žmuonių* / *žmoūnių*, dat.pl. *žmōnėmus* / *žmonėmus* / *zmōnemus*, acc.pl. *žmōnes*, instr.pl. *žmōnēmis* / *žmonēmis* / *zmōnemis* (Kudzinowski 1977: II, 473ff.). Also in Old Prussian, *smōy* ‘man’ (Elbing Vocabulary) and *smūni* ‘person’ (IIIrd Catechism) are found. Stang (1966: 226) assumes that *ū* in OPr. *smūni* corresponds to *ā* in *žmonēs* (nom. pl.), but not to *ū* in *žmūnį* (acc.sg., Daukša). He supposes that *ū* in *žmūnį* probably represents short *u*, after the analogical model of *šuō* (nom.sg.) : *šūnį* (acc.sg.) = *žmuō* : X. For the root vocalism *ā* in the plural paradigm, he considers the plural formation of a feminine abstract noun (*źmānē*) meaning ‘personal figure.’ Thus, the root vocalisms of the inflectional forms, except in the nominative singular, are secondary.

This noun is obviously not a reflex of a PIE root noun. Nussbaum (1986: 187ff.) analyzes it as a de-locatival *n*-stem derivation from an amphikinetic noun nom. sg. *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-m-ōm* / gen. sg. *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-(m)̥*m*-és ‘earth’ reconstructed by Schindler (1967). The presumed derivational process is as follows: loc.sg. *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-m-ēn* ‘on earth’ → *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-mōn-* ‘human.’ Nonetheless, its nominative singular form *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-mon-s* underwent the regular sound changes except for the tone: nom.sg. *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-mōn-s* > *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-m-ō* > pre-Lith. *źmō* > ··· > *žmuō*. Lindeman’s variant of PIE *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-m-ō*, *d̥ʰ ɡʰ-mm-ō*, is supposed to have produced Goth. *guma* ‘man.’ Since the nominative singular ending is considered to have been a long vowel already in PIE, it is supposed to gain the acute tone, whereas it is attested with the long circumflex vowel, exactly in the same way as *šuō*. The following table (4.10) can be drawn in parallel with the case of *šuō*.

As in the case of *šuō*, the accusative stem did not affect the nominative singular form in Lithuanian.
The circumflexed long vowels as the phonological outcome of the PIE long vowels in monosyllabic forms including those two n-stem nouns motivated Hanssen (1885) to assume that they provided the model for the long circumflex ending -uõ of consonantal stems in the nominative singular. Although the possibility that only two n-stem forms could have had an analogical influence over all the remaining n-stems and s-stems, there are a couple of favorable arguments.

First, the word-initial syllable is known to have a remarkable phonological privilege (Beckman 1998: 52ff.). This fact is explained by psycholinguistic studies indicating that it “plays a key role in lexical access, word recognition and speech production” (Beckman: id.). One of these initial syllable privileges is to preferentially fail to undergo an otherwise regular phonological process. Many cases of this kind are found cross-linguistically, which allows us to posit a positional faithfulness

44 Becker, Clemens, Levine, and Nevins (2011) conducted a survey on this constraint in Tamil, Turkish, Portuguese, and French. Among their examples are: Tamil mīn ‘fish (sg.)’ ~ mīn-gō (pl.), mān ‘deer (sg.)’ ~ mān-gō (pl.), as opposed to maṅaṅ ‘son (sg.)’ ~ makaṅ-gō (pl). Also, Barr (1994: 527ff.) points out that while animate s-stems in Latin usually underwent an analogical change in the nominative singular (e.g., honōs → honōr ‘honor’) due to their genitive forms affected by rhotasism (*honōsis > honōris), monosyllabic s-
constraint, IDENT-σ₁(F). This means that the segments in the first syllable in the input should remain identical to those in the output (Beckman 1998: 56). I propose that this played a role in preserving the ending *-̃ō, which was phonological in the monosyllabic forms (where the ending is a part of the first syllable). In other words, the faithfulness constraint prevented the long vowels in these monosyllables from being glottalized (if that was the phonetic feature of acute nuclei), which may have provided a cue with the absolute final plain long vowels to merge with the non-acute long vowels rather than to glottalized vowels.

Also, there is an interesting case from Sogdian where the nom.-acc. plural ending observed in animal names has been generalized from the word for ‘dog,’ Sogd. (′)kw̱t-, which must have been one of the most frequently used animal names (Sims-Williams 1979: 343–344). Sogdian had a few types of plural endings, among which were -yy and -yh/y’: qwt-yy ‘dogs,’ ’spy-y ‘horses;’ ”kw̱tyh ‘dogs,’ ”spyh/”sp̱y ‘horses.’ The latter three forms appear exclusively in Buddhist texts. These endings are characteristic of animal terms of light syllables and derived from -yi and -y̱a, respectively. Sims-Williams (1979) mentions a view that these endings must have been generalized to animal names in general from the word for (′)kw̱t- ‘dog.’ However, the spread of the nom.-acc. plural endings, -yi and -y̱a, may not be solely attributed to (′)kw̱t- ‘dog,’ since there were some other animal names that could have originally had those endings, e.g., *uštri- ‘she-camel,’ or *xari- ‘jennet.’ A similar phenomenon may be seen in Lithuanian in the fact that both šuō and žmuō were basic words and could have facilitated the spread of the ending derived from them.

Therefore, despite its disadvantage in the number, the potential influence of the monosyllabic words on the category to which they belong may be worth considering.

stems were resistant to this change, and forms like flōs ‘flower,’ rōs ‘dew,’ ős ‘mouth,’ etc. are retained as such or are affected by the rhotasized genitives later than other categories.
4.3 Particles/Prepositions

As mentioned in the introductory part of this chapter, particles are often listed as examples of Monosyllabic Circumflexion. In this chapter, those particles/prepositions that have been mentioned in previous studies, in addition to the ones found in Dunkel (2014), will be taken up and discussed. The list of items to be discussed is found on p. 79.

In the following sections, the cognates and etymologies of the particles are discussed in accordance to how far back they can be traced. Those that have a good Indo-European etymology are discussed under §4.3.1, whereas those that can be traced back only to Proto-Baltic are discussed under §4.3.2.

4.3.1 Old Particles

Some particles, especially prepositions, exhibit variations in length and/or tone in Baltic (also in Slavic), e.g., Lith. ne / nê (negation), Latv. ne / nê, OCS ne / nê-, Skt. ná, Lat. ne-que / nê; Lith. nuô / nuô- / nu-, Latv. nûo / nuô / nu- ‘from.’

The origin of such variations have been variously discussed so far — Monosyllabic lengthening in PIE, compounding with another particle including an adverbial particle *-h₁, and a Balto-Slavic morphological process involving metatony (to be discussed in §4.3.1.1).

Monosyllabic lengthening in PIE was observed previously by Hirt (1921–1937: II, 227). Recently, Kapović (2006: 151ff.) discussed this same phenomenon, giving substantial examples that allow us to reconstruct the phenomenon in PIE. Byrd (2015: 113ff.) further shows that the phenomenon can be phonologically motivated by “minimal word requirement,” which means a word bearing a stress must consist of at least two moras, combined with the possible extrasyllabicity of the consonant in coda. However, Dunkel (2014: I, 86) argues against the existence of this phenomenon, as there are some particles that do have short and long variants, while there are others that never show such variants, e.g., *-de ‘in addition; on the other hand,’ *-(s)kʷe ‘and,’ *i“o ‘in addition, and,’ etc. He assumes that the long variants of the particles that have short / long variants can be explained as combinations with other particles; for example, for *nô ‘onto’ beside *no, a combination of *no and a directional particle *-o, and for *nû ‘now’ beside *nu, a combination of *nu and a modality particle *-h₁ are suggested. Yet, the particles that
he names as the ones that never show lengthening seem to include many clitics (*-de and *-(s)kʷe), which rarely bear an accent.

There is no substantial clue for deciding which of the two processes (monosyllabic lengthening or compounding with another particle) caused the long variants to those particles. Since this thesis does not aim at identifying the origin of the variants in different lengths, the following discussion will instead focus on whether there is evidence of PIE or PBS forms with a long vowel. It is more important for the current discussion on MC whether the ancestral forms of the possible examples of MC were in the environment of MC or not at a Proto-Balto-Slavic stage.

4.3.1.1 Prepositions

As briefly mentioned above, Baltic (and Slavic) prepositions exhibit an alternation when they are used as a verbal prefix or nominal prefix, e.g., verbal prefix nu-rašýti ‘copy’ : nominal prefix núo-bara ‘lamb’s wool (collected in spring)’ : preposition nuõ ‘from;’ pri-tarti ‘to approve’ (pri-taria [3pres.]) : príe-taras (1) ‘prejudice’ : prič ‘about;’ pra-skìnti ‘clear away’ : pró-skyna (1) : prō ‘through;’ pa-sùkti ‘to turn’ (pà-suka [3pres.]) : pó-sükis (1) ‘turn’ : põ ‘after, under,’ etc.

Traditionally, the short variants of the verbal prefixes are explained as proclitic shortening (Endzelins 1971–1982: I, 504–509; Zinkevičius 1980–81: II, 186). The shortening must have taken place after the diphthongization of the old long vowel *ō to give rise to nu- from nuo. While Endzelins assumes that the acute tone in the nominal prefixes is original and the circumflex tone in prepositions is the result of a secondary treatment in the word-final position, Zinkevičius maintains that the acute tone of the morphemes turned to the circumflex tone in monosyllabic forms, such as prepositions.

Petit (2011: 261ff.) disagrees with this idea, pointing out two problems. First, most of the prepositions that Zinkevičius reconstructs with a long acute vowel *pá, *prá, *príe, *pér, *núo are not paralleled by their cognates in other Indo-European languages in terms of the long vowels. For example, *prá (Lith. prô) has cognates with a short vowel, e.g., Gk. πρό, Skt. prá, OIr. ro. Only *núo has cognates with a long vowel, e.g., Gk. ἄνω, Sl. na. Second, proclitic shortening for the verbal prefixes is only valid in Lithuanian and not compatible with the Latvian and Slavic data.
Alternatively, Petit proposes that the ancestral forms with short vowels for the prefixes/prepositions was lengthened only when it was used as the nominal prefix. This starting point of the system can be supported by the Slavic facts as well (cf. Le Feuvre 2011: 202ff.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verbal prefix (short)</th>
<th>nominal prefix (lengthening)</th>
<th>preposition (short)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*p˘o-</td>
<td>*p˘o-</td>
<td>*p˘o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sl.  &gt; po-</td>
<td>&gt; pa-</td>
<td>&gt; po ‘after, by’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS po-mьrьti ‘remember’</td>
<td>pa-mьtь ‘memory’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCr. pь-met</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pr˘o-</td>
<td>*pr˘o-</td>
<td>*pr˘o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sl.  &gt; pro-</td>
<td>&gt; pra-</td>
<td>&gt; pro ‘through’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS pra-dьdь</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCr. prь-dьed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ru. pro-sьlьt ‘to salt’</td>
<td>prь-sьlь ‘merchant of salted products’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Petit assumes that the circumflex tone in the verbal prefixes and prepositions with a diphthong, e.g., *priē and *peř, reflects a short diphthong, while the acute tone in their variants as nominal prefix priē- and péř- reflects long diphthongs. This provided a metatony model with the system of nominal prefix and preposition, where métatonic rude takes place on the nominal prefix. On the other hand, the nominal prefixes with a long monophthong directly reflect the lengthening that took place to them, while their verbal prefix remains short. This gave rise to a quantitative model of the system of verbal prefix and nominal prefix, where verbal prefixes remain short as opposed to the long acute nominal prefix. It further caused a secondary shortening to some verbal prefixes, such as *priē- to pri- above. The metatony model and quantitative system can be drawn as follows, after Petit (2011: 268):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verbal prefix (short)</th>
<th>nominal prefix (lengthening)</th>
<th>preposition (short)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>priē- &gt; priē-</td>
<td>priē- &gt; priē-</td>
<td>priē &gt; priē</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11: Metatony model for nominal prefix : preposition
Petit considers the possible factors of such a lengthening in nominal prefix to be a root-initial laryngeal of the nominal stem, or a voiced unaspirated stop in the root initial position via Winter’s Law. In fact, such a lengthening of a prefix is shown by Petit (2004b: 259ff.) in the case of Lith. *sūdrūs* (3, 1) / *sūdrūs* (3) ‘robust, solid’ < *h₁su-drū- ‘made of wood,’ also Skt. *sudrū- ‘made of wood.’ Le Feuvre (2011) also suggests that the acute tone of the Slavic nominal prefix *só- (cf. SCR. súsed, Slov. sóšed, OCS sósédb ‘neighbor’ contrastive to its variant in verbal prefix *só(n)- (cf. OCS pažiti ‘pasture’ (< *po-žiti)). She adduces OCS pažitn ‘pasture’ (< *po-žiti) , where Winter’s Law is expected to operate to lengthen the nominal prefix for support.

This hypothesis provides interesting consequences as well. Petit (2011) claims that the vowel lengthening present only in the nominal prefix implies that the univerbation of a prefix and a noun can be traced back to the earliest stage of PBS, while verbal prefixes were not univerbated but autonomous, escaping the effect of the lengthening. He finds the confirmation of the correctness of his assumption in the pairs like *pā-žada* ‘promises’ ∼ *pā-žadas* ‘promise;’ *prā-naša* ‘announces’ ∼ *prā-našas* ‘prophet.’ Lithuanian short vowels a and e are subject to a recent phonological development of lengthening under an accent in a non-final open syllable (cf. footnote 2 in CHAPTER 2). The nominal prefixes in *pā-žadas* and *prā-našas* reflect this phonological change, whereas the verbal prefixes in *pā-žada* and *prā-neša* do not. This means, according to Petit, that the nominal prefix had already been univerbated with the nominal stem, whereas the verbal prefix had not. This indicates that the univerbation of verbal prefix and verbal stem took place quite recently in Lithuanian.

This argument is insightful for the origin of the alternation of verbal

---

Table 4.12: Quantitative model for verbal prefix : nominal prefix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verbal prefix</th>
<th>nominal prefix</th>
<th>preposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(short)</td>
<td>(lengthening)</td>
<td>(short)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave accent</td>
<td>acute tone</td>
<td>secondary circumflex tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*pō- &gt; pa-</td>
<td>*pō- &gt; *pō-</td>
<td>*pō → *pō</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
prefix / nominal prefix / preposition in Balto-Slavic. However, it leaves out a number of forms that do not fit the picture. For example, there are many nominal prefixes with short vowels that are not derived from prefixed verbs: e.g., pradievas ‘charity,’ pratarmė (3b) ‘preface,’ pādaubis (1) / pādaubys (3b) ‘place by a ravine, pagālvė (1) ‘pillow,’ pajūris (1) ‘seaside.’ It is especially the case when OPru. passons ‘stepson,’ potowelis ‘stepfather,’ poducre ‘stepdaughter,’ pomatre ‘stepmother’ compared to Lith. pó-sūnis (1) ‘stepson,’ pó-dukra (1) ‘stepdaughter,’ are included in the data, Petit’s analysis does not cover them all. Yet, example like Lith. sūdrus (3/1) / sūdrūs (3) ‘robust, solid’ < *h₁su-drū- convincingly describe the factor of the possible lengthening in the nominal prefixes. Thus, the distribution of the long and short variants among the nominal prefixes alone must currently remain unsolved. It is interesting, though, that all the prepositions have the circumflex tone despite the unclear distribution of the tone and length of the prefix variants.

Also, while this hypothesis best explains some of the alternations of pri- / príe- / priė, pà- /pó- / pō, prà- /pró- / prõ, some particles still suggest that their underlying forms were present at the beginning of the system of the prefix / preposition. In what follows, we will look into such cases, examining how the operation of MC in PBS (cf. §4.2) can be related to them.

nuō ‘from’ As Petit (2011: 262) remarks, the protoform(s) of this preposition probably had a long vowel in PBS and even in PIE, as indicated by its cognates, e.g., Latv. nūo (ME II, 755), OPru. no, na(< PB *nō)45, OCS na, Ru. na (< PS *na ‘on(to), in(to)’ < PBS *nō), Gk. ὄνω ‘above, onto’ (Fraenkel 1962–65: 511).

In Dunkel (2014: II, 52ff.), a few more materials are related. Among them is Latv. nuöst ‘away’ < *nō-steh₂-. This Latvian adverb is formed according to a type of adverbial formation, which is discussed in Forss-
man (2003: 97ff.) in detail. Forssman (ibid) recognizes a group of adverbs that are formed with prepositions and one of the suffixes 

\[ *-tā-, *-jā-, \text{ and } *-stā-* \]

The examples are:

\( (49) \)

\( a. \) Latv. pruōjām\textsuperscript{47} ‘away’ ← (PB) preposition *prō ‘forward, forth, early (in the morning)’ + suffix *-jā-;

\( b. \) Latv. nuöst (nuöst\textsuperscript{2}) ← (PB) preposition *nō ‘from’ + *-stā-;

\( c. \) Latv. bešā, bešū, bešu, beš ‘alone, solely’ ← preposition be ‘without’ + suffix *-tā-.

These derivatives provide a piece of evidence that the prepositions received acute tone in the polysyllabic environment. These Balto-Slavic cognates indicate a PBS *nō, and Greek form allows a reconstruction of PIE *nō ‘upwards, above.’ The meaning is considered to have developed from ‘from above’ with the genitive form used in an ablative sense to the current meaning in East Baltic (Fraenkel 1929: 102–103).

PIE *nō is further analyzed as *no-o with a directional particle *o in Dunkel (2014: I, 154,156; II, 52).\textsuperscript{48} While the source of the length can be explained by Petit’s hypothesis as well, it is certain that the Balto-Slavic cognates point to an ancestral form with a long vowel as a preposition. Despite Petit’s hypothesis that the lengthening was originally introduced only to the nominal prefix, the East Baltic system for this particular item seems to indicate that the length existed in the morpheme in all three functions:

\textsuperscript{46} The suffix *-stā- is analyzed as being derived from a verbal root *steh\textsubscript{2}- ‘to stand’ in Dunkel (id.).

\textsuperscript{47} Lith. prūoja\textsuperscript{i}s ‘for naught’ (cf. prūojais eĩti ‘come to naught, decay’) is a loan from the Latvian form (Skardžius 1932: 52).

\textsuperscript{48} *no without the directional particle *o is found in a nominal composition *nō-h₃kʷ-o- ‘looking above/seen above’ (> Skt. nāka- ‘heavenly vault,’ OCS vžznak̀ ‘on one’s back’). The directional particle *o is attested in *(−)jō ‘and’ (> PCelt. *-jō (a relative particle); Goth. ja, OHG ja, Toch. A. yō; OCS ješte ‘also, withal’), and verbal prefixes, *prō ‘forward’ (> Hitt. parā, Gk. πρό, Goth. fra, OCS pro, Lith. pra), apō ‘back’ (Gk. ἀπό, Lat. po-, Goth. af, OCS opaky ‘again’), *sūpo ‘down’ (Gk. ὑπό, Gaul. uo-, OIr. fo), etc. (Dunkel 2014: I, 154ff.).
verbal prefix | nominal prefix | preposition
---|---|---
Lith. | (*nuo- →) nù- | nuô ‘from’
 | nu-rašýti ‘copy’ | núo-rašas (1) ‘copy’
Latv. | nùo- | nùo ‘from’
 | nùodalît ‘to separate’ | nuôdala ‘section, chapter’

It is therefore also possible to assume that the nominal prefix remained acute in polysyllabic environment, whereas the preposition underwent MC in PBS (cf. §4.2). This can be supported by the acute tone of the items in (49a) and (49b), which show that the prefix/preposition with a long vowel can be reflected with acute tone in the polysyllabic environment. The circumflex tone in the Latvian verbal prefix can be explained by assuming that *nō was univerbated with the verb after MC, and therefore it retains the circumflex tone.

Petit, denying MC, allusively assumes that the circumflex tone in the preposition was introduced by the metatony model (table 4.11). However, it is also possible to assume that it reflects the operation of MC in PBS, as *nō was in its environment. It is also worth considering that the circumflexed *nō provided the metatony model in table 4.11 for the prefixes/prepositions with a long monophthong.

pō ‘after, by,’ prō ‘through’ As discussed in Petit (2011: 261ff.) and above, Balto-Slavic seems to have inherited short ancestral forms for prepositions *po and *pro, and Lith. prō in fact exhibits a secondary ablaut or neo-lengthened grade to ą (< PIE *o), cf. Endzelins (1944: 150), with pō after the model of PB *pra- : *prä (id. 146). The original long *prō- is preserved in a nominal derivative Latv. pruôjâm ‘away.’

Petit proposes that *pā and *prā were introduced based on the metatony model provided by *préi- : *prei. However, as discussed under nuō above, the case of nūo- / nuō can provide a more straightforward model. Furthermore, while pō does not have any prepositional cognates in a long vowel, prō has some cognates which indicate the length in PIE, e.g., Lat. prō, OHG fruo. This allows us to start from a long preposition *prō, which can still provide the metatony model PB *pra :

49 The preposition in (49a), which is not preserved as a preposition in Lithuanian, is reconstructed as *pro-o ‘forward, forth,’ with the directional particle *o (Dunkel 2014: II, 639). Petit (2011: 264) assumes that this is the preservation of old *prō with the lengthening having been taken over by *prā.
*prō through the operation of MC on PBS *prō, whose circumflex tone can be continued by the new *prā.

Thus, the two cases, nuõ and prō, can be seen as providers of the metatony model for prefixes/prepositions with a long monophthong under the assumption of MC.

**peř ‘through’** Lith. pér-/peř (dial. pár-/pař) is equated with Latv. pār ‘through’ (Fraenkel 1962–65: 572; ME III, 147ff.). The different quality of the vowels between Lith./Latv. dial. par and std. Lith. peř has been explained either as ablauting forms (Endzelīns 1923: 518) or by an unestablished sound change er > ar in an unaccented position (cf. Stang 1966: 33).

Contrary to the case of nuõ and priē, the Latvian form has the acute tone both as a preposition and a prefix, and Lithuanian has the acute tone as a verbal and nominal prefix as follows. Old Prussian and Slavic data are included in the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verbal prefix</th>
<th>nominal prefix</th>
<th>preposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lith. pér-</td>
<td>pér-</td>
<td>peř</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pér-rašyti</td>
<td>pér-raša</td>
<td>‘transcription’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv. pār-</td>
<td>pār-</td>
<td>pār</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pār-runāt</td>
<td>pār-runa</td>
<td>‘discussion’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPr. per-</td>
<td>pēr-</td>
<td>pēr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per-ēit ‘he comes’</td>
<td>pērgimmans ‘creatures’ (acc. pl.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS prˇe-</td>
<td>prˇe-</td>
<td>(prˇedþ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prˇe-imti ‘to take’</td>
<td>prˇe-gynja Ru. pere-ginja (péred)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘unpassable area of forest’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The acute tone throughout the Latvian forms is explained by assuming that Latv. pār, which is a short form of the adverb pāri ‘over,’ is used instead of the original par on the ground of the dialectal situation (see Endzelīns 1923: 517ff, 1951: 670ff). In many dialects (Valmiera, Rauna, Drusti, etc.), only par is found, but in some other dialects (Ogre, Brocēni, etc.), pār is also used beside or instead of par. The adverb pāri is in fact often shortened to pār. The even (acute) tone of Latv. pār could in this way be considered secondary after the adverb pāri, just as caũr ‘through’ after caũri ‘through (prep.)’ is. However, the source of
the acute tone in the adverb pārī remains unclear.

Endzelins (1923: 518ff, 1951: 671ff) further mentions péreiti ‘go over’ in Dusetos dialect for std. périeiti and péršopėjo ‘stopped aching’ in Kupiškis for std. péršopėjo. Dusetos périeiti and Kupiškis péršopėjo alone allow a reconstruction of PIE *pēr, otherwise *per ‘through.’ This could have arisen as a parallel form to the dialectal variant ýš-, which has been lengthened under stress, involving métatonie rude, as mentioned in Kazlauskas (1968: 50). Therefore, the long pér- found in at least two Lithuanian dialects is not likely to point at a PIE *pēr. The reconstruction with a short vowel *per is supported by the IE cognates including OPru. pēr, pēr-, PS *per/*per- ‘over, through,’ Goth. fair, Lat. per ‘through,’ etc.

According to Petit’s (2011) proposal, the long vowel was originally supposed to be introduced to the nominal prefix. Feuvre (2011: 212) suggest that in this particular case the Lithuanian acute pér- for verbal prefix may have been adopted from the nominal prefix pér-, through the pairs like péréja ‘pass’ : pér-eiti ‘to go through.’ Yet, this case is remarkable in that the alternation introduced by the lengthening only in the nominal-prefix is almost completely eliminated in most of the Balto-Slavic languages except in Lithuanian. In Lithuanian, it seems to adhere to the metatony model for nominal prefix and preposition, while, as a diphthong, it cannot support the quantity model after the shortening of long diphthongs. In Latvian, the alternation is eliminated by generalizing the acute tone for all three forms. Also in Old Prussian, the alternation is eliminated by generalizing the circumflex tone. In Slavic too, the alternation is given up by generalizing the short diphthong (OCS prě- / prě, Ru. pere- / péred; SCR. pred [preposition]).

However, if we look at the data without any theoretical presumptions, the acute tone seems to have been introduced to the nominal and verbal prefixes only in East Baltic. In fact, as Kazlauskas (1968: 50ff.) discusses, the Lithuanian data present a more complicated situation than Petit describes: the nominal suffix occurs in circumflex tone in some

Beside Osthoff’s Law shortening in the environment of ĻRČ…, there seems to be another shortening which took place in ĻR(#) at a later stage, as shown by gen. pl. ensing -ψ < -*uom < -*öm < PIE *-oHom; m. dat. pl. -ui < *-uoi < PIE *-öi. Since these endings are non-acute syllables, this shortening was irrelevant to Leskien’s Law.
nouns (cf. *peřkasas (3b)* ‘canal,’ *peřmatas*51 ‘a fishing device to capture burbot [fish’]), even when the corresponding verbal prefix is in acute tone (cf. *pérkasti* ‘to dig across,’ *pémesti* ‘throw over’). Kazlauskas assumes that these exemplify the cases where the semantic specialization prevented the nominal prefix from adopting the acute tone of the verbal prefix. If Kazlauskas is right, acute tone may have been first introduced not to the nominal prefix but to the verbal prefix in the case of *per-*. However, it is unclear how acute tone was introduced, and whether it was already adopted in the preposition in Proto-East-Baltic or only in Latvian. If the acute tone was already transferred to the preposition in Proto-East-Baltic, the circumflex tone of Lithuanian *peř* could reflect the operation of *métatonie douce* in monosyllables in Lithuanian. Yet, this case remains ambiguous because of the speculative nature of this argument.

4.3.1.2 Other Particles

**nū ‘now’**  Lith. *nū* has two synonyms, *nūnaĩ* and *nūn*. *nūn* is equated to Gk. νῦν by Trautmann (1920: 251), and also they are treated together in Fraenkel (1962–65: 509). However, Dunkel (2014: II, 58025) argues that the identification of Lith. *nūn* and Gk. νῦν from PIE *nū-n* is incorrect, since there is no such adverbial ending as *-n*, and the existence of Lat. *num* ‘whether’52 implies that the Greek and Latin forms should be from PIE *nuh₁-m*, which would not have given rise to Lith. *nūn*. He suggests that Lith. *nūn* is probably syncopated from *nūnaĩ*.

Therefore, *nū* should be equated to the following cognates without

---

51 The accentual paradigm of this word is unspecified in LKŽ.
52 For the semantics of Lat. *num*, Dunkel (2014: II, 57918) explains that the primary meaning ‘now’ that used to belong to older *num* was taken over by a newer and longer *nunc*, while a secondary meaning ‘whether’ is left to the older *num*, according to Kuryłowicz’s 4th law of analogy (cf. Kuryłowicz 1949: 30). The development of such secondary meaning (temporal > interrogative) may have occurred in a question expressing amazement or wonder. Lühr (1997: 340) gives a parallel case in Old High German and Latin: e.g., Otfrid III, 18, 33, *Bistū nu zi wāre furira Abrahame?* ‘(with a surprise) are you greater than Abraham?;’ Plautus, Amphitruo 753, *num tu quoque etiam insanis, quom id me interrogaš*? ‘(with a surprise) are you crazy to ask me for this?’
any adverbial ending, e.g., Latv. nū́̀2 and Ved. nū́, YAv. nū́ (< PI-Ir. *nūH) and Alb. -ni (the 2nd.pl. ending of the imperative; < PIE *nū-h1) (Dunkel 2014: II, 578), where Pal. nū́, Lat. nūper ‘recently, lately’ probably belong to. The morpheme *-h1 is reconstructed as one of many adverbial endings in Dunkel (2014: I, 21, 127ff.). Its function is modal and instrumental, which is assumed in the stative suffix *-(e)h1- (in full grade) and instrumental case ending *-(e)h1. This suffix is considered to be the cause of monosyllabic lengthening of some adverbials in Dunkel’s (id. 86) framework. On the other hand, the length of *nū́ can be assumed to be caused by Monosyllabic Lengthening (Kapović 2006: 152; Byrd 2015: 113), as it is in its environment, i.e., under stress and monosyllabic.

Both hypotheses provide PBS *nū́, which could be assigned the acute feature without MC. Therefore, the circumflex tone of Lith. nū́ and Latv. nòu appears to be a good example of MC.

vōs ‘hardly’ Lith. vōs is found beside disyllabic advōs and adva. Previous studies relate this item to OCS jed(ţ)va ‘hardly’ (Fraenkel 1962–65: 1274; Derksen 2008: 139–140; Dunkel 2009; ŠESSJa: VI, 16). Some more Slavic cognates are cited in ŠESSJa: Bulg. edvá, edvám, Ru. edvá, SCr. jèdva; Čak. jedvá. Derksen (2008) proposes *ed(ţ)vá with a final acute syllable for Proto-Slavic. In order to explain the Slavic reflexes that point to the acute tone of the last syllable in these cognates under the current discussion, Derksen (2008: 139–140) reconstructs a PBS form with a laryngeal: *edvaHs. However, any convincing evidence for the laryngeal is not provided. PS *ed(ţ)vá seems to be supported by the last syllable of Čak. jedvá, considering that the Russian

53 It is attested in Alūksne (E), Vārkava (E), and Krustpils (E) (ME II 754), and also in Kaldabruna (E), Liepna (E), Līvāni (E), Lubāna (E), Pilda (E), Skaista (E), Sunāksts (E), and Varaklāni (E) (EH II 29).

54 It is mentioned in Endzelins (1923: 478; 1951: 626) as an East Latvian form, which probably is a form more phonetically accurate, considering that Std. Latv. ū corresponds to ou in the northern area of E. Latvian. Since the falling tone and the sustained tone merge to a falling tone in East Latvian, the possibility cannot be excluded that the falling tone in East Latvian forms points to an original acute. However, since there is no substantial evidence for an original acute tone found, the problem is pending here, while the first assumption would be that the non-acute tone applies to them.
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and Čakavian forms keep the original place of the accent. On the other hand, the tone is hard to reconstruct in the final syllable. Furthermore, in the Čakaivian dialect, an acute tone can be assigned to a non-acute syllable in the word-final position. Therefore it remains unclear whether the last syllable was acute or not in Proto-Slavic.

The Baltic side has only the Lithuanian forms. Yet two of the three forms are of secondary origin: adva (Bretkūnas, Sirvydas) is a borrowing from Belorussian, and the dialectal form advōs is probably a blend of vōs and a Slavic adverb *odva (Fraenkel 1962–65: 2). There are a couple of related forms in Germanic: *-uōz, which occurs with multiplicative forms as in OIcl. tisvar, OHG zwiror ‘twice,’ and Skt. kṛt-vas ‘(multiplicative) time’ (< -*u a s). 55

On the other hand, Dunkel (2009: 49ff., 2014: 764ff.) gives a detailed etymological analysis to Sl. *ed(ə)va. He assumes that it goes back to a PIE protoform comprising three morphemes: *ed *u a-es. Since the first morpheme *ed is attested only in Slavic cognates among the related forms here, *ed was probably univerbated in Proto-Slavic. It is also found as the first component of *ed oïnom ‘that alone’ (> OCS jedinъ ‘one’), which is an anaphoric pronoun *e-d in the neuter nom.-acc. singular, attested as Hitt. -at ‘that,’ Pal. -at, CLuw. -ata, Skt. adás, adó (< adá-u) ‘that one’ (Dunkel 2014: II, 185). The second *ua- is an allomorph of *(s)u a-, which is etymologically related to Lat. suād ‘so,’ Goth. swa ‘so,’ probably the quotative particles in Anatolian, Hitt. -wa(r) and Luw. -wa, Skt. /va/ ‘as,’ as in iva ‘in the way as, to the (same) degree as,’ vaí ‘indeed (emphasizing its previous word).’ The particle *(s)u a- is reconstructed for PIE, with the meaning ‘so, as’ (Dunkel 2014: 763ff.). The third *-es is an emphatic particle, lexically meaning ‘entirely, completely, quite, etc.’ Therefore, the set of particles *ua-es as a whole means ‘just so, barely,’ which developed to ‘hardly, with difficulty,’ through a possible pejoration process, as could be observed in ‘he barely managed it’ to ‘he managed it with effort’ (Dunkel 2014: 76511).

If *ua-es is taken as the PIE form, *ua-es could have been contracted already in late PIE parallel to m. nom. pl. ending *-o-es > *-ōs,

55 For the reconstructions, see Dunkel (2014: 764). For the semantics of *-uōz occurring with multiplicatives, Schmidt (1962: 361) explains that this sort of adverb meaning ‘just, exactly’ can be easily univerbated with a multiplicative in a pleonastic way, as in ‘just twice,’ etc.
which gave the acute tone in the Balto-Slavic pronominal ending *-ai (see Jasanoff 2009: 56). Therefore, the contracted *uās is expected to be reflected with the acute tone according to the traditional theory. The circumflex tone in Lith. vōs can be a good example of MC within the framework of the traditional theory.

tē, tē (permissive particle) The Lithuanian permissive particle usually has a short vowel with a short stress accent (tē), which corresponds to Latv. te. But in some dialects (Kvedarna, Rietavas, Dusetos, Mosėdis, Salantai), it has a long vowel with the circumflex tone (tē). This dialectal form with the long vowel has been equated to Gk. τῆ ‘there,’ which always initiates an imperative in Homer, and mostly later, often in the sequence τῆ νῦν (Trautmann 1910: 449; Endzelīns 1923: 478; Būga 1958–61: I, 454; Fraenkel 1962–65: 1071; Dunkel 2014: II, 789).

The relationship between the short tē and dialectal tē has long been a topic of discussion. Hirt (1892: 29) suggests that the short tē has been shortened from *tē, which presumably goes back to the locative form *tēi. However, Streitberg (1892: 270ff.) disagrees with Hirt on the possible shortening, considering that the protoform in the locative would give rise to ti in Lithuanian after shortening; instead, the short form can be comparable to OCS te ‘and’ (also SCr. te ‘and’) and should be descended from an originally short form. This insight is also proposed by Endzelīns (1923: 478) and Fraenkel. Endzelīns refers to Persson (1893: 247) for his equation of Lith. tē and OCS te with Skt. u-tá ‘and,’ Av. uta, Gk. ἢτε ‘as, like as’ to support his assumption. Fraenkel assumes that the long form would be reflecting the instrumental form of the pronominal stem *to-, while the short form is from an originally short *te based on the same pronominal stem *to-. In more recent studies, Dunkel (2014: II, 789) agrees with the reconstruction of *te-h₁ ‘thus; hortative,’ as being of instrumental origin, adducing the following cognates: OAv., YAv. tā (hortative), Gk. τῆ (hortative), as well as, Goth. þe ‘um so,’ and OPrū. tū ‘thus, therefore’ with a slightly dif-

56 Gk. αὕτε ‘again’ can be added here as well for its apophonic relation to Skt. utá (*h₂ēu-te ∼ h₂u-té ‘in addition, and,’ cf. Dunkel 2014: II, 337).

57 OPrū. tūt is analyzed as consisting of two parts: tū and -t (Trautmann 1910: 449, adopted by Mažiulis 1993–97: IV, 195). The first part tū is equated to the remaining cognates mentioned above, while the second part is equated to Slavic *-to continued by Cze. tak ‘so,’ takto ‘thusly.’
ferent modal sense. Yet, the short form is not discussed in detail, seeming-
ingly assumed to have been shortened from the long form possibly in
the proclitic position.

Thus, it has not been agreed on whether short te is shortened from
long *tē or not. It is quite possible, on the one hand, for the long form tē
to be shortened in the proclitic position, considering its proclitic usage
as a permissive prefix (tedirba or OLith. tedirbiē ‘let him/her work’).
Yet, if we look into the usages of the particles in Lithuanian, it seems
that Streitberg, Endzelins, and Fraenkel are correct in assuming that
tē and tē descend from different protoforms. In what follows, I will
provide a solution from a different point of view on this problem.

LKŽ provides the primary usage of Lith. tē, which is equated to
Latv. te in the locative sense, the same as teñ ‘there,’ as in tē užau-
gau i už vyro tē išėjau ‘I grew up there and I got married to a man
there;’ nei čia, nei te ‘neither here nor there;’ kur padėsi, tē bus gerei
‘where you’ll help, there it’ll be ok.’ As a variant form, tē is attested
in some dialects (Šakiai, Druski-ninkai, Seinai [in Suvalkai province],
and Šakyna [in Šiauliai province], etc.); tē can be best interpreted as
being shortened from a locative adverb tē (< ten), which is etymologi-

cally analyzed as an ablauting accusative form *te-m in Schmidt (1962:
97), an illative form in Forssman (2003: 152), or a shortened form of
OLith. tenai ‘exactly there’ (< te ‘there’ + -nai 58) in Ostrowski (2011:
79). This primary function as place deixis of the original ten seems to
be combined with the imperative mood 59 highlighting the deictic sense
of the propositional meaning, as seen in the following two examples
taken from LKŽ:

(50) a. Tē savo knygą, pasiimk.
   ‘pick up your book there;’

   b. Tē, imk sau šitą kvietką.
   ‘there’ ‘take’ impr.2sg. refl.pron.dat. ‘this’ acc.sg. ‘flower’ acc.sg.

58 The morpheme -nai is a more recent variant form of an emphatic particle
-ai (> *eh2 ih1; Dunkel 2014: II, 58025, also 38222), which is also called a
focus particle in Nau and Ostrowski (2010: 22).

59 The imperative mood itself can possess a deictic nature in that there is
a covert second person subject, a deictic reference, in imperatives (Levinson
‘here you go, take this flower with you.’

In (50a), the place deixis tē (std. ten ‘there’) may just have its original meaning ‘there,’ indicating the location of the book to be taken. It can be only observed that the place deixis goes in concert with the deictic sense of the propositional meaning ‘(you) take your book there.’ In (50b), on the other hand, because of šita kvietka ‘this flower,’ tē can no longer be taken as a mere place deixis. Rather, tē has a pragmatic effect of prompting the addressee to take the flower (cf. English here you go), highlighting the deictic sense included in the 2nd person imperative imk (šita kviektq). This function of highlighting the imperatives may serve as a linkage to its usage in the permissive sense of tegu, tegul, testā, testáu ‘let,’ as in te Dievas mane nubaudžia, jeigu aš meluoju ‘let God punish me, if I tell a lie,’ which is the same as the permissive prefix te- in meaning (examples are taken from LKŽ online). In fact, the historical connection between the particle tē and the permissive formation is implied in Zinkevičius (1984–95: vol. II, 235). This implication can be supported by some attestations of te being used as a permissive particle, juxtaposed to its “host” verbs, as well as already univerbated to the host verbs in Daukša, e.g., te aug ‘grow,’ ţedâd ‘give,’ të giwen ‘live,’ tê láuk ‘wait,’ etc. (Kazlauskas 1968: 373ff.). As cited here, the spelling tê is also found and tê láuk may indicate that the enclitic particle did not bear an accent. It can be seen that the place deixis ten was grammaticalized to a particle te with a function of prompting the addressee to perform what is indicated by the verbal phrases.

On the other hand, tē is usually used as a hortative particle in a sense, as in English ‘here you go, please,’ e.g., Tēvai, tē, išgerk ‘father, here you go/please drink;’ Tē, rink bul[v]es ‘here you go, collect the potatoes.’ Whereas its meaning is very similar to the permissive particle te, there is a difference in their grammatical usages in addition to their origins — te occurs typically with a finite verb form (optative [OLith.], indicative present, future, imperative), while tē can form an independent phrase by itself, sometimes occurring without a verb belonging to the same constituent: e.g.,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Tē tē,} & \quad \text{meldžamoji,} \quad \text{atiduodu,} \quad \text{tik} \quad \text{nežlembk!} \\
& \quad \text{voc. sg. f.} \quad \text{pres. ind. 1sg.} \quad \text{impr. 2sg.}
\end{align*}
\]
‘Here you go (take it), my dear, I give it away (to you), just don’t gorge it.’

This is obviously reflected by the fact that ṭē keeps its status as a free morpheme, while te has possibly developed to a permissive prefix. In this way, the meaning and the usage of these two words are quite different primarily, and they can be similar only when ṭē is used in the sense of tegu.

Thus, I conclude that ṭē and ṭē are different lexical items also in the historical sense, with ṭē descended from the old instrumental form *teh₁{}\[60\] and ṭē from a locative adverb ten ‘there,’ while Slavic forms can be derived from an originally short form, as Streitberg (1892), Persson (1893), and their followers assume. It is generally agreed that the sequence *VH\[σ\] in *teh₁ produces the acute tone, therefore, the circumflex tone of the particle should be understood as the result of MC. Unfortunately, there is no direct reflex of this form in Latvian, and it is impossible to examine the Latvian accentuation for this case.

nē ‘not even’ The Lithuanian emphatic negation particle nē is attested with the circumflex tone always, even in compounded forms, e.g., nēkas ‘no one.’ There is a short unemphatic form ne, which, as well as Latv. ne and OCS ne, can simply be derived from PIE *né ‘not’ (Dunkel 2014: II, 534).

On the other hand, there are particles cognate to Lith. nē with the long vowel, e.g., OIr. ní ‘is not,’ Wels. ny, Goth. ne, OE nē, OCS ně (a question particle), Latv. nē (< PBS *nē). Dunkel (2014: II, 536) reconstructs *né eh₁ ‘not at all (emphatic negation)’ as consisting of a plain negation particle *né and an asseveration and word-emphatic particle *eh₁/#oh₁. On the other hand, Kapović (2006: 152) assumes a monosyllabic lengthening for PIE *né to give rise to a long variant *nē. A PBS form *né with a long vowel can be assumed according to both hypotheses. Therefore Lithuanian circumflex tone seems to support the existence of MC, while Latvian form seems contradictory.

Endzelīns (1913–14: 105) also discusses the aberrant tonal correspondence of this word, for Lithuanian circumflex tone regularly corresponds to the Latvian falling tone, not the broken tone. He notes an

60 Nonetheless, we could see their historical connection in that both of them are formed to a PIE pronominal stem *to-, which is not the topic of interest here.
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interesting fact in that the particle has the broken tone even in certain East Latvian dialects where the broken tone of the standard Latvian is supposed to correspond to the sustained tone. He continues arguing that this fact indicates that the tone is not a phonological outcome, but probably a result of an emotional process, that is, the precise negation pronounced with a strong passage break. He quotes a couple of parallels from Slavic and Iranian for its support.

Although this hypothesis of his is hard to refute or examine, this is the only possible explanation for the broken tone of nê so far. Nonetheless, it is important that the tone of nê does not show a phonological correspondence even within Latvian dialects, as pointed out by him. That at least means that the broken tone of this form should not better be taken as phonological.

vaì ‘woe’ This item is an interjection, with the circumflex variant found in Žemaitian dialects and the acute variant found in West Lithuanian (e.g., Jieznas in Dzükija and Vertimai in South Žem.), cf. Trautmann (1923: 338). Its Latvian comparanda is vaï ‘woe.’ Their cognates given in Trautmann (1923: 338) are SCR. vâj ‘woe!,’ Goth. wai, Lat. vae, OAv. voya- m. ‘woe,’ Skt. uvé ‘I see on myself,’ OAv. avoi, vayoi ‘auch!’ Walde-Hoffmann further mentions Gk. óá, oûá, oûû ‘auch.’ Gk. oûôû ‘woe’ can be added from Beekes and van Beek (2009).

Mayrhofer (1986–96: I, 233) discusses the difficulty of relating Skt. uvé to Hitt. a-û ‘see!,’ which is based on a verbal root *h₁eû-, because he assumes that *h₁eû- should give rise to Skt. ávati ‘promote, encourage’ and its meaning does not fit ‘to see.’ For this matter, LIV (243) sets up two different roots, *h₁eû- ‘to see’ and *h₁eûH- ‘to encourage,’ and assumes the first one gave rise to Skt. uvé (< *h₁(u)u-é-). If this etymology provided by LIV is employed, the starting point would be the verbal root *h₁eû- ‘to see,’ and all the descended interjections are the so-called derived interjections from the original meaning ‘see!’ Although it is difficult to deny another possibility: that they are the primary interjections and the form can be formed just phonetically (not based on any verbal root), let us now move on to the reconstruction of the phonological shape of their parent form.

Gk. oûôû, óá indicate that the root probably took an o-grade with a possible lengthening, followed by a vowel *-a(i)-, which could be called a suffix or an extension, although this interjection does not seem
to follow the usual morphological structure of a lexical word. Balto-
Slavic and Germanic forms lacks the first syllable, though, which may
mean that they had a zero-grade root like *h₁u-(V). OAv. avōi, vayōi
imply that the “suffix” could be lengthened. Balto-Slavic and Germanic
forms seem to share the lengthened “suffix,” probably descended from
something like *h₁u-āī. Therefore, the possible parent form for this in-
terjection may have looked like *h₁ōu-ai/*h₁y-āī, although the origin of
this suffix-like element is unclear. If the Sanskrit form should be corre-
sponding to the Greek forms, then, its parent form could be *h₁(u)y-āi.
We could argue that *h₁y-āī gave rise to an acute *vai in PBS, which
was later de-acuted by MC. However, this reconstruction of the interjec-
tion remains highly speculative partially due to the nature of its part of
speech; therefore, there will be no further attempts to explain this item
here.

4.3.2 Baltic Particles

laī (optative particle) The particle laī is a Žamaitian counterpart of
the std. Lithuanian permissive particle te- (see above). According to
Fraenkel (1952–1965: 329), Lith. laī is from the 3rd person opta-
tive form of léisti (dial. láisti) ‘let.’ Latv. laī, the equivalent form of
Lith. laī, is found with the accentuation opposite to the Lithuanian tone
in ME (II, 400). Fraenkel and ME also note that Latv. laī is from laid at-
tested in old texts, the shortened imperative form of laīst ‘let.’ Fraenkel
further mentions that lói (< pre-Lith. *lái) is attested in Kupiškis, an
East Aukštaitian dialect. Since circumflex pronominal forms are not
found in East Aukštaitian dialects (cf. §4.4), lói is likely to point to
pre-metatonical accentuation, as is Latvian laī. However, another argu-
ment is possible. Etymologically speaking, the Lithuanian old impera-
tive (k-less imperative) and the Latvian imperative descend from an
Indo-European optative with the suffix *-ōj₁/ih₁- (thematic; cf. athe-
matic *-iēh₁/ih₁-). The ending is reflected as Lith. -iē / -y; for ā-verbs,
-ai; e.g., dirbiē ‘work,’ sākai ‘say,’ etc. The old imperative forms in
Lithuanian have their own distribution of tone. According to Zinke-
vičius (1984–1995: II, 221), optative forms in -i can be either root-
 or ending-accented (téssi [with the permissive particle te] ‘be’ (DP 552),
dial. stóvy ‘stand;’ dial. tylū ‘be quiet,’ dirbiē ‘work’), while ā-stem
forms (ending in -ai) are always root-accented (dial. rāšai ‘write’). This
distribution is quite clear in *Daukšos Postilė*. Therefore, the preform of *lai* could be *laidiē*, which could have given rise to *lai* through the retraction of the tone that used to be on the ending. However, considering that the Latv. *lai* has also lost its ending, the loss of ending in this form can be their shared innovation. Even if the ictus retraction rule mentioned in footnote applied already in PB, it would have given rise to a rising tone, which was still interpreted as an acute tone. The acute tone of the E. Aukštaitian form supports this assumption. However, this would have given rise to a sustained tone in Latvian, which still speaks against the broken tone in *lai*. This may mean that syncope of an accented ending caused the ictus retraction rule only in Lithuanian, and in Proto-East Baltic, the retracted accent due to a syncope caused the newly accented syllable to surface the nature of its own syllable nucleus, i.e., acute or non-acute.

On the other hand, outside of East Baltic, no direct cognate of the particle is found. The Old Prussian conditional morpheme -lai is a suffix rather than a particle, and Endzelīns (1944: 188ff.) assumes that it may be a suffix -le enlarged with the vocalism -ai, analogical from the 3rd person optative form in -ai. In Stang (1966: 443), -le is considered to be found in OLith. esle ‘be, be so’ and dialectal imperative forms, such as eikel’ and dúokel’ (Šiauliai), bearing the meaning ‘be so, be as such (Lith. ‘tesie taipo’).’ The suffix can be further traced back to PIE particle *le, *li ‘there, then (far deictic particle)’ (Dunkel 2014: II, 485ff.), which is reflected in Gk. λα- ‘very, too much,’ Hitt. dāla ‘let it be.’ Therefore, the OPru. -lai should be regarded as etymologically irrelevant to Lith. *lai* and Latv. *lai*. Thus, Lith. *lai* and Latv. *lai* can be historically traced only as far back as Proto East-Baltic. Consequently, the circumflex tone of std. Lith. *lai* cannot be attributed to the Monosyllabic Circumflexion that was in operation in PBS, but must be an inner-Lithuanian phenomenon. This view is also supported by the acute *lói* in E. Aukštaitian, for this form suggests that the metatony that affected *lai* happened after the divergence of the Lithuanian dialects.

The circumflex tone results from the retraction of the ictus on the recently lost ending, cf. *dienōj < dienojè ‘during the day,’ galvōn < galvonà ‘into a head,’ etc. (Stang 1966b: 167).

The shift of ictus, or the switch of rising and falling tones, took place in the prehistory of Lithuanian, cf. §2.3.3.
dėl  According to Fraenkel (1962–1965: 86ff.), the Lithuanian form has the older and fuller forms dėla, dėliai, dėlei, dėlig. ME (I, 463) note that Latv. dēl corresponds to Lith. dėl and dėliai.

Both of the two dictionaries connect the Lithuanian and Latvian forms with OCS/ORuss. dēlja ‘regarding, concerning’ and Sl. *dělo (a) neut. ‘work, deed,’ which are ultimately derived from a PIE root *dʰeh₁ - ‘to put.’ As the root etymology and the acute accentuation of SCr. djēlo ‘deed, act’ (< Sl. *dělo; ĖSSJa: V, 7ff.) show, the expected accentuation for the particle is the acute. Therefore, the acute tone of Latv. dēl corresponds to the immobile acute accentuation of Sl. *dělo (a), while Lith. dėl exhibits a mysterious circumflex tone.

Considering that two of the Lithuanian disyllabic “older and fuller” forms, dėliai and dėlei[63] are found with the circumflex tone, the circumflex tone of the relevant Lithuanian forms including the monosyllabic dėl cannot be attributed either to Balto-Slavic MC or to a métatonie douce in the final syllables/monosyllables as related to Leskien’s Law. I would rather suggest that dėliai may have undergone the métatonie douce, which is triggered by the accented suffix *-ijo-.[64] dėliai seems to be an adverbial form of a derivative with the suffix *-ijo- of the old neuter *dēla(n) (cf. Sl. *dělo).[65]

The métatonie douce caused by the suffix *-ijo- can be traced back to a Proto-Baltic stage, but there are some cases where Lithuanian forms alone underwent its operation (e.g., Lith. lōpis (2) ‘patch’ ~ Latv. lāpis ‘mulch (to cover hotbeds with)’ [cf. Lith. lōpyti ‘patch,’ Latv. lāpīt ‘id.’]; Lith. sēdis ‘session’ ~ Latv. sēde ‘id.’ [cf. Lith. sėsti ‘sit down,’ Latv. sēst ‘id.’]; koršys (4) ‘honeycomb’ ~ Latv. kāre [cf. Lith. kārti ‘hang,’ Latv. kārt ‘id.’]). The possible derivative of *dēla(n) may be one of such cases.

63 dėleai has the circumflex tone according to LKŽ.

64 Métatonie douce caused by the accented suffix containing *-iů- is discussed in Stang (1966b: 160).

65 As Forssman (2003: 119ff.) states that the adverbial ending -(i)ai has started to be attached to more parts of speech than only adjectives (e.g., dovanaĩ ‘in vain’ from dovana (3rd/1) ‘gift,’ visaĩ ‘at all’ from visas ‘all (pron.)’), dėliai could be derived directly from the noun *dēla n. The adverbial suffix -iai seems to also cause métatonie douce, e.g., drūčiai ‘thickly’ to drūtas (3) ‘thick.’
Deadjectival particles as endingless forms In Forssman (2003: 219ff.), a group of adverbs/particles that are derived from adjectives by the loss of their endings are discussed. Phonological and semantic aspects are pointed out there. In Latvian, the loss of ending exhibits a phonological regularity: the adverbial ending -i is in all cases lost after the segments -n, -m, -t, -l, and -z, e.g., pērni ‘last year’ ([pērni] still in Adolphi, also pērmai in Lithuanian), līdz ‘with’ (beside līdzi, Lith. līgiai). Also, there is usually a semantic difference between the endingless adverb and the forms with an ending, e.g., Lith. sēn ‘old’ ~ senai ‘long time ago’ (sēnas ‘old’); vēik ‘soon’ ~ vēikiai ‘quickly’ (veikūs (3) ‘fast’).

The following two items taken up in this paragraph are to be mentioned in particular since they are cited as examples of metatony in Büga (1923/24). One of them looks like a good example of MC in Lithuanian, but the source of métatonie douce is different for the other, which makes it difficult to establish a general tendency for them.

vēl ‘again’ There are dialectal forms both in Lithuanian and Latvian. The East Lithuanian forms vēl’ and vēl, and the East Latvian form viēl are mentioned in Büga (1923/24: 95ff.). He suggests that Lith. vēl and ELith. vēl’ originate from *vēlì, and vēl (Šakiai, Suvalkai), vēl’ei and vēleik from *vēli(a). On the other hand, Latv. vēl (dial. viēl) should be from Baltic *vēli (with accent on -i66), where the final adverbial ending *-i was lost later, as the narrow root vowel ē implies (see also Endzelins (1923: 465)).

If the final *-i was lost in *vēli(a) before Leskien’s Law, it would have been shortened to Xvēl. This means that the loss of the final -i must have been recent, after Leskien’s Law. Thus, the relevant acute forms above can be the same case as OLith. f. pl. dat. tómus > tóms (20 p. 71).

On the other hand, the circumflex tone in the standard form and East Lithuanian forms needs more analysis. Beside Büga’s and Endzelīns’ view that Lith. vēl should be from *vēlì, Forssman (2003: 221) assumes that it is one of the deadjectival particles, descended from an adjective stem *vēlu- which is attested as adjectives, Lith. vēlūs (4) ‘late’ and Latv. vēls ‘id.’ The non-acute root of the Lithuanian adjective is explained with métatonie douce, which affected Lithuanian u-stem adjec-

66 It can be inferred that the form meant by him is probably *vēlì (with the acute root and accented ending).
Therefore the original tone of the root should be considered to be acute. The Latvian and Lithuanian dialectal forms is to be understood as showing the original acute tone, and the circumflex tone in the Lithuanian form is secondary. The source of the acute tone can be found in its ancestral form. The adverbs are related by Dukel (2014: II, 488) with *gē ‘or’ + *le ‘there’ reflected by Lat. vel ‘or.’ Based on this formation, only Baltic forms reflect the long root. Alternatively, they are connected to a PIE root *yel- ‘to turn, wander’ by Persson (1912: 542) and Fraenkel (1962–1965: 1217). Persson cites a few possible cognates with the long root, e.g., Arm. gil ‘throwing stone (Wurfstein),’ Skt. multiplicative vāra- as in eka-vāram ‘once.’ It is unclear whether these forms surely point to a PIE *yel-, lacking further evidence especially in Slavic, but East Baltic forms at least point at PEB *vēlu- as an adjective stem, and *vēlī(a) as an adverb.

The Latvian broken tone seems to point to a retracted tone to the root, which makes the reconstruction *vēlī(a) more plausible. One possible explanation of the Lithuanian circumflex tone is that this form underwent a late MC after the loss of the adverbial ending, which must have taken place after Leskien’s Law (see above). Its acute variants found in Latvian, Lithuanian dialectal forms, and disyllabic forms can be regarded as the forms that have not undergone Lithuanian MC, or were not in the environment of MC by virtue being polysyllabic. Thus, this form is not a good example of MC in PBS, but may imply the existence of a late MC in Lithuanian.

**daug** ‘a lot of’ Latv. daudz ‘a lot (of),’ corresponding to Lith. daug ‘a lot (of)’ (cf. Lith. dàuginti ‘to multiply’), seems to be a good example of the effect of Monosyllabic Circumflexion at first glance. However, since the suffix -inti is known to be metatonical (e.g., sveikas ‘healthy’ ~ svéikinti ‘to greet’ de Saussure 1894: 495; Derksen 1996: 325ff.), the acute tone of dàuginti may be secondary. Furthermore, *vēlu- ‘to roll, turn’ as an anıf root. If Latv. vēls (~ Lith. *vēlūs (3)) is really derived from this root, the root of Latv. vēls may be a piece of evidence for a PIE plain long vowel reflected with the acute tone in Balto-Slavic.

67 Métatonie douce among u-stem adjectives is observed in the relatively recent history of Lithuanian: e.g., saldūs (3) ‘sweet’ [Daukša’s Postilé (1599)] → saldūs (4), cf. Latv. salds (Stang 1966b: 160).

68 The reconstruction of this root in LIV (675) is 2. *yel- (cf. Lat. uoluō ‘to roll, turn’) as an anıf root. If Latv. vēls (~ Lith. *vēlūs (3)) is really derived from this root, the root of Latv. vēls may be a piece of evidence for a PIE plain long vowel reflected with the acute tone in Balto-Slavic.
Stang (1966b: 260) points out that these forms are from daūgi, which is a nom.-acc. sg. neuter of an i-stem *daugis ‘many, much’ (adj.), whose substantive form daūgis (AP2; also an i-stem) is found in Mod. Lithuanian. Therefore, I assume that Derksen (1996: 326) is right in considering that this word can be originally non-acute. But the problem is that the Latvian acute tone remains unexplained, and it is hard to identify the source of this Latvian acute tone.

4.3.3 Analysis

Old particles often show the circumflex tone not only in Lithuanian but also in Latvian (Lith. nū ∼ ELatv. nū, nòu; Lith. nuò ∼ Latv. nùo), if a Latvian cognate is available. These forms support the relative chronology in (48) on p. 132.

Yet at least laūi and vēl support the existence of the Lithuanian layer of MC. MC in PBS could not have operated on the Baltic particles, but they still have a reflex with circumflex tone in Lithuanian, and with acute tone in some Lithuanian dialects and Latvian. The Lithuanian circumflex tone of the two Lithuanian forms exemplifies a clear case where the Lithuanian forms underwent a late MC after the divergence of Lithuanian and Latvian, or even after that of Lithuanian dialects. This may indicate another MC in Lithuanian, which Kortlandt (2014: 217) considers to have spread over W. Aukštaitian dialects (and not in E. Aukštaitian).

Thus, there seem to have been two “Monosyllabic Circumflexion”-like phenomena from PBS to Lithuanian, as already pointed out by Kortlandt (2014: 217). The first one is the MC evidenced by the circumflex tone in Lithuanian 3rd person future forms (§4.1) and the reflexes of root nouns (§4.2), and the other is an “inner-Lithuanian phenomenon” suggested by laūi and vēl. One might be tempted to find a correlation between the second Lithuanian MC and the operation of Leskien’s Law, as Petit (2002) does. He assumes that a circumflexion occurred in monosyllables and final syllables with acute diphthongs when Leskien’s Law was in operation. The acute diphthongs in word-final position and in monosyllables turned to circumflex as seen in 1sg. pret sukaū ‘I turned’ and gāūs ‘will gain,’ while the original acute tone is preserved in the Žemaitian form (sokau) or polysyllabic form (gāuti). Petit thinks that this metatony is the result of Leskien’s Law, as he assumes that acute
diphthongs were still long diphthongs in pre-Lithuanian, and became circumflex when they were shortened by Leskien’s Law in word-final position and in monosyllables.

However, vēl (\(<*\text{vēli}(a)\)) suggests that the Lithuanian MC probably took place after Leskien’s Law and the subsequent loss of \(*-i(a)\). This may indicate that the second MC can be seen as a part of the spread of MC forms in W. Aukštaitian dialects (see §4.1.4.7, §4.4.1.5).

4.3.4 Summary

The following relative chronology of MC was established in §4.2 based on the root nouns.

relative chronology II:

\[
\{ \begin{align*}
*D > \ast T/\ \# & \rightarrow \text{Winter’s Law} \\
\text{Hirt’s Law, } \ast R > iR & \rightarrow \ast VH]_{\text{σ}} > \ast \bar{V}]_{\text{σ}}
\end{align*} \}
\rightarrow \text{acute assignment, } i\text{-apocope } \rightarrow \text{MC } \rightarrow \text{generalization of } i\text{-stem to root nouns } \rightarrow \text{Osthoff’s Law } \rightarrow \ast o > \ast a.
\]

\[= 48\]

However, there are two particles with the circumflex tone, laï/Latv. laž and vēl/Latv. vēl, which could not have been affected by MC in (48). Moreover, laï has an acute variant in East Lithuanian. This may suggest a newer chronological layer of MC. Contrastively, a few old particles (nū, nuō, tē, nē) have circumflex tone, which supports the assumption of MC and its relative chronology.
4.4 Pronominal Forms

This section will cover the pronominal forms that exemplify MC. Three subsections below will discuss “non-participant” pronouns (i.e., 3rd person and demonstrative pronouns), “participant” pronouns (i.e., 1st and 2nd person pronouns), and a numeral, respectively.

There are a couple of reasons to distinguish “non-participant” and “participant” pronouns. Semantically, participant pronouns are the 1st and 2nd persons, which are the speaker(s) and hearer(s) of a given discourse, while the 3rd person is always situated outside of a given discourse in that it is neither a speaker nor a hearer. As related to that fact, the 3rd person pronouns are essentially the demonstratives (also Katz 1998: 18); therefore they have gender distinctions, and they are in general plausibly reconstructible for PIE.

On the other hand, participant pronouns lack gender distinction, and most of them are highly suppletive. Therefore, in many cases, the oblique forms have different stems from their nominative stems. Hence, their paradigms have different natures from those of non-participant pronouns, requiring different approaches and treatments.

4.4.1 Demonstrative Pronouns and 3rd Person Pronouns

In this section the non-participant pronouns will be treated, i.e., ana-phoric jìs/jà, demonstrative tàs/tà ‘that’ and šìs/šì ‘this.’ Out of their inflectional forms, only those will be treated which are monosyllabic, having the ancient plain long vowels. The relevant forms are highlighted with bold face in the following paradigms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>jìs</td>
<td>jì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>jō</td>
<td>jōs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>jàm</td>
<td>jài (jaî)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>jī</td>
<td>jā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>juō</td>
<td>jà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>jamè</td>
<td>jojè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.13: jis, jì ‘he/she/it’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular m.</th>
<th>Singular f.</th>
<th>Plural m.</th>
<th>Plural f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>tás</td>
<td>tà</td>
<td>tiē</td>
<td>tōs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>tō</td>
<td>tōs</td>
<td>tū</td>
<td>tū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>tám (taī)</td>
<td>tōm (tōm)</td>
<td>tīems</td>
<td>tōms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>tā</td>
<td>tā</td>
<td>tuōs</td>
<td>tās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>tuō</td>
<td>tā</td>
<td>tāis</td>
<td>tomis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>tamè</td>
<td>tojè</td>
<td>tuosē</td>
<td>tosè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>tañ (tàna)</td>
<td>tōn (tōna)</td>
<td>tūosna</td>
<td>tōsna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.14: tās, tà ‘that’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular m.</th>
<th>Singular f.</th>
<th>Plural m.</th>
<th>Plural f.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>šīs</td>
<td>šī</td>
<td>šiē</td>
<td>šiōs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>šiō</td>
<td>šiōs</td>
<td>šīū</td>
<td>šīū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>šiám (šiaī)</td>
<td>šiái (šiaī)</td>
<td>šiems</td>
<td>šiōms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>šjě</td>
<td>šjē</td>
<td>šiuōs</td>
<td>šiās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>šiuō</td>
<td>šià</td>
<td>šiaīs</td>
<td>šiomīs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>šiamè</td>
<td>šiojè</td>
<td>šiuosē</td>
<td>šiosē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>šiañ (šiāna)</td>
<td>tōn (tōna)</td>
<td>tūosna</td>
<td>šiōsna</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.15: šīs, šī ‘this’

Noticeably, a few forms are excluded based on historical assumptions. The gen. sg. m. ending -ō is generally assumed to be from a PIE ablative ending, which can be further traced back to a sequence with a laryngeal hiatus *-oh₂ed (Jasanoff 2002: 36), as implied by Skt. -āat (Arnold 1905: 99ff.). The ending of the gen. sg. f. tōs is well established as being derived from the same ending of the *eh₂-stems, *-eh₂-es with a laryngeal hiatus. Also for the nom. pl. f. -ōs, *-eh₂-es with a hiatus can be reconstructed. As for the genitive plural ending -ū, the opinions vary. Kortlandt (1978a: 281ff.) assumes that it is descended from
*-om, assuming a sound change *-om > PBS *-um, while Jasanoff (2002: id.) considers a preform *-oHom reconstructed with a laryngeal hiatus based on the disyllabic scansion in Ved. -aam (Arnold 1905: 92), and Kümmel (2013) reconstructs *-e/oh₁om or *-oh₂om based on a close survey in Indo-Iranian. According to either assumption, the circumflex tone is expected to be the regular outcome. However, Lith. acc. sg. m. -ą ( < PIE *-om) of the o-stem does not support Kortlandt’s sound change. A phonological development PIE *-oHom > PBS *-ön > pre-Lith. *-uon > *-un > Lith. ę (Stang 1966b: 184) seems more attractive. The dat. sg. m. ending -ām is not treated either, since the ending is from the older -amui. Likewise, dat. sg. f. -āį is not treated because the acute tone is secondarily introduced from the corresponding new masculine ending -ām (Zinkevičius 1966: 314). The older circumflex tone which is etymologically expected as well (cf. Latv. ķāi, Gk. τῆ < *teh₂-eį) is attested in the Eastern Lithuanian area up to the line of Marijampolė – Žasliai – Ankščiai – Panemunėlis.

In what follows, the dialectal forms and etymologically related forms of each inflectional form or ending will be first treated. Since the usage of įs/į and šis/ši is geographically more limited than įs/tà, the inflectional form of įs/tà will often represent the inflectional forms of the other two as was also done in Rosinas (1995). The anaphoric pronoun įs/į is not used in many Žemaitian dialects and some E. Aukštaitian dialects. Instead, anas/ana is used there (Zinkevičius 1978: 103). Also, šis/ši is disappearing in E. Aukštaitia (Zinkevičius 1966: 318). The dialectal forms can be summarized as follows based on the data available in Zinkevičius (1966), Rosinas (1995), and Kurschat (1876). Following that, two suggestions will be presented.

4.4.1.1 Dialectal and Comparative Data

**Instr. sg. fem. -à** As in Rosinas (1995), the inflectional forms of įs/tà represent the ending of other pronominal stems in the instr. sg. f. (jà, šià) in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tā (tò [N])</td>
<td>W. Aukšt. S. Aukšt. E. Aukšt.</td>
<td>tā/tāj tāj tā (tū', tū')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tā/tāj</td>
<td>tāj tā (tū', tū')</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
W. Aukšt. tą, táj are found in Liubavas, Vilkaviškis, etc. In E. Aukšt., tą type forms are found around Kupiškis and its neighbors. Prussian Lithuanian has both tą and tá. Elsewhere, tá or táj is used. The pronunciation of tą is tú, tú, spread northeasternward, which indicates a protoform *tán. The pronunciation of táj, which spread southeasternward, is túi, or in Žasliai tái (Zinkevičius 1966: 311). In Pašvitiniais tái is also found. Those forms with -j or -i are most likely from the definite form tája (cf. šiaja). The Latvian form is tuō with the acute tone, agreeing with the Lithuanian dialectal form tú, pointing to Proto-East-Baltic *tán. Thus, there is no evidence for the circumflex tone in Baltic. The final nasal segment in the ending found also in OCS toją is peculiar in Balto-Slavic (Stang 1966b: 199), which may be from *-mi, the instr. sg. ending of the consonantal, i-, and u-stems (Vaillant 1958: 82; 373–374). Therefore, PBS *tajān can be reconstructed.

Outside of Balto-Slavic, Skt. táyā can be adduced. Wackernagel and Debrunner (1896 1964: 115–119, 504) discusses -áyā as a pronominal ending in instr. sg. f., while -ā (< -eh2(a)h1 with modern notation) is a substantive ending. Based on this, PIE *tojah2(a)h1 (*jojah2(a)h1, *kjojah2(a)h1) can be reconstructed. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that PBS *tajān was not in the environment of MC when MC was active in PBS. In Proto-Baltic, it was reduced to *tán, whose acute tone is preserved in the daughter languages.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PIE} & \quad *\text{tojah}_2(\text{a})h_1 \\
\text{PBS} & \quad *\text{tajā} \\
& \quad *\text{tajā} + -\text{mi} \rightarrow *\text{tajāmi} \rightarrow *\text{tajān} \\
\text{MC} & \quad \text{[vacuous operation]} \\
\text{PB} & \quad *\text{tán}
\end{align*}
\]

In this way, it can be explained why there is no evidence for the circumflex tone in this ending in Balto-Slavic.

70 The diacritic mark (') is a sign used in Lithuanian dialectology. It denotes “transversal tone (Lith. kirstinė priegaidė),” which is a variant of the rising tone widely found in the E. Aukštaitian dialects in the shortened endings of inflectional words, e.g., g’erklā (std. gerklė (3/4)) ‘throat,’ kat’ė (std. katė (4/2)) ‘cat’ (Zinkevičius 1966: 36ff.).
Nom. sg. f. tà  The dialectal data are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tà</td>
<td>tój</td>
<td>tà, tój?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Zinkevičius (1966: 311) suggests that the form tój is possibly from a definite pronominal form tóji or *tója. The loss of the final vowel must have occurred after Leskien’s Law. This must be the case with the long acute E. Aukšt. tó as well. In contrast, tà in all other dialects is a reflex of a non-definite form, with the shortening by Leskien’s Law. Therefore, a pre-Lith. *tà can be reconstructed. However, it is unclear whether the long acute vowel was inherited from the protolanguage as such, or it was restored through the definite ending.

The cognates from other IE languages are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nom. sg. f.</th>
<th>nom. sg. m.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skt.</td>
<td>sā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gk.</td>
<td>ḷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goth.</td>
<td>sō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS</td>
<td>ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latv.</td>
<td>tā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>*seh₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nom. sg. m.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tβ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*so</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paradigm was suppletive in PIE: *so/ā- for the animate nominative singular and *to/ā- for the remaining. Only in the Balto-Slavic languages, the animate nominative singular stem is replaced with the stem in *t-. As Kortlandt (1982: 4–5) (cf. Majer 2011: 35621, 357) points out, this is likely to be a late innovation independent in each Baltic and Slavic language. Considering the existence of MC shown in the previous sections, fem. nom. sg. *sā (< *seh₂) can be expected, and was later replaced in Proto-Baltic with *t- from other case forms. In such a process, the ending *-ā could have been analogically taken from the nominal or adjective ending. This may possibly explain the aberrant fact that there is no piece of evidence for a circumflex tone regarding this form. Another possibility is shown on p. 179.

71 E. Aukšt. tà is found in West Panevėžiškiai, and tó/tój elsewhere.
Nom. sg. fem. -ì This paragraph covers the nom. sg. f. jì, šì.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jì, šì</td>
<td>jój, šiój</td>
<td>jý, šý,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Žem. dialects, another pronominal stem anas, ana is used for the 3rd person pronoun. No particular remarks on the pronoun šis, šì in Žem. dialects are found (in Zinkevičius 1966, 1978; Rosinas 1995); therefore it is left out of consideration. But for the 3rd person pronoun jì, beside the usual form, Prussian Lithuanian uses various definite forms jina˜ı, jij, jýja, jìji, jój, jýji. Zinkevičius (1966: 311) observes that there are two types of nom. sg. fem. forms, the jý/šý type and the jó/jój type. The jý/šý type also goes back to the definite forms jýji, šýji (Zinkevičius 1966: id.).

For its Indo-European etymology, it is usually assumed to have the same ending as the *ih₂-stem in the feminine, and reconstructed as *-ih₂, with some support from Aeol. irmware ‘a, one’ < *ih₂ (Dunkel 2014: vol. II, 366) for jì; Hitt. kiniš (sg. neut.), OCS ši (nom.-acc. pl. neut) [collective stem], OCS ši (sg.nom. f.; id., 407) for šì. Therefore, jì and šì should descend from a monosyllabic form with a long vowel, and it is again aberrant that there is no indication of the operation of MC.

Acc. pl. f. -às This paragraph covers the accusative plural feminine ending in jàs, šiàs, and tás. The dialectal variants of tás represents those of the others stems.

|------|--------|-------------|
| Žem./S. & E. Aukšt. tás points to pre-Lith. *tās with support from the illative ending -ósna (AP3, 4; e.g., galvósna ‘into heads’ formed to an accusative stem plus a postposition), while W. Aukšt./Pruss. Lith. tás is probably from the definite form in -ásias. However, tós cannot be analogical from the definite ending but from the illative form tósna.

The cognate forms, Latv. tās, OCS ty, Goth. þōs, Gk. τάς, and Skt. tás point to the proto form in *tās without the nasal, while the
Lithuanian definite ending -ásias, OPr. stans, and Cret. τίμανς ‘worship’ (in acc. pl.) indicate the preexistence of the nasal in the ending.

Moreover, the Lithuanian definite ending means that the sequences of a long vowel and a nasal in *-áns-jáns were treated differently in the absolute word-final position and in the word-internal position, as Arumaa (1985: 153) points out. If the internal *-áns- lost the nasal to become *-á̆s-, a definite ending like X-ósias would be expected. The attested -ásias indicates that the internal *-áns- lost its nasal at the Lithuanian stage much later than Ostoff’s shortening (cf. the nasal loss before a sibilant or a resonant, e.g., žasis ‘goose’) as follows: *-áns- > *-áns- > -á̆s-. The denasalized á does not undergo a change á > o, which is diagnostic of the denasalization taking place after this change. The reason for these different treatments could be sought in differences in syllabification. The sequence *-Vns- in the word-internal position can be syllabified as -V(:)n[	ext{a}][s-...][s-,] while in the absolute word-final position, the final -s had to be syllabified tautosyllabic with the preceding -n- as in -V(:)ns[ ]. A possible parallel to the loss of a nasal in front of a tautosyllabic -s- could be Ion./Old Att. μείς, Dor. μής (< *mēns), cf. Schwyzer (1939–1950: I, p.569).

The onset si- is phonologically admitted in Lithuanian, cf. siauras, -a ‘narrow,’ which may support the possibility of such a syllabification.

Olander (2009:156) mentions the contraction of PIE *-Vns as in *agróns (µῦ) > ἄγροις/agroós/ (µῦ). Interestingly, irrelevant to the length of the vowel in *-Vns, the contracted sequence *-V received the acute tone in Greek. However, for Balto-Slavic, the acute-assignment should be considered. The acute tone in the ending may imply that the loss of the nasal took place early enough for the resulting long vowel in the accusative plural ending to receive the acute tone. Kim (2012: 151) assumes that the acute tone of the accusative plural endings in i-stem (*-ins > Lith. *-is) and u-stem (*-uns > Lith. -ūs) as analogical to the endings in á- and o-stems. However, if their acute tone is a phonological outcome, it is possible to assume that the nasal loss with compensatory lengthening in ···V(:)ns[ ] took place early enough for the resulting long vowel to undergo PBS acute assignment. PBS *-ins and *-uns give rise to PS *-i and *-u (cf. Olander 2015: 244, 246), and that allows an assumption that the loss of nasal in ···V(:)ns[ ] could possibly have taken place already in Proto-Balto-Slavic.

Possibly, the sequence was avoided due to OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle): both n and s are dental. It can be observed in many languages that the
In the environment -V(:n)s_σ [s..., the nasal survived until the regular nasal loss in Lithuanian, while in the environment -V(:ns)ω, the nasal was lost already in PBS, as Latvian, OCS, and the Lithuanian illative (f. pl. -os-na) forms indicate. Furthermore, this proposal can explain why a possible remnant of the nasal is found in the definite adjective ending (-'ăsias [f.pl.]), where the loss of nasal can have taken place in Lithuanian due to the syllable boundary between the nasal and *s as in *-ăn.sī'ăns.

Based on the assumption above, the nasal in OPr. stans may be explained as an analogical restoration of a nasal from the definite ending or from the acc. sg. -ăn. This assumption can be supported by the original accusative plural ending fossilized in an adverb perpettās ‘gosipping (lit. across shoulders)’ (Mažiulīs 1970: 311ff.). Thus, PBS *tāns (later, *tās) can be reconstructed. The Slavic ending (e.g., OCS ty) is probably analogical to the masculine (Arumaa 1985: 154). With the other comparative evidence, PIE *tāms < *teh_2 ms can be reconstructed. Therefore, the reflexes with the acute tone is the expected outcome, although the lack of support for any circumflex forms appears again aberrant, if we assume MC.

**Acc. pl. m. -uōs** This paragraph covers the accusative plural masculine ending in juōs, šiuōs, and tuōs. As in the previous paragraphs, the dialectal forms of tuōs represents those of the other pronominal stems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tūos/tuōs</td>
<td>tūos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Lithuanian definite ending is -ūosius. The Baltic forms with pronunciation of a nasal stop followed by a strident -s- at the same position presents a problem, and the former drops in front of the latter. Therefore, *-ns constituted a violation against OCP, which drove the sequence to undergo a sound change in Proto-Balto-Slavic, while the sequence escaped from the sound change if it was divided by a syllable boundary as in ···nσ[····.

75 Mažiulīs (1970: 188ff.) suggests that the nasal in OPr. acc. pl. -ans of o-stems and ā-stems remained because the nasal in OPr. *-āns of ā-stem was “not redundant,” and therefore escaped the nasal loss, while the nasal in *-āns of o-stem was “redundant.” I would rather consider an analogical process from the singular accusative ending -an or from the definite ending.
Latv. *tuōs point to an ancestral form *tōs with the acute tone. OCS *ty, OPru. *stans, Skt. *tāns, Gk. τός, Cret. τόν, and Goth. *pans point to PIE *tōns (< *tōms). While the Indo-Iranian and East Baltic endings clearly require a long vowel in their ancestral form, Greek, Germanic endings point to a short vowel. For these contradictory possible reconstructions, Kim (2012: 148ff.) proposes that the length was introduced through Szemerényi’s Law, i.e., *-oms > *-ōms/*-ōn, with the final *-ms reintroduced later analogically from the accusative plural endings of other stems. In this way, the long vowel of PBS *-ōns can be understood as a descendant of the long-vowel variant.

PBS *ō in a long diphthong usually results in a (see footnote [41], p.[32]), therefore PBS *tōns would give rise to Lith. *xtās, -ās-. Therefore the East Baltic endings require an ancestral form without a nasal. However, CS *-y, ONovg. -č, South Sl. *-ç, and W./E. Sl. *-č point to PBS *-ōns (> PS *-ōn; Olander 2015: 251) with a nasal. OPru. acc. pl. m. stans also points to a nasal in its ancestral form.

My proposal above for the accusative plural feminine ending by which the sequence *-Vns- can be treated differently in ···V(:)n]ₜ [s··· and ···V(:)ns]ₜ may offer a solution to this problem. The form without nasal *tōs can be assumed to reflect the word-final treatment[76] while the ending with nasal can be originated from the word-internal environment in compounded pronouns, which will be taken up below.

Consequently, *tōns (later *tōs) can be reconstructed for PBS, and its expected tone without MC should be the acute tone. The forms attested with the circumflex tone can be the possible result of MC. However, the distribution of the circumflex variant attested only in West Aukštaitian dialects allows us to consider that it is the result of the recent MC in the area (Kortlandt 2014: 218).

Nom. pl. m. -iē This paragraph covers the nominative plural masculine ending in jiē, šiē, and tiē. As in the previous paragraphs, the dialectal forms of tiē represent those of the other pronominal stems.

76 In fact, this proposal predicts Lith. *x-ąsijus (< *-ąsijōs) for the definite ending. It is worth considering that the absolute word-final ending form was possibly copied to the word-internal syllable to give rise to *-ąsiōs for the attested Lithuanian form. This assumption agrees with Rosinas (2005: 169) that the Proto-Baltic ending in accusative plural did not have a nasal.
It is interesting that all the Žemaitian forms have the circumflex tone, since Žemaitian pronominal forms otherwise show evidence of the acute tone. This speaks against Kortlandt’s suggestion that MC among pronouns is a recent and areal phenomenon in West Aukštaitian dialects. E. Aukštaitian acute long forms must be secondarily introduced after Leskien’s Law, possibly from the definite form *tìēji with double pronominal endings.

On the other hand, Latv. tīē unambiguously points to Proto-East-Baltic *tē with the acute tone. OPru. stai (III) (cf. Lith. šitas ‘[emphatic] this,’ cf. Stang 1966b: 232) and OCS tī suggest a reconstruction for PB/PBS *tái, despite the Lithuanian circumflex tone. According to Jagić (1906: 120f.), Slavic -ê is the reflex of PS *-ai with the circumflex tone and -i from PS *-aî with the acute tone. His proposal is examined positively by Gorbachov (2015: 180ff.) with the analysis of the data in light of the updated accentological framework. If we follow their formulation, OCS tī points to the PBS acute tone. Bulg. tija has an interesting word formation that will be taken up in the following sections. The falling tone and length of SCr. tî is usually considered to be from the adjective definite ending, and it is not decisive for the original tone (Rasmussen 2007: 31). For PIE, *tôî can be reconstructed based on Skt. te, OAv. tôi, YAv. te, Gk. τοί, Goth. þai.

The origin of the acute feature of the ending has been a problem, because *-oi is not a long diphthong, and is reflected with the circumflex tone in some other cases. Jasanoff (2009: 56) (also 2004a: 25315) has proposed that the pronominal ending *-oi received the acute feature analogically to the lost nominal-proper ending PIE *ōs (< *-o-es) at the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. Thus, in polysyllabic forms, it surfaces with the acute tone (geriēji) in word-internal position, and triggers Saussure’s Law and Leskien’s Law (geri) in the word final-position. Therefore, the circumflex tīē is likely to be a result of MC, but the existence of the dialectal variants with acute tones even among the monosyllabic reflexes raises a problem.
Instr. sg. m. -uõ The following is the summary of the ending. The inflectional form of tás, tà represents the inflectional ending of anaphoric and near-deixis pronouns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tù</td>
<td>túdo/tuõ</td>
<td>túdo/tuõm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The circumflex tuõ is found only in the W. Aukštaitian dialects. The acute tone of túdo must have been acquired after Leskien’s Law through the definite ending. Two circumflex forms, tuõm in E. Aukštaitian and Pruss. Lith. tuomì, in contrast to túdo, provide an important insight. The form tuõm is found in almost all Aukštaitian areas, and Rosinas (1995: 126ff.) claims that it is from *tuõmi, with the instr.sg. ending of the i-stem pats ‘oneself’ due to a compound pronoun, *tas patis ‘the same’ (instr. sg. m. tuõ patimi). The Prussian Lithuanian form tuomì, however, indicates the operation of Saussure’s Law on *tuõmi, which gave rise to tuomì. Thus generated tuomì could be further apocopated to tuõm with the ictus shift from the lost final accented vowel. Therefore the forms tuõm, tuomì possibly indicate the original circumflex tone as a monosyllable, being formed to the non-definite form.

Outside of Lithuanian, Latv. tuõ points to the acute tone. OCS tẽmb is probably a secondary formation with the plural stem *toi and the instr. sg. ending of i-/u-stem *-mi. For that matter, OCS ta-že ‘therefore’ would reflect the original ending *-ō (Arumaa 1985: 175). Lat. quô ‘whither’ and Gk. ποῦ ‘where’ have the same ending. The ending of these forms is usually reconstructed as *-oh₁ with the instrumental particle *-h₁. The phonological condition is thus the same as the ancestral form of feminine tā (*-eh₂) in that both can be boiled down to the sequence *CVH. This raises a question as to what makes the difference in the tonal distribution of their Lithuanian dialectal forms. Moreover, just as in the case of tiē above, the circumflex form is not limited to the W. Aukštaitian dialects, but found in other dialectal areas as well (see the tables above). This fact speaks against Kortlandt’s (2014: 217) assumption that MC among pronouns is a recent and local phenomenon in Aukštaitian dialects (except for the westernmost ones).
4.4.1.2 Analyses in Previous Studies

Thus, as seen in the paragraphs above, the tones of these pronominal forms are diverse. For standard Lithuanian, a generalization could be attempted, for example, as follows: the masculine has the circumflex tone, while the feminine forms have the acute tone. But when the dialectal forms are taken into consideration, almost all the forms discussed above have some dialectal attestations with the acute tone. For this problem, a few solutions have been proposed so far.

Kortlandt (2014) considers the phenomenon to be recent and local in the area based on the fact that metatonical forms are mostly found in (W.) Aukštaitian dialects. According to him, metatony occurred later than Leskien’s Law, which, when it operated on monosyllables, affected only the high vowels -ý- and -uí-. However, this is not the case, as shown in §4.1 for the 3rd person future forms. There is a morphological reason for most of the Leskien’s shortening being limited to the roots in ý and ú. Moreover, nom. sg. f. tà, acc. pl. f. tás, and some Žemaitian forms, e.g., acc. pl. m. tūs (< tūos), instr. sg. m. tôj, indicate that *á and úo can also be shortened in monosyllables. Pruss. Lith. tuomì and Aukšt. tuõm indicate that the basis of these old forms augmented with the i-stem instrumental ending -mì is the circumflex tuõ, and the circumflex variant existed already before Leskien’s Law.

Zinkevičius (1984–95: II, 162) maintains that Leskien’s Law affected only di-/polysyllabic forms, and the acute long vowels (incl. ie, uo) turned to circumflex in the monosyllabic forms. In dialects, some pronominal forms still remain with the acute tone taken from the definite pronominal forms (Zinkevičius 1966: 313, 1980–81: 162), e.g., nom. pl. m. tíej < *táieji, nom. pl. f. tój < tôji, instr. sg. m. tóoj < *túoju, instr. sg. f. tâj < tája. For the shortened pronominal forms, he assumes that they are analogically from polysyllabic forms (e.g., tà [nom. sg. f.] from gerà, kita, etc.).

Rasmussen (1999: 481) furthermore advocates assigning the phenomenon to the older stage by pointing out that some Slavic pronouns also have the circumflex tone: Slov. tî ‘you (sg.),’ mî ‘we,’ vî ‘you,’ tâ ‘she.’ These may suggest the Proto-Balto-Slavic MC. His interpretation of the acute forms in Lithuanian dialects and Latvian (tíë [m. pl. nom.], tuõs [m. pl. acc.], etc.) is analogy from the acute form of the adjective and nominal endings (Rasmussen 2007: 31).

On the other hand, Villanueva Svensson (2011c: 17–18), admitting
the possibility of analogy for Lithuanian forms, claims that the Slavic pronouns do not provide unambiguous evidence because they were mobile in PS; therefore their circumflex tone may have resulted from Meillet’s Law.

The problem may be that the Slavic data do not provide any decisive evidence as to whether MC affected those forms in Proto-Balto-Slavic, due to a number of accentological changes in Slavic. Therefore we are forced to rely on the accentological evidence from the Baltic languages, which is fraught with the risk of the arguments being too Baltic-centered. Yet, based on the results from the previous sections, MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic stage must now be taken into consideration.

The explanation provided by Zinkevičius and Rasmussen for the acute tone in the pronominal forms where MC is expected is an analogy from the definite adjective or nominal endings at different stages for different domains — for m. pl. nom. in Proto-Slavic (and also Latvian), only for feminine forms in Lithuanian, and for every form in Latvian. When the dialectal forms are taken into account, the domain affected by the analogy differs even in Lithuanian dialects. Yet, that does not immediately deny the validity of the explanation by means of analogy with definite adjectives. However, a clue to understanding the tonal distribution — the circumflex tone for the masculine, and the shortened (< acute) forms for the feminine — in standard Lithuanian can be found within the pronominal paradigm at a Proto-East-Baltic stage. In Proto-East-Baltic, some inflectional forms of the pronouns *tas/ta can be reconstructed as follows if MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic is presumed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m. sg. gen.</td>
<td>*tā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>*tō</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pl. nom.</td>
<td>*tē</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>*tōs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two pairs of homonyms are found above: *tā for m. sg. gen. and f. sg. nom, and *tās for f. sg. gen., and f. acc. pl. These homonymic clashes are possible factors of the replacement of the tones in the f. sg. nom. *tā and f. pl. acc. *tās. While m. sg. gen. *tā and f. sg. gen. *tās had no variant forms in acute tone, f. sg. nom. *tā and f. pl. acc. *tās did in the definite pronoun forms, cf. f. sg. nom. *tāj, f. pl. acc. *tānsjās. The acute tone of these variants must have been adopted in the f. sg. nom. and f. pl. acc. in order to avoid the homonymic clashes. This implies
that the influence from the nominal inflection in the collocations like tā rankā, tuō vilkù did not play as much a role as is often assumed (e.g., Zinkevičius 1980–81: II, 57–58). Rather, the synchronic situation within the pronominal paradigms at a certain stage in the prehistory affected the tone of the individual pronominal forms.

Therefore, I assume that it is more favorable to find a solution in the same grammatical category, i.e., pronouns, and to avoid analogy if a phonological account is possible. Among the suggested explanations, the definite forms of pronouns as the donors of some acute forms are particularly noteworthy, since they used to certainly be a part of the pronominal paradigms but obviously have failed to attract the attention that they deserve. In what follows, I will seek a possibility for them to provide the phenomenon with a less analogy-dependent explanation.

4.4.1.3 Compound Pronouns in Balto-Slavic and their Indo-European Origin

**Pronouns with a definite ending in Lithuanian** Senn (1966: 192ff.) states that for personal pronouns in the 3rd person and demonstrative pronouns, there exist the “definite forms” or the inflectional forms further extended with the inflectional forms of jis, ji. They are not used so frequently nowadays. The paradigms of the definite forms of jis/ji, tās/tā, and šis/šī are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th></th>
<th>plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>jisa˜ı</td>
<td>jina˜ı, jįji, jįjê</td>
<td>jiēji</td>
<td>jōsis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>jōjo</td>
<td>jōsios</td>
<td>jūjų</td>
<td>jūjų</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>jājam</td>
<td>jāijai</td>
<td>jīesiems</td>
<td>jōsioms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acc.</td>
<td>jįjį</td>
<td>jąja</td>
<td>juōsius</td>
<td>jāsias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instr.</td>
<td>juōju</td>
<td>jajai</td>
<td>jaįsja</td>
<td>jōsiom(i)s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loc.</td>
<td>jąjame</td>
<td>jōjoje</td>
<td>juōsiuos(e)</td>
<td>jōsios(e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>singular</th>
<th></th>
<th>plural</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>f.</td>
<td>m.</td>
<td>f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nom.</td>
<td>tasaĩ</td>
<td>tōjį</td>
<td>tiēji</td>
<td>tōsios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>tōjo</td>
<td>tōsios</td>
<td>tūjų</td>
<td>tūjų</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dat.</td>
<td>tājam</td>
<td>táijai</td>
<td>tięsiems</td>
<td>tōsioms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It is notable that the originally acute first members of some forms have now the circumflex tone, e.g., instr. sg. m. -uõjo, nom. pl. m. -iõj, acc. pl. m. -uõsius. Their original tone was clearly the acute tone, as shown by the dialectal forms túoj < *túoju, tíe < *tíeji. The vacuous operation of Saussure’s Law on these forms, in addition, supports this assumption. If we assume *tiõje as the preform, it would have become *tieji (> tiejë). This points to *tieje as its protoform, which did not appear in the environment of Saussure’s Law. Also, not only the dialectal forms with the final jod (palatal glide), but also the long acute forms (e.g., tie, tuo, tuoos [< *tuoosius], to, etc.) can be shortened forms of the definite forms. The reduction must be later than Leskien’s Law, because otherwise they would have given rise to shortened forms (e.g., tì, tò, tòs). Therefore, the circumflex tone in those definite forms can be acquired through the circumflex pronominal forms as simplexes. This has another implication in that the long acute forms resulting from the loss of the definite ending after Leskien’s Law do not exhibit MC, at least in E. Aukšt. dialects, where such forms are most often found.

The first suggestion is that since some of the forms mentioned as dialectal forms are shortened forms of those with definite endings (see above; Zinkevičius 1966: 313, 1980–81: 162), the shortened forms reflecting the acute tone can be considered as having taken the acute tone from the definite forms, rather than the adjective definite ending,
although both of them are essentially the same morpheme. This is a trivial point, but when the acute variant endings are available among the pronominal forms, I believe that they must have been a more natural option for the speakers than the endings in the adjective paradigms.

The second suggestion is that such “definite pronouns” are the possible source of the tonal variants of pronominal forms. These definite forms above can be seen as some sort of compound pronoun of jīs, jī, tas/ta, šis, ši and jīs, jī. If the definition of the definite pronouns is broadened to compounded pronouns, various types of compounded pronouns are found in more Baltic and Slavic languages, which will be seen in the following paragraphs.

Old Prussian OPru. stas ‘that’ is considered to be a contamination of either the original animate demonstrative stem *sa- and *tas (van Wijk 1918: 111) or *ši- ‘this’ and tas (Stang 1966b: 232). Rosinas (1995: 86) takes up the attestation of gen. sg. f. stesseias (III, 1256), stesses (III 11116, 1117), stessies (III 1239, 7535) and analyzes them as *stās + *jās. In Stang (1966: 236), tāns ‘he’ is analyzed as a contaminated stem tana- < ta- + ana-. The second component ana- can be equated as a far deictic pronoun *anō- ‘that,’ which is attested as a simplex in Lith. anās, OCS on ‘that,’ and as a second member in Gk. κεῖνος ‘that there,’ τῆνος ‘id,’ Skt. enā- ‘that’ (Dunkel 2014: II, 55ff.).

Latvian A definite form-like pronominal form šuojuo is found in Latvju dainas 10232, 1 (Endzelīns 1923: 390). In addition, šitas, E. Latv. šitis (cf. Lith. šitas ‘this,’ OPru. stas) is from šis ‘this’ and tas ‘that.’ ELatv. itis (Lith. itas ‘this’) descends from PIE *ej-tō- (Endzelīns 1923: 395; Dunkel 2014: II, 371). The 3rd person pronouns vinš/vīna ‘he/she’ are possibly from *uina- (← *yeina- ‘one’) + jīs/jī ‘he/she’ (Rosinas 1978).

Slavic As Ostrowski (2014: 246) notes, it is interesting to find compound pronouns also in Slavic, cf. ORu. tyiže ‘the same,’ Cze. tý (m.)/tá

(f.)té (n.), and Cze. týden. Pol. ty- in tydzien ‘week’ (< *‘precisely this day’). Vaillant (1958: 385ff.) in fact discusses that the *tad-je (< n. *tad-ja(d); m. *tβ-jeβ), comparable to Gk. ὁ αὐτός (m.) ταὐτό(ν) (n.), is the background of the Slavic forms in -žde, cf. OCS tažde ‘the same,’ gen. sg. togožde, ssžde ‘this same,’ and the Slavic words for ‘week’ listed by Ostrowski above.

In addition, a couple more parallels have been pointed out in the preceding works. Vasmer (1921: 139ff.) discusses OCS kyjβ ‘who/what’ as being compounded from *kβo/α- + *jo/α-. Schmalstieg (1972: 133ff.) considers the possibility that some Slavic inflectional forms of jβ may descend definite pronominal forms; e.g., sg. dat. f. jeji ∼ Lith. jájai.

The origin of compound pronouns in Balto-Slavic and PIE Apart from the compound pronouns or definite declension of the pronouns, Balto-Slavic has a grammatical category that shows a parallel morphology, namely the definite adjectives. It has been suggested for definite adjectives that they originate from conflation with the relative pronoun *(H)jo [79] (cf. Delbrück 1893: 433; Zinkevičius 1957: 9–11; Koch 1992: 52ff.). However, the postponed component *is/*i cannot be a direct descendant of the PIE relative pronoun *(H)jo-. Therefore, it is also assumed that the Balto-Slavic anaphoric pronoun *is/*i arose from the syncretism of the relative pronoun *(H)jo- and anaphoric *is/*ih2 (cf. Koch 1992: 59; Dunkel 2014: II, 3125, 3136). Some case forms, e.g., m. nom. sg. jis , f. ji, m. sg. acc. ji, clearly descend the anaphoroic paradigms, while m. sg. gen. jö, instr. juö, f. gen. sg. jöš, etc. continue the relative pronoun paradigm.

Koch (1992:53ff.) argues that *(H)jo- was the restrictive relative pronoun as opposed to the non-restrictive *kβi-/*kβo- (cf. Sturtevant 1930: 146ff.), and its internal position in a nominal relative clause can be explained as the enclitic being in the second position (Wackernagel’s position). Moreover, adducing Greenberg’s word-order universal, he assumes that PIE word order (SOP) would have required a word order of a nominal attributive followed by its head noun. This explains the position of the compounded relative pronoun in the construction, i.e., Lith. dangujé-jis tēvas ‘the father who art in heaven (m. sg. nom.),’ dangujé-jo tēvo (m. sg. gen.), šaltó-ji diena ‘the cold day (the day which

79Since the laryngeal is in the environment of Pinault’s Law, it is expected to have been lost at an early stage even in Proto-Balto-Slavic.
is cold.’ The Slavic material confirms the construction found in Baltic, e.g., OCS utrěj ‘tomorrow’ ← loc. utrě (n. nom. sg. utro) + rel.-pron. -i (< *jů).

Koch (1992: 64) also claims that both the Baltic and Slavic definite forms phonologically show that the univerbation of the definite adjective forms occurred after the divergence of Baltic and Slavic. In Slavic, the univerbation of the adjective and relative pronoun was preceded by the Slavic Auslautgesetz, e.g., PIE *neu-o-s > PS *nov-Ć; *nov-Ć + jů → *novĆ-jů ‘the new;’ however, Lith. naujasis ‘id’ (< PBS *-os-jis). In Baltic, it was preceded by the extension of pronominal endings to the simplex adjectives, e.g., m. dat. sg. *geruoi → geramui; geramui + jamui → *geramuijamui (→ gerājam), and by the attachment of postpositions in locative and the secondary locative cases, e.g., f. loc. sg. *gerai → gerāi + en; *gerājė + jāje → *gerojėjoje → Lith. gerojoje, cf. PS. def. *dobrėi to indef. *dobrė.

In this way, the definite declension of the adjectives are assumed to have originated from the conflation of adjectives with the relative pronoun *(H)jo- in Proto-Balto-Slavic, although the univerbation process took place after the split of the branches. If the definite declension of the pronouns can be attributed to the same process, it can be assumed that they also originated from the conflation with the relative pronoun. Vaillant (1958: 430) in fact points out that *tad-je (n.) underlying the Slavic forms in -žde is a remnant of the productivity of such formations, and this means that the postponed relative pronouns were often employed in Balto-Slavic. In the case of the definite pronouns, however, the univerbation can be expected to have taken place earlier, because in *tad-je (n.), the Slavic Auslautgesetz had not taken place yet. It can be even dated before the final devoicing of obstruents in Proto-Balto-Slavic (cf. Olander 2015: 50).

On the other hand, we also find compound pronouns in other Indo-European languages as well, e.g., Lat. is-te, is-ta, is-tud ‘that,’ Gk. oōτος, αύτη, τοῦτο ‘this.’ Lane (1961: 469) discusses the possible formation of compounded pronouns in Proto-Indo-European. He considers semantic factors rather than phonetic factors to be the motivation of such formations, stating that “a demonstrative tends to become weaker and weaker in its deictic force, and is therefore continually reinforced by being compounded with itself or with other demonstratives or with adverbs.”
Lat. *is-te, *is-ta, *is-tud ‘that’ is considered a composition of an anaphoric pronoun *is and a demonstrative pronominal stem *to- in Sihler (1995: 394). In its paradigm, the first member does not inflect anymore, but he thinks that both of the components were originally inflected pronouns based on an attested form eāste (acc. pl. f.). The first element *is is etymologically exactly the same morpheme as Lith. jis/ji ‘he/she’ (Dunkel 2014: III, 363ff.). Gk. ὁὗτος, αὐτή, τοῦτο ‘this’ is analyzed as a composition of demonstrative ὃ/ἂ/το + full-grade of a particle *u + demonstrative *to- (Sihler 1995: 390). Its paradigm retains more remnants of the inflectional forms of both elements, but the first member exhibits some leveling of the stem. The particle *u is called an asseverative or deictic particle in Sihler, while it is analyzed as an allomorph of a particle *h2o ‘thereby, thereto, also’ in Dunkel (2014: II, 334ff.; 34445). In addition, Skt. ená- ‘he’ (< anaphoric *eį + far deictic pronoun nō-) and Skt. etād, Lith. ītas, ELatv. ītis ‘this’ (< *eį-tō-; Dunkel 2014: II, 371) may belong here.

Consequently, the Balto-Slavic definite pronouns can be also interpreted as the descendants of such compound pronouns commonly seen among the Indo-European languages. Both interpretations, though, allow us to assume that the definite declension has already started to develop in the early Proto-Balto-Slavic stage.

4.4.1.4 Analysis

The argument on the origin of the definite adjectives above offered the insight that the definite declension of the pronouns may have also originated from the conflation with a relative pronoun that was syncretized with the anaphoric pronoun *is/*i in PBS. Alternatively it could be also interpreted as a compound pronoun with demonstrative and anaphoric pronouns.

As Ostrowski (2014: 246) and Vaillant (1958: 385ff.) note, there are some Slavic data which indicate the formation of definite pronoun forms in Slavic as well. Especially the Slavic forms in -žde indicate that the formation of compound pronouns could have been at an early Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. Consequently, there could have been both simplex and compound/conflated demonstrative pronouns side by side in PBS. This may fit the data of the pronouns also from a phonological point of view. As we saw in §4.4.1.1 some fragments of evidence for MC in PBS discussed in the previous sections predict the circumflex tone
for monosyllabic pronominal forms. Therefore, the acute tone in some
definite forms (e.g., m. nom. pl. tîej [< *tîiej], f. nom. pl. tóji/tój) indi-
cate that their formation may be at the Proto-Balto-Slavic stage before
the operation of MC.

Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the compound pronouns
consisting of a demonstrative pronoun and relative/anaphoric *i̯o/īa in
Proto-Balto-Slavic later developed into the definite pronouns in Baltic,
leaving some remnant forms in Slavic. With the assumption of MC in
Proto-Balto-Slavic, it can be suggested that MC created two types of
variants originating from simplex pronouns and compound pronouns;
the simplex pronouns provided the circumflex variants, while compound
pronouns provided the acute variants. These variants can be the source
of the complex tonal variants of the pronouns in Lithuanian, while in
Latvian the acute variants are exclusively selected. This assumption can
explain the circumflex tone in the nom. pl. m. *tē for pre-Lithuanian in
contrast to the acute tone in Latvian and Slavic.

4.4.1.5 Spread of Metatony to Polysyllabic Pronominal Forms

Some endings of polysyllabic pronominal forms have the irregular cir-
cumflex tone, e.g., instr. sg. anuō ‘that,’ katruō ‘which’ from tuō; nom.
pl. aniē, katriē from tîie; acc. pl. anuōs, katruōs from tuōs, etc. (Hanssen

In the case of 3rd person future forms, the different treatment of the
MC forms affected the treatment of the polysyllabic forms differently in
dialects (§4.1.4.7). Therefore the same analogical relation may be ex-
pected for the pronominal forms. Although it may not be as clear-cut as
among the 3rd person future forms, a similar tendency is observed. For
example, in Žemaitian dialects, nom. pl. m. ānie with the long ending is
found (cf. tei, tē, tū), and acc. pl. anūs, katrūs are found (cf. tūs; Zinke-
vičius 1966: 310). Likewise, in East and South Aukštaitian dialects, the
long acute endings, nom. sg. fem. -ō, instr. sg. m. -ūo, nom. pl. m. -iē,

Old Lithuanian definite adjective forms with unshortened endings, e.g.,
tei̯ufie interpreted as teisius-jie, which are considered to be a piece of evidence
that the conflation of the adjective and relative pronoun after MC by Hock
(forthcoming), can be alternatively taken as one of the cases where the MC
forms spread to polysyllabic forms.
acc. pl. m. -úos, for monosyllabic pronouns spread to polysyllabic pronouns e.g., kataró (std. katrà ‘which’), katarúo, katurie, katarúos. They further spread to adjectives in some cases, e.g., nom. sg. f. baltó, etc. (but acc. pl. m. Xbaltúos, f. Xbaltós; Zinkevičius 1966: 312).

Both the 3rd person future forms and pronominal forms mentioned here show a tendency. The different choices of the monosyllabic (circumflex) or polysyllabic (acute) variant in dialects further spread to the final syllable of the polysyllabic forms. If the acute variants are chosen for particular categories, the acute endings spread to the polysyllabic forms (acc. pl. m./instr. sg. m. pronouns in Žemaitian dialects and 3rd person future forms in E. Aukštaitian dialects). If the circumflex variants are chosen, then the circumflex endings spread (the pronominal forms in instr. sg. m./nom. pl. m./acc. pl. m. and 3rd person future forms in W. Aukštaitian dialects). This can make it appear that the MC phenomenon is spreading among the W. Aukštaitian dialects and is an areal phenomenon, according to Kortlandt’s (2014: 218) analysis. However, taking the results from §4.1 and 4.2 into account, it has to be assumed that the MC forms themselves have existed since the old stage, while the biased choice of MC forms and its spread to polysyllabic forms in W. Aukštaitian dialects is more recent.

4.4.2 1st and 2nd Person Pronouns

In this section, the participant pronouns will be examined. Due to their suppletive nature and the irregular correspondence of their assumed cognates in the daughter languages, the systematic treatment that has been attempted for non-participant pronouns above is not valid for these participant pronouns. They will instead be treated individually, with the analysis focusing more on their individual histories and the semantic relations among them.

4.4.2.1 1sg. aš/eš

It can be assumed that the parent form of Lithuanian 1sg. pronoun was probably not in the environment of MC.

1sg. nom. aš (OLith. eš) has Indo-European cognates with a short vowel with a possible “extension,” cf. OCS azb, ORu. (j)azb, SCr. jà, Gk. ἔγω, Lat. egō, Skt. ahám, among others. Its reconstruction for PIE is disputed, but it would be a shape like *eḡ(H)-ôm (cf. *eḡ(H)-ō(H?))m
by Katz 1998: 21, *e̞gHóm by Kapović 2006: 36). Beside this disyllabic form inherited to Proto-Balto-Slavic, as indicated by the Slavic forms, an inherited monosyllabic form *e̞g (*e̞k) is also indicated by the Baltic forms, OLith. e̞š, Latv. es and OPrú. as, es, which lack the operation of Winter’s Law.

In fact, the first syllable of *e̞g-(H)óm is in the environment of Winter’s Law, therefore the vowel in the initial syllable is expected to be lengthened. This is reflected by a few Slavic cognates: Sln. jàz, North and some Central Čakavian jā(z), and Kajkavian jā(z), as Kapović (2006: 34) states. Based on this fact, he (also Kapović 2009a: 64ff.) argues that the Baltic forms reflect the monosyllabic variant *e̞k with a final devoicing that probably took place in Proto-Balto-Slavic, while Slavic inherited both the monosyllabic variant *e̞g, which gave rise to the PS acute *já via Winter’s Law, and the disyllabic variant *e̞g-(H)óm, which gave rise to an end-accented *jáž¼ and later received neo-acute tone on the first syllable (*jáźþ) via Ivšić’s rule (more commonly known as Stang’s Law).

However, there are a few questionable points in Kapović’s assumption of the PBS monosyllabic *é̞g. As he assumes that the Baltic forms lack Winter’s Law and therefore reflect the devoiced *e̞k, the devoiced *e̞k must have existed in Proto-Balto-Slavic. Indeed, according to Olander (2015: 50), the word-final devoicing rule in Proto-Balto-Slavic is supposed to precede Winter’s Law as the PIE o-stem pronominal neuter nom.-acc. sg. *-od gives rise to PS *-o. Therefore, the acute tone of monosyllabic PS *já may not be attributed to Winter’s Law in PBS *é̞g. Also, Shintani (1985) proposes that Winter’s Law most likely operated on an unstressed vowel preceding an unaspirated voiced stop. If this proposal is correct, the monosyllabic *é̞g was not in the environment of Winter’s Law, which may constitute another counterargument against this assumption.

Alternatively, it can be assumed that while monosyllabic PIE *é̞g developed into *é̞k before Winter’s Law operation, which eventually gave rise to Baltic short monosyllabic forms including Lith. e̞š, a̞š, di-syllabic PIE *e̞g-(H)óm developed into PBS *e̞góm, which gave rise to *e̞góm through Winter’s Law. The monosyllabic and disyllabic variants inherited in Proto-Slavic assumed by Kapović (2009a) may have arisen from PBS *e̞góm at an very early Proto-Slavic stage, as *é̞g > PS *já; *é̞góm > PS *jáźþ ( > *jáźþ). The Slavic data aside, it is thus clear
that Lith. eš, aš reflect an ancestral form with a short vowel in PBS; therefore this won’t be discussed furthermore in this thesis.

4.4.2.2 1pl. mės

1pl. nom. mės is an irregular form since the originally short vowel -e- is lengthened in a closed syllable. Short vowels a and e are usually lengthened in an open syllable that is accented (cf. footnote 2, p. 30). The short vowel in Lith. mės can be equated to Arm. mek ‘we,’ OPru. mes, Latv. dial. mes (ELatv. mas), and Endzelins (1971: 188) assumes that the short vowel is original to this form. He explains that the long vowel in Latv. mēs and Lith. dial. mės is a secondary lengthening under the influence of 2pl. jūs. Stang (1966b: 254) assumes another factor, namely, a possibility of an emphatic lengthening. Therefore, this form does not need to be discussed in the MC context, either.

Thus, the personal pronoun forms to be discussed in the environment of MC are 1pl. acc. mùs, 2sg. nom. tū, 2pl. nom. jūs, and 2pl. acc. jūs, all of which can be descended from forms with old long vowels.

4.4.2.3 2pl. nom. jūs

2pl. nominative pronoun has cognates such as OAv. yūš, Goth. jūs, Skt. yūyām and OAv. yūžōm with an extension. They all point to a root with a long vowel. These forms point to a *jūs or *juHs in PIE. Therefore, a PBS *jūs is expected as a pre-MC form. In fact, the circumflex tone is supported by Čak./SCr vî (< PS *vî) and Lith. jūs; on the other hand, Latv. jūs and probably OPru. joūs also point to the acute. Since,

81 We find also Skt. vayám and Goth. weis for the 1pl. pronoun, both of which point to PIE *yei-. Stang (1966b: 254) states that there can be two different stem formations for 1pl. nom. pronoun in PIE, although it is not possible to determine the mutual relationship of the two. Katz (1998: 25, also fn. 40) also adheres this view, mentioning another possibility that the difference between the two stems may have been that of inclusive and exclusive pronouns. Endzelëns (1948: 163) maintains a different view, namely that *m- may have developed from the 1pl. verbal ending *-mes- beside the original *y-.

82 Monosyllabic Lengthening (see below), proposed by Kapović (2006), might be considered as a possible explanation for short/long variants in East Baltic. However, in the case of *mēs, there is not enough comparative evidence for a long variant already in PIE.
according to Rinkevičius (2009: 83), the diphthongized ou, ei (< ŭ, ĭ) never occur with a macron on the first element in the IIIrd Catechism, it is not totally clear whether the macron on joûš can be immediately interpreted as denoting the acute tone.

The Lithuanian circumflex tone of Lith. jūš is difficult to explain without MC. It has been shown already in §4.1 that the monosyllabic acute forms are indeed subject to Leskien’s shortening, and that would have applied to *jûš giving rise to xjûš. Moreover, the shortened 3rd person future forms indicate that there was no MC after the restoration of the acute root to their stem in PB until Leskien’s Law. Yet, even if that is the case, the long vowel could have still been restored from gen. pl. jûšu, but that would yield xjûš without MC.

Kapović (2006: 89ff.) assumes that the circumflex tone of PS *vý is analogically copied from 2sg. tý. He reconstructs a mobile paradigm for the 2sg. pronoun *tý and attributes its circumflex tone to the operation of Meillet’s Law. Contrastively, an immobile paradigm can be reconstructed for the pronouns in 2pl., as well as in 1pl., 1du., and 2du., where their nominative forms have the circumflex tone (2pl./2du. *vý, 1pl. *mý, 1du. *vê) unattributable to Meillet’s Law. He argues that their rhyming with 2sg. *tý led them to accept the circumflex tone. However, it is left unexplained that 1du. *vê without rhyming also received the circumflex tone. Moreover, if an analogy was at work in all the nominative pronominal forms in 1st and 2nd persons (except 1sg.), we might expect the other four forms with the alleged acute tone would have eliminated the circumflex tone of 2sg. *tý, which would be the only circumflex nominative form among them without MC. Finally, Rasmussen (2007: 31) points out another possibility for the paradigm of the 2sg. pronoun. The accent on the 2nd syllable in 2sg. gen. (Scr. tèbe. Ru. tebê) and dat. (tèbi, tebê) could be the result of Dybo’s Law in comparison to Skt. táva and túbhyam, and Meillet’s Law was not at work in that case. If this is correct, the circumflex tone of nom. *tý, and consequently that of 2pl. *vý as well, should be attributed to MC.

Thus, in my opinion, Slavic and Lithuanian forms instead point to a parent form with MC. Then, we are left with a problem of the acute tone 83

---

83 This means that the roots corresponding to the Lithuanian forms with circumflex root are also spelled with the macron on the second element, e.g., doûsin ‘soul’ ~ Lith. düšià (2; acc. sg. düšià) ‘soul, spirit,’ salaûban ~ Lith. šliûbas (2) ‘church wedding ceremony.’
of the Latvian cognate. For this problem, I would instead like to seek a solution in individual analogical processes in each of the languages. Latv. jūs may be from gen. pl. jūsu. If the Old Prussian spelling ⟨oũ⟩ denotes the acute tone in the 2pl. pronominal forms, then, OPr. ioũs could be from the gen. pl. ioũsan and dat. pl. ioũmas. In fact, the same process has taken place in some Lithuanian dialects as well – according to Zinkevičius (1966: 296), in areas like Tirkšliai, Laukuva, Jurbarka, Veliuona, etc., an acute nom. pl. jūs is used due to the acute tone of the genitive form. Also, short jūs is found in south Žemaitian dialects, which Zinkevičius (1966: id.) attributes to the short 1pl. nom. mès in the same area. Therefore, the spread of the long acute vowel to 2pl. nom. pronoun would be after Leskien’s Law had taken place, since otherwise only the shortened form jūs would be exclusively observed.

As seen in §4.1, the archaic result of MC among the 3rd person future forms is preserved only in the southern West Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian. In many of other dialects and Latvian, it was eliminated through paradigmatic leveling at different times – before Leskien’s Law in E. Aukštaitian, after Leskien’s Law in Žemaitian, unclear in Latvian. Thus, it may be another phonological archaic feature of southern West Aukštaitian dialects that the result of MC is preserved relatively intact, escaping the peer pressure in the paradigms. This fact may lead us to expect that the elimination of the result of MC through analogy may happen more often in other dialects and languages.

4.4.2.4 2sg. nom. tū

2sg. nominative pronoun has both short and long cognates. The closest sister language, Latvian, has a short form tu, as do OE þu, Gk. Dor. τυ, Skt. tū, OIr. tu-ssu, Arm. dow. On the other hand, the following cognates have a long vowel: OPr. tū, toū, OCS ty, SCR. tī, Lat. tū, Gk. Hom. τυνη, Av. tū, Skt. tū, Alb. tī, Hitt. zīg, Pal. tī.

Often the form *tuH is reconstructed for PIE with a laryngeal based on the cognates with a long vowel and an assumption that Lith. tū has been shortened from an acute long form *tū by Leskien’s Law. However, as Katz (1998: 24) expresses, there actually seems to be no ev-

85 For PIE *ū > PA *rī, and the original 2pl. nom. *tū, see Melchert (1994: 84, 132).
idence that allows us to decide between *tū and *tuH. There was a proposal that a PIE sequence *-uH(-) should give rise to PGk. *-uā(-). This assumption would predict *Xσâ or *Xσγ for Gk. 2sg. nom. However, this proposal has not met a general acceptance due to many counter-

Examples. Alternatively, Katz (1998: 177ff.) proposes that besides the tonic pronoun *tū, there was also a “weakened” clitic variant *tū, which was probably used as a discourse particle. Since both PIE *ū and *tū yield ow in Armenian, the vocalism is not decisive, but the initial consonant d- raises a problem because PIE *t- usually gives rise to Arm. t’. Katz (1998) focuses attention on the fact that many IE languages have clitic and tonic forms, e.g., Skt. tū ∼ pronoun t(u)vām with an *-om suffix, Av. tū (clitic/pronoun) ∼ tuuōm (pronoun), and a discourse particle developed from the 2nd person pronoun, like Gk. τοι ‘let me tell you’ and Eng. y’know. Besides this, another fact that the majority of the attested forms have the long vowel allows one to assume that the short form probably developed from the long tonic form through its use as a discourse particle with a weaker stress. He continues that this further explains the unexpected initial consonant *d-, which is paralleled in the development of the demonstrative clitic -d (< *(-)to-) under reduced stress.

On the other hand, according to Kapović (2006: 147), who proposes Monosyllabic Lengthening for PIE, *tū can be the long variant of *tu produced through ML. He rejects the reconstruction *tuH because it cannot explain the short variant. Whichever is the original form or the derived form, the existence of the long and short variants of the pronoun makes the reconstruction without a laryngeal more favorable.

For Balto-Slavic, PIE *tū gives rise to *tū, which is clearly continued by PS *tî, whose circumflex tone is supported by SCR. tî, Sln. tî. As discussed in the last section, the circumflex tone of PS *tî is probably due to MC. Latvian short form can either be the short variant inherited from PIE, or a result of enclitic shortening. The Lithuanian form is ambiguous at first glance, since it can be either from an East Baltic short form like Latvian, or from *tū later shortened by Leskien’s Law. But Žem. tò clearly points to the short *tu, cf. Zinkevičius (1966: 298); Stang (1966b: 247). OPru. toū has the same problem that ioūs presented above. I just mention a possibility that this might be due to the

86 An informative summary of the view and the counterarguments against it is found in Clackson (1994: 41–49).
influence of the acute 2pl. nom. ioōs, as 2pl. nom. jūs caused 1pl. *mes to be lengthened to mēs in Lithuanian (see §4.4.2.2), in the case that this form has the acute tone.

4.4.2.5 1pl. acc. mūs and 2pl. acc. jūs

Lith. mūs, jūs, Latv. mūs (1pl. acc.), jūs (2pl. acc.), and OPrU. mans (1pl. acc.) are probably innovative form, as compared to OCS ny, vy, Skt. nas, vas, Lat. nōs, uōs, OPrus. 2pl. wans. Stang (1966: 256) explains that first EB *jūns was reformed based on the nominative form jūs, and 1pl. *mūns was created after the model of *jūns. Endzelīns (1923: 380) more specifically proposes the u-stem declension as the possible model of this remodeling of 2pl. accusative form. Contrastively, the remodeling of OPruss. mans, wans is not after the u-stem declension, but rather after the *tōns type. Therefore, the reformation of *mūns and *jūns was probably at the Proto-East-Baltic stage.

Accentologically, the acute tone of Latv. mūs and jūs corresponds to Lith. mūs and jūs, assuming that Lithuanian forms are resulted through Leskien’s Law from *mūs and *jūs. These probably intermediate parent forms (between *mūns, *jūns and mūs, jūs) may be justified by a possibility brought up by Zinkevičius (1966: 305). He cites seven types of adessive forms in 1pl. and 2pl. attested in various dialects, and one of them in the type mūsp(i) and jūsp(i) (variously accented in different dialects) is probably formed based on the accusative plural stem, not on the usual locative plural.

The problem is, though, that the formation of *mūns and *jūns is estimated in the Proto-East-Baltic stage, since Slavic still keeps the ny, vy-type forms. In Proto-East-Baltic stange, it was already long after the operation of MC in Proto-Balto-Slavic, and it may need to be examined how the supersegmental feature of such new (but not entirely new) vowels were treated. Theoretically, such new long vowels are expected to receive the circumflex tone as shown by some loan words with the circumflex tone. Where does the acute tone of *mūns and *jūns come from?

Now I would like to draw the reader’s attention to Endzelīns’ (1923: 380) remark that the possible model of their accusative plural ending is the u-stem declension. If his assumption is correct, the acute was brought to those accusative forms from the u-stem accusative plural
As long as I have observed, there has not been any monosyllabic words in u-stems. Therefore, the ending must have been available only with the acute tone. This could provide a possible source of the acute tone in those pronominal forms.

4.4.3 Numeral: $dù$ (m.), $dvi$ (f.) ‘two’

This numeral has monosyllabic and disyllabic cognates among IE languages.

(51) monosyllabic:
Skt. m. dvá, f. dvé, Goth. twai, OPruss. dwai

(52) disyllabic:
Skt. duvá (duvá-daśan ‘twelve’), Gk. δύο, Lat. m. duō, f. duae,
OCS d¥va (m.)/d¥vě (f.), Russ. m./n. dva, f. dve, SCr. m./n. dvâ,
f. dvîje, Latv. divi (nom.-acc. m./nom. f.),

The masculine form reflects variants in PIE $*d_{u}oh_{1}$ and $*d_{u}yo_h_{1}$, which are Lindeman’s Law variants (Lindeman 1965: 60ff., 70). Even Lithuanian and Latvian reflect different Lindeman’s variants. In addition to the disyllabic divi, Latvian preserves monosyllabic variants in both the simplex (ELatv. dü) and in the compound (duokärt, duoreiz ‘twice’ in Adolphi). Because of these diverged data, Stang (1966b: 277) states that $*d_{u}yo$ and $*d_{u}ô$ were still altering in Proto-Baltic according to a rhythmic rule. The East Baltic data may suggest that this alternation survived as late as Proto-East-Baltic. With the reflexes of $*duu$- in OCS, the alternation between $*du$- and $*duu$- can be securely traced back to Proto-Balto-Slavic. As the data from other IE languages show, this is supposed to be a phenomenon inherited from the protolanguage. Consequently, the monosyllabic variant PBS $*d_{u}ô$ could give rise to $*d_{u}ô$ through MC, which should give rise to Lith. $*d_{u}ô$. On the other hand, the disyllabic variant $*d_{u}yo_h_{1}$ would develop to $*d_{u}yo_h$, giving rise to Lith. $*d_{u}u$.  

87 The sound change discussed earlier in §4.4.1.1, I assume, applies to the u-stem ending in accusative plural as well. This assumption explains the acute tone in this ending, as in turgüs ($tu_rgus$ (2) ‘market’), pelüs ($p_{e}lüs$ (4) ‘chaff’).
The feminine form is reconstructed as \(*_{\text{du}}\text{e}h_2\text{i}_1\) (with the feminine stem in \(*_{-e}h_2\) and the dual ending \(*_{-i}h_1\), cf. Eichner 1982: 20; Olander 2015: 194). The reconstructed form \(*_{\text{du}}\text{e}h_2\text{i}_1\), however, would not give rise to any source for the acute tone in Baltio-Slavic. Eichner (1982: 20) operates with a laryngeal metathesis to handle this problem. According to his suggestion, \(*_{\text{du}}\text{e}h_2\text{i}_1\) could develop to \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}_1\text{h}_2\) through a laryngeal metathesis, which could give rise to the acute tone in Balto-Slavic without an assumption of MC. Otherwise, the acute tone in its Baltic descendants needs to be understood as analogical to the m. nom. du. \(*_{-u}\) (Gorbachov 2015: 190). If we accept Eichner’s suggestion, \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}_1\text{h}_2\) would have a Lindeman’s variant \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}_1\text{h}_2\), which would give rise to PBS \(*_{\text{du}}\text{a}i\). On the other hand, the monosyllabic variant \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}_1\text{h}_2\) possibly developed into PBS \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}\), further to \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}\) through MC. With Jagić’s (1906: 120) proposal that Slavic č reflects a non-acute PBS \(*_{\text{ai}}\) in mind, OCS \(d\text{v}e\) (f. nom.-acc. du.) seems to reflect the non-acute \(*_{\text{du}}\text{ai}\).

At face value, the Lithuanian attested forms \(d\text{u}/d\text{v}\) are shortened from the monosyllabic preform \(*_{\text{du}}\text{o}/*_{\text{du}}\text{e}\). Therefore, the problem is why they do not reflect \(*_{\text{du}}\text{o}/*_{\text{du}}\text{e}\) with MC. There are only two monosyllabic forms with the long vowel, \(d\text{u}, d\text{u}\) in Linkuva (E. Aukšt.), and Žem. \(d\text{o}\) (Zinkevičius 1966: 322). Petit (2002: 258ff.) considers this to be a piece of evidence against the existence of MC, whereas there have been a few explanations proposed on the form under the presumption of MC. Zinkevičius (1980–81: II, 57–58) assumes that the di-syllabic variant \(*_{\text{du}}\text{o}\) gave rise to pre-Lith. \(*_{\text{du}}\text{v}u\), reduced to \(*_{\text{dv}}\text{uo}\), further to \(*_{\text{du}}\text{o}\), which was shortened to \(d\text{u}\) by Leskien’s Law. He also suggests that the form can have been shortened by the influence of the nominal ending in dual, especially in a construction like \(d\text{u} \text{vil}k\text{u}\) ‘two wolves’ (< \(*_{\text{du}}\text{o} \text{vil}k\text{u}\)\text{o}\), and a pronoun \(a\text{b}u\) (m.)/\(a\text{b}i\) (f.) ‘both’ may also have had some influence especially in a usage \(a\text{b}u\text{du}/a\text{b}i\text{dvi}\). This sort of traditional explanation requires a relative chronology of MC to be older than Leskien’s Law. Petit (2002) does not accept this view, since he assumes that the alleged examples of MC are byproducts of Leskien’s Law. Against Zinkevičius’ view, he presents a question as

88 In Klingenschmitt (1994a: 383), \(*_{\text{du}}\text{e}i\) is also suggested. However, PIE \(*_{-\text{e}}\text{i}\) gives rise to Slavic -\(i\) (cf. \(*_{h_1}e\text{i}\) ‘to go’ > OCS \(i\text{ti}\) ‘to go,’ Lith. \(e\text{iti}\); \(*_{\text{seh}_1}i\text{-to}\) (LIV 519) > OCS \(s\text{ito}\), SCr. \(s\text{ito}\) ‘sieve,’ Lith. \(s\text{itas}\) (1), Bräuer 1961–1969: I, 70, 74), which is not compatible with OCS \(d(\text{b})v\text{e}\) ‘two (f.).’
to why the same thing did not happen to the pronoun tuõ in tuõ vilkù ‘with the wolf.’ This makes the point, although I do not agree on his view, that the examples of MC are in fact byproducts of Leskien’s Law, since, as we have seen in the previous sections, MC is projected to a Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. Indeed, the reason that the collocation tuõ vilkù did not affect the vocalism of tuõ should be explained by there being no form in homonymic clash in the pronominal paradigm in the prehistory, as shown on p. 179. It follows that the rhyming in collocations like tuõ vilkù did not play as important a role as assumed so far. Moreover, the syncope of the vowel assumed for *duvúo > *dvúo appears to be ad hoc and certainly the traditional explanation is not entirely satisfactory.

Alternatively, I suggest a contamination between the monosyllabic and disyllabic descendants. The monosyllabic descendant PBS *dvox/*dʊ̞ɔ̄či could give rise to pre-Lith. *duɔ̞/*dviõ, while the disyllabic descendant *dvox/*duɔ̞õči could give rise to *duvúo / *duvie. In fact, the dual forms of the demonstrative pronoun tás/tà have three variants in different dialects: m. tuõdu, tûodu, tôdu/ f. tiõedvi, tíedvi, tôdvi (Zinkevičius 1966: 316). One set of them, i.e., m. tuõdu/f. tiõedvi, seems to reflect the dual ending in the monosyllabic variant. Through a contamination process, the onset structure of the monosyllabic variant was kept, while the rhyming part of the disyllabic part was adopted. The motivation for such a choice could have been the avoidance of the possible homonymic clash with the endings, i.e., PEB m. instr. sg. *-õ > Lith. -uõ and PEB m. nom. pl. *-ë > Lith. -ië of pronouns. As the alternation between the monosyllabic and disyllabic variants are reasonably expected to survive until Proto-East-Baltic and are still observed in Latvian, this contamination process does not have to be as old as Proto-East-Baltic. The dialectal forms (E.Aukšt. dûò/duò and Žem. dûò) that Petit (2002: 258ff.) mentions can be explained as an influence from the ending of the polysyllabic variant, as in m. tûodu/f. tiõedvi.

89 The loss of the glide *ʊ (> v) preceding a round vowel is not ad hoc, with parallels (sesuõ ‘sister’ < *sęesör; sãpnas ‘dream’ < *suop-no- ‘sleep’) and with a phonetic motivation of avoidance of the labial segments in sequence.
4.4.4 Summary

In this section on pronouns, I have discussed the demonstrative pronouns, participant pronouns, and a numeral. Unlike the 3rd person future forms, the data are more diverged, and it is difficult to attribute all the reflexes of each pronoun to one and the same protoform with the same tone. Therefore, I have not attempted to prove the existence of MC based on the pronouns. Rather, there was an attempt in this section to show how the pronominal forms can be accommodated by the results of the previous section, which showed that MC must have taken place in Proto-Balto-Slavic.

I have pointed out the existence of disyllabic variant forms of these pronouns and suggested that they can be better source of the acute tone of the acute monosyllabic reflexes. The variant forms were definite pronouns for the demonstrative pronouns, while it was Lindeman’s variant that contributed the numeral ‘two.’ However, the participant pronouns cannot be explained in the same way. They do not have disyllabic variants. What is more, the paradigms of these pronouns are highly suppletive, and a usual paradigm leveling cannot be expected. Some unique analogical influences have been proposed. Nonetheless, the distribution of the circumflex variants of demonstrative pronouns (instr. sg. m., nom. pl. m., and acc. pl. m.) in West Aukštaitian is noteworthy, because the metatonical pattern in the 3rd person future forms is also spreading (except to Gp. 1 verbs) in the area, too. The pattern was rather overgeneralized among the 3rd person future forms in N-W. Aukštaitian dialects, while the same thing did not happen with the demonstrative pronouns. This may indicate a tendency of the W. Aukštaitian dialects to preserve the metatonical forms of the monosyllables.
5. Conclusion

This thesis has examined monosyllabic forms with the unexpected circumflex tone to establish the existence of MC and its relative chronology. The purpose of this examination is to make a partial contribution to the solution of the problem concerning whether PIE long vowels are reflected by the acute or circumflex tone in Balto-Slavic.

The following sections will summarize the results of the survey, evaluate its contribution to the solution of the problem, and consider the phonetic nature of MC in more depth.

5.1 Results

The chapters above have examined the existence of MC and its relative chronology. The first two chapters are devoted to the preliminary and the review of the preceding works on the topic. CHAPTER 3 argued that some examples of MC cannot be attributed to a result of analogy. The alleged analogical models of MC forms often have the acute tone (e.g., geríeji ‘the good (nom. pl. m.)’ ---→ tiē ‘they;’ gerúoju (instr. sg. m.) ---→ tuõ ‘that (id.);’ dúosiu ‘I will give’ ---→ dúõs ‘will give (3p.);’ désiu ‘I will place’ ---→ dēs ‘will place (3p.)’). Therefore, the circumflex tone in the monosyllabic forms requires an assumption of a métatonie douce in monosyllables, i.e., MC. There is also another argument in favor of MC. The circumflex tone of m. instr. sg. tuõ (< PIE *-oh₁) indicates that circumflex tone in monosyllables cannot be attributed to the laryngeal loss after the lengthened-grade vowel (*-VH), which Kortlandt (1985: 115, 2002: 16) proposes for explaining the circumflex tone of the examples of Proto-Balto-Slavic MC. Taking into account the acute tone of the same ending in polysyllabic forms (e.g., gerúoju), this instead undoubtedly shows that a morpheme with acute tone must be circumflexed in a monosyllabic form.

CHAPTER 4 examined instances of MC in accordance with the four categories in which they are found. In §4.1 a close examination of
the distribution of MC and shortening of the 3rd person future forms of monosyllabic acute stems revealed that the shortening is limited to a morpho-semantic group of verbs, i.e., inchoative thematic verbs (e.g., 3p. pres. pušva (< *puñva), 3p. fut. pūs ~ pútì ‘to rot;’ 3p. pres. šljýja (< *šliñja), 3p. fut. šlis ~ šlýti ‘to lean’), which may have been related to the intransitive inchoative thematic verbs in the Northern Indo-European languages (cf. Gorbachov 2007). Contrastively, the result of MC is preserved among the future forms with inherited full-grade roots. Therefore, MC should be regarded as the regular phonological development of an acute monosyllabic word, and the phenomenon cannot be regarded as a byproduct of Leskien’s Law (§4.1.5) contra Petit (2002). This also shows that Leskien’s Law was not blocked in monosyllabic words (Blevins 1993)

Furthermore, the Baltic future stem formation of the inchoative thematic verbs are considered to be morphologically secondary. Its synchronic structure comprises the zero-grade root with the future formant -s- and Narten-type endings. This would not have been admissible in Proto-Indo-European, and therefore must be the result of a morphological reformation based on the Baltic future formation, according to which the stem is based on that of the infinitives, and the endings are adopted from that of the Narten-type. And MC must have taken place before this morphological reformation took place to the future stems of the intransitive inchoative thematic verbs. In addition, the future forms that were in the environment of Winter’s Law, e.g., sēs ‘will sit’ (< *sed-s-) and bēgs ‘will run’ ( < *bʰegw-s-; p. 105), would not contradict a relative chronology of MC taking place after Winter’s Law.

Consequently, the answer to the question as to when the two Latvian reflexes of PIE root nouns (gūovs ‘cow,’ sâls ‘salt’ [§4.2.1.1, §4.2.1.3] and some Baltic particles/prepositions (e.g., nū ‘now;’ nuo, Latv. nūo ‘from,’ §4.3) could have undergone the process of MC should be searched for in the stages no later than Proto-Baltic. In particular, the morphological shift of the root nouns to PBS i-stems (PIE *ghuber ‘wild animal’ → PBS *žvēris) provides important clues for identifying the relative chronology in Proto-Balto-Slavic. Thus, the following relative chronology has been established, incorporating the results from preced-

1 This means that Minimal Word Syndrome is not so influential constraint (i.e., low-ranked) in Lithuanian at least since the epoch of the operation of Leskien’s Law pace Blevins (1993: 243).
ing works:

relative chronology II:

\[
\begin{align*}
* D > * T / \_ \# & \rightarrow \text{Winter’s Law} \\
Hirt’s \text{ Law}, \ * R > i R & \rightarrow \ * VH_\sigma > \ * \bar{V}_\sigma
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\rightarrow \text{acute assignment, } i \text{-apocope } \rightarrow \text{MC } \rightarrow \text{generalization of } i \text{-stem to root nouns } \rightarrow \text{Osthoff’s Law } \rightarrow \ * o > \ * a.
\]

\((= 48)\)

In this way, the origin of the MC forms in Lithuanian is traced back to an old stage. Adopting this result, it must be assumed that the monosyllabic pronominal forms in Proto-Balto-Slavic have undergone the process of MC as well. To account for the acute and circumflex pronominal forms in Lithuanian dialects (e.g., nom. pl. m. tīe, tīē; instr. sg. m. tū, túo, tuō), I have proposed in §4.4 a possibility that the definite pronominal forms tīējī, tōjī, etc. descended from some compounded constructions in PBS, which can be either a relative construction or compounded pronouns like PS *tad-je (→ OCS tŭţde ‘the same’), Skt. etād ‘this’ (< *eɪ-tó-), Lat. is-te, is-ta, is-tud ‘that’ (< *is-to-). Such compounded pronominal stems in PBS could have given rise to the acute variant through a vacuous operation of MC, while simplex stems would have given rise to the circumflex variant through MC. Therefore, the attestation of masculine pronominal forms with MC in W. Aukštaitian dialects as opposed to acute or shortened forms in Latvian or other Lithuanian dialects does not necessarily mean that MC took place in W. Aukštaitian dialects, pace Kortlandt (2014: 218). But it instead means that different choices of circumflex/acute variants of the pronominal forms have been made in the Baltic languages and Lithuanian dialects. This may better explain why feminine monosyllabic pronominal forms do not exhibit the MC forms even in W. Aukštaitian dialects.

This shows as well how the results of MC were variously treated in the individual Balto-Slavic languages, and even among the dialects of Lithuanian. Thus, they are rarely preserved in Latvian (the only possible examples are gūos ‘cow,’ sāls ‘salt,’ nōo ‘from,’ ELatv. nōu ‘now’), and different distributions of the MC forms are found among Lithuanian dialects. For example, in the case of the 3rd person future forms, MC
forms are relatively well preserved in W. Aukštaitian dialects, overgeneralized in the N.-W. Aukštaitian dialects, eliminated before Leskien’s Law in E. Aukštaitian dialects, and after Leskien’s Law in Žemaitian dialects (cf. table 4.2). In Latvian, they are completely eliminated.

Those distributions of MC forms in the dialects may indicate some dialectal “trends.” As briefly mentioned in §4.4.4, it is an interesting tendency that, for both the 3rd person future forms and pronominal forms, MC forms are better preserved among the W. Aukštaitian dialects, while they are almost completely eliminated in E. Aukštaitian dialects and to a less extent in the Žemaitian dialects. In addition, the MC forms in W. Aukštaitian dialects spread to the word-final position of polysyllabic forms (nom. pl. m. tię́ → anię́ ‘that,’ katrię́ ‘which;’ cf. §4.4.1.5). The particles laį and vėl discussed in §4.3.2 show the circumflex tone in std. Lithuanian but have the acute tone in E. Aukštaitian dialects and Latvian. According to Kortlandt’s (2014) view, this could be regarded as the second layer of the circumflexation of monosyllables. Observing the W. Aukštaitian tendency, this can be instead viewed as the result of such a spread of MC forms in W. Aukštaitian dialects. The W. Aukštaitian tendency to preserve and even generalize (in some cases) the circumflex tone has been observed through this research.

5.2 Contribution to the Solution of the Tone Problem of PIE Long Vowels

The purpose of the examination of MC in this thesis is to contribute to the solution of the problem as to whether PIE long vowels are reflected with the acute or circumflex tone in Balto-Slavic. While examining the data, a few more examples that may speak for the traditional view that PIE plain long vowels are reflected with an acute tone in Balto-Slavic have been found. The forms Latv. pruôjām ‘away’ in (49a), Latv. nuōst ‘away’ in (49b), and Latv. vēls ‘late’ (fn. 68) have the acute root, which may be descended from the late PIE forms with a plain long vowel.

In addition, by establishing the existence of MC and its relative chronology, the long vowels in some Lithuanian (and Latvian) monosyllables with irregular circumflex tone now have a phonological account. Not only the reflexes of root nouns whose etymology have been var-
iously discussed, but also Lithuanian 3rd person future forms in general, a few particles, and pronominal forms that have relatively clear etymologies (e.g., nū ‘now’ < PBS *nū < PIE *nū or *nuh₁, nuo ‘from’ < PBS *nō, permissive ŭe < *teh₁, m. instr. sg. ŭo < *toh₁, m. acc. pl. ŭos < *tōns) also have the circumflex tone in the monosyllabic forms. The circumflex tone of the reflexes of PIE monosyllables with plain long vowels (nū, nuo) does no longer support the hypothesis that the regular PBS reflex of PIE plain long vowels is circumflex tone. These facts seem to support the hypothesis that the PIE plain long vowels are reflected with the acute tone in Balto-Slavic in the polysyllabic environment, by the exception of monosyllables.

5.3 Phonetic Nature of MC

The phonetic nature of MC can be differently interpreted depending on the assumptions. If the opposition of acute and circumflex in the early Proto-Balto-Slavic is assumed to be already a tonal opposition, then the process can be interpreted as a rising tone turning to a falling tone, or a leftward shift of a high tone in a monosyllable. Alternatively, if the opposition is interpreted as the presence or absence of the glottalization in a syllable nucleus, the phenomenon can be interpreted as the loss of glottalization in monosyllables. Since the acute feature in Proto-Balto-Slavic as early as MC operated was probably a glottalization, as suggested in Vaillant (1936: 114–115), Stang (1966b: 137) among others, this assumption seems more plausible.

However, if we have to assume a loss of glottalization among monosyllabic forms, that would require an additional phonological process in monosyllables. This can be an unnatural assumption because monosyllabic forms are cross-linguistically known to escape from otherwise regular sound change or linguistic changes, as discussed in footnote 44 (p. 141). There, a case from Latin is explained, where an analogical change (s → r) in word-final position of monosyllabic nominative forms was blocked or delayed, while it was going on among polysyllabic forms. On p. 141 a positional faithfulness IDENT-σ₁(F) was introduced as a theoretical background of the phenomenon.

Beside the initial-syllable faithfulness hypothesis, other theories have been suggested to account for this cross-linguistic tendency for monosyllables to escape from sound changes: the neighborhood activation
model (Luce and Pisoni 1998; Vitevitch and Luce 1998), and moraic-based markedness (Pycha, Inkelas, & Sprouse 2007). The neighborhood activation model is based on the result of a statistic survey that neighborhood density is inversely correlated with the morpheme size, which means that small words are less contrastive than larger words. This may prevent the small words from phonological alternations. The latter hypothesis, moraic-based markedness, assumes that the minimal words (such as monosyllabic CVC words) are syllabified at an earlier derivational level, and are therefore immune to some phonological processes.

All three hypotheses are concluded based on statistical research on the synchronic language data. Although these accounts may need further research for justification, the tendency for monosyllables to be persistent against linguistic changes have certainly been observed. It is possible that such a synchronic tendency, if it already existed in the ancient prehistoric languages, could have resulted in a diachronic peculiarity of monosyllabic forms.

Consequently, there is another possible interpretation. Acute assignment is introduced in §2.3.7 as a rule to assign a long syllable nucleus with some sort of acute feature, which is probably a glottalization of the nucleus. Although I have concluded that MC took place after acute assignment in (48), it may be more reasonable to assume that acute assignment did not operate on monosyllables, i.e., glottalization was blocked in monosyllabic forms, which resulted in non-acute syllable nuclei in monosyllables.\footnote{Since the initial syllables are assigned with the acute feature or a glottalization (e.g., *šird-) in polysyllables, and it can be blocked only in monosyllables, the constraint IDENT-σ₁(F) may not be the exact factor in this case.}

This interpretation may give a coherent account to the assumed failure of glottalization in monosyllables in PBS and the cross-linguistic tendency for monosyllabic forms to escape from linguistic changes.
Sammanfattning

I denna avhandling behandlas fenomenet *Monosyllabic Circumflexion* ur ett språkhistoriskt och fonologiskt perspektiv. *Monosyllabic Circumflexion* avser det litauiska eller baltoslaviska fenomen som innebär att långa vokaler och diftonger uppvisar cirkumflex ton i stället för den väntade akuta tonen i enstavelseord. Fenomenet kan observeras i följande fyra kategorier:

I. Futurumsformer i 3 person av enstaviga verb:

II. Nomina som härstammar från proto-indoeuropeiska rotnomina:
   Latv. gūvs ‘ko’ (< *gʷōus ← acc.sg. *gʷōm); šuō ‘hund’ (< *kūō) osv.

III. Prepositioner/adverb:

IV. Pronominala fromer:
   tuō (< *toh m. sg. instr. ~ gerūoju ‘den goda (m. sg. instr.)’), tiē (< *toi pl.nom. ~ gerīeji ‘id. (pl.nom)’), tuōs (< *tōs pl. acc. ~ gerūosius ‘id. (pl.acc.)’) osv.

Den svårförklarade cirkumflexa tonen i dessa kategorier är ett centralt problem när det gäller vår förståelse av den baltoslaviska accentologin. Genom att klarlägga fenomenet *Monosyllabic Circumflexion* och fastställa en relativ kronologi för de ljudliga utvecklingarna i de relevanta kategorierna är målet för undersökningen att bidra till en ökad förståelse för de historiska utvecklingar som ligger bakom realiseringen av tonerna i baltiska och slaviska språken.

I den första kategorin, futurumsformer i 3:e person av enstaviga verb, återfinns en stor mängd exempel där fenomenet uppträder; dessa
exempel har således cirkumflex ton. Men det finns också en liten grupp
av verb som har akut ton, vid en första anblick tycks dessa exempel vara
möjliga motexempel till fenomenet Monosyllabic Circumflexion. Vid en
närmare undersökning av dessa möjliga motexempel visade det sig dock
att de utgjordes av en väl avgränsad morfosemantisk grupp av verb vars
futurumsformer genomgått en omfattande omstrukturerings, vilket också
förklarar varför fenomenet inte förekommer i denna avgränsade grupp
av verb. När denna avgränsade grupp verb kan förklaras separat utifrån
deras historiska utveckling blir det tydligt att de verb som kvarstår alla
uppvisar fenomenet Monosyllabic Circumflexion.

Den andra kategorin, som består av nomina som härstammar från
proto-indoeuropeiska rotnomina, ger oss därtill viktig information för
att kunna etablera en relativ kronologi för fenomenet Monosyllabic Cir-
cumflexion och sätta in det i dess baltoslaviska kontext. Den relativa
kronologin för fenomenet utforskas vidare i samband med de tonala
skillnaderna i de enstavelsesord som förekommer i kategori tre och fyra.
I dessa kategorier är materialet mer heterogent och vi finner exempel på
enstavelsesord med såväl akut som cirkumflex ton. En närmare under-
sökning kunde dock identifiera en mängd olika morfologiska faktorer,
såsom undvikande av homonymer inom det pronominala paradigmet,
vilka kan förklara varför vissa enstavelsesord inom dessa kategorier har
akut ton. Vidare undersöktes det västaukštaitiska dialektdraget vilket
innebär att resultatet av Monosyllabic Circumflexion bevaras i en större
utsträckning än i andra dialekter. De västaukštaitiska dialekterna spela-
de en framträdande roll i framväxandet av det litauiska standardspråket.

Sammanfattningsvis kunde de undersökta enstavelsesorden som upp-
visar cirkumflex ton i litauiska förklaras med en kombination av fenome-
net Monosyllabic Circumflexion i protobaltoslaviska och den dialek-
tala tendensen i de västaukštaitiska dialekterna.
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